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Förord 
 
Konferensen Lärarlärdom 2016 genomfördes den 17 augusti på Högskolan Kristianstad.  
 
Lärarlärdom är en samarbetskonferens med Blekinge Tekniska Högskola och 
Linnéuniversitet och går av stapeln varje år strax innan höstens terminsstart. Konferensen 
erbjuds som en mötesplats där alla kan träffas för kvalificerade samtal kring kvalitet i 
undervisning och lärande inom högre utbildning. 
 
Vi ser gärna att alla som på något sätt deltar i utvecklingen av våra studenter tar plats på 
konferensen; Lärare, forskare, doktorander, studieadministratörer, bibliotekarier och 
personal i olika stödfunktioner som genom åren byggt en gedigen kunskap om och 
reflekterad erfarenhet kring lärande inom högskola och universitet. 
 
I år var temat studentaktivt lärande och som inledningstalare kring detta ämne var 
Pernilla Severson, Universitetslektor i Journalistik och medieproduktion, inbjuden. Fokus i 
hennes tal handlade om studentaktivt lärande och mötet mellan forskning om digitala 
mediers kollaborativa möjligheter, om deltagarorienterad aktionsforskning samt om de 
tillämpningar inom ”Scholarship of Teaching and Learning” som fokuserar på möjligheter 
och hinder inom en viss kontext. 
 
Den 16 augusti 2017 är det Blekinge Tekniska Högskola som är värd och konferensen äger 
rum i Karlshamn. Håll utkik på https://www.bth.se/lararlardom där mer information och 
aktuellt tema finnas tillgängligt. 
 
Nedan kan du läsa samtliga abstracts som blev antagna till och presenterades under 
konferensen, som Papers, Rundabordssamtal, Blixttal eller i Symposium. Utöver själva 
konferensbidraget har alla som önskar möjligheten att i efterhand publicera fullständiga 
Papers kring det ämne som presenterades på konferensen. Många valde även denna 
möjlighet och deras bidrag finns att läsa i den andra delen av denna skrift. 
 
Mycket nöje! 
 
 
Stefan Larsson 
Högskolepedagogisk utvecklare 
Högskolan Kristianstad 
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Abstracts 
 

Björn Stille 
 
 
E-post: bjorn.stille@bth.se  
Lärosäte: BTH  
Presentationsform: Paper 
 
 
20 år av skarpa projekt i högskolan. Lärdomar 1995-2015 
 
På Blekinge tekniska högskola finns sedan länge en tradition av skarpa studentprojekt. 
Med det menas projekt med kunder i form av företag och organisationer utanför 
högskolan. Detta gjordes inom många ämnen, men främst inom utbildningsprogrammen 
programvaruteknik, människor- datateknik-arbetsliv (MDA) och fysisk planering. Jag har 
under tjugo år haft förmånen att delta i utbildningar med sådana inslag och den här 
artikeln är ett försök att sammanfatta erfarenheter av dessa verksamheter samt visa på 
problem och möjligheter för den högre utbildningen. Dessa projekt har tidigare 
beskrivits i olika högskolepedagogiska sammanhang.  
 
Det jag vill göra i den här rapporten är att utgå från tre någorlunda detaljerade 
fallbeskrivningar från tre olika utbildningsprogram och med dessa visa på hinder och 
möjliggörare för att driva skarpa projekt inom högskolans ram från A- till masternivå och 
för olika slag av utbildningar, allmänna som mer professionsinriktade. Jag vill också 
illustrera en utveckling från att ha skarpa projekt i vanliga högskolekurser till att vad 
som närmast kan betraktas som en ny utbildningsform där det blir tydligt att de skarpa 
projekten med arbetslivets logik och rörelsemönster är annorlunda än vad som gäller för 
lärande i högskolekurser. Denna utbildningsform kallar jag för hybridkurser, som är en 
hybrid av högskola med dess ”skollogik” och arbetslivets olika logiker. Att förena dessa 
logiker i en kurs i nuvarande strikt uppstyrda högskolesystem är komplicerat. 
 
Fallbeskrivningarna ger exempel på olika sätt att göra dessa problem tydliga och lyfta 
fram möjligheter till lösningar. Avslutningsvis leder detta in mig på frågan om vad det är 
för fel på dagens högskolesystem. Buden är många, både från akademi och näringsliv. 
Kanske vore en moderniserad polyteknisk utbildning en möjlig väg framåt? 

mailto:bjorn.stille@bth.se
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Bogdan Marculescu, Ramtin Jabbari & Seide Molléri 

 

E-post: bogdan.marculescu@bth.se  
Lärosäte: BTH 
Presentationsform: Paper 
 
 
Perception of Scientific Evidence: Do Industry and Academia Share an 
Understanding? 
 
Collaboration depends on communication and upon having a similar understanding of the 
notions that are being discussed, and a similar appraisal of their value. Existing work 
seems to show that the collaboration between the software engineering industry and 
academia is hampered by a difference in values. In particular, academic work focuses 
more on generalizing on the basis of existing evidence, while industry prefers to 
particularize conclusions to individual cases. This has lead to the conclusion that industry 
values scientific evidence less than academia does. Since students’ outlook is formed by 
academics, it is worth investigating if a difference in values affects how ready students are 
to become software engineering practitioners. 
 
This paper seeks to investigate if industry and academia share a definition of scientific 
evidence. We seek to determine if a more nuanced look the notion of scientific evidence 
has an influence on how academics and industry practitioners perceive that notion. 
We propose a model of empirical evidence in software engineering. An initial evaluation 
of this model indicates that conflicting opinions already exist in the student body 
regarding the notion of evidence, the trustworthiness of different sources of evidence, 
and which types of evidence are more appropriate in various situations. 
 
Rather than a difference in how industry and academia value scientific evidence, we see 
evidence of misunderstanding, of different notions of what constitutes scientific evidence, 
and what strength of evidence is required to achieve specific goals. We propose a model 
of empirical evidence, to provide a better understanding of what is required in various 
situations and a better platform for communication between industry and academia. We 
hope that a better understanding of the different goals and definitions of empirical 
evidence would also enable graduates from our university programs better adapted to 
both the industrial and the academic context.

mailto:bogdan.marculescu@bth.se
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Braco Veletanlic & Eric Chen 
 
 
E-post: braco.veletanlic@hkr.se  
Lärosäte: HKR  
Presentationsform: Paper 
 
 
 
Flipped Classroom Approach and its Implementation in an Online Course 
 
Active learning is the process where students learn beyond passively listening to an 
instructor's lecture. In this way students are engaged in their learning activities. It has 
been accepted that active learning leads to deeper understanding and better learning 
outcomes. 

The term flipped classroom has been widely used to describe a new pedagogical 
approach in which traditional lecture and homework elements of a course are reversed 
so that the initial exposure to the learning content takes place outside of the classroom. 
This approach frees up class time, promotes active learning and engagement in learning 
and facilitates student-centered learning. 

In this study we experimented with flipped classroom approach in the online course 
Programming in C during the autumn term 2015. The purpose of the experiment was to 
determine whether flipped classroom can serve as an appropriate method to use in an 
online course and to find out to what extent flipped classroom can stimulate active 
learning in an online setting. Based on known concept of flipped classroom approach and 
literature review, we systematically reviewed YouTube videos and selected 52 video clips 
to use as companion course materials. We also compiled and produced 212 quiz 
questions to use as formative assessment. In order to promote interaction among the 
students, we experimented with peer-review as a part of the laboratory work process. We 
also provided scheduled online sessions in the form of chat rooms. Short video clips were 
positively received by the students. Even the peer-review approach was positively 
received but the students gave up this activity at the end of the course, due to the work 
load. Flipped classroom has potential to be used in online settings but distinction 
between “classroom” and “outside classroom” is not always clear. 
 
More work is needed to make this distinction visible and to make the transition 
between these two learning environments smooth. 

mailto:braco.veletanlic@hkr.se
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Charlotte Silander 
 
 
E-post: charlotte.silander@lnu.se 
Lärosäte: LNU  
Presentationsform: Rundabord 

 
 

Arbetet med att organisera högskolepedagogiska enheter och bedriva 
högskolepedagogisk utbildning (HPU) har varit omfattande vid Svenska lärosäten under 
de senaste decennierna. Samtidigt finns det en rad kunskapsbehov kring den 
högskolepedagogiska utbildningen som kan fyllas. 

 
1) Vilka mål och motiv har intressenterna för den högskolepedagogiska 

utbildningen? Förväntningarna på HPU varierar mellan olika intressenter; olika 
aktörer, studenter, lärare, högskoleledningar och statsmakterna kan ha olika 
visioner och idéer om vad den högskolepedagogiska utbildningen skall syfta till. 
För läraren kan huvudsyftet vara individuell utveckling av sina pedagogiska 
färdigheter för att uppfylla ett personligt behov. För studenten kan målet vara 
att säkra tillgången på pedagogiska skickliga lärare och undvika risken att 
utsättas för lärare som inte underlättar deras lärande. För universitetsledningen 
kan målet vara att säkra kvalitetsnormer i undervisning och för regeringen kan 
målen kan relateras till frågor om jämlikhet (underlätta för en diversifierad 
studentgrupp för att kunna delta i högre utbildning) eller för att stödja 
effektiviteten i HEI. Vad som är mål är i offentlig sektor inte självklart (jmf 
Rombach, 1991) och målen kan variera avseende legitimitet bland olika grupper. 
Detta gäller särskilt inom högre utbildning där olika grupper strävar mot olika, 
ibland konkurrerande, mål med en oklar inbördes rangordning (Birnbaum 
1988). 

 
2) Hur upplever olika intressenter resultatet av högskolepedagogisk utbildning? 

Det finns idag endast begränsad kunskap om vad utbildningar leder till och hur 
resultatet uppfattas av deltagare (HSV 2006) och det råder brist på 
undersökningar som kan visa på robusta samband mellan HPU och ökat 
lärande hos studenten (Sword, 2008, s 88). 

 
Vi har vid Linnéuniversitetet bedrivit högskolepedagogisk undervisning i 

mer än två decennier men vi upplever fortfarande att vi saknar kunskap om 
vilka mål och motiv olika grupper har för högskolepedagogisk utbildning liksom 
hur de upplever utfallet av denna. Detta projekt syftar därför till att kartlägga 
mål och motiv för högskolepedagogisk utbildning samt vad utbildningen kan 
åstadkommer enligt fyra grupper av intressenter; studenter, lärare, 
högskoleledningar och statsmakterna

mailto:charlotte.silander@lnu.se
mailto:charlotte.silander@lnu.se
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Claes Dahlqvist 
E-post: claes.dahlqvist@hkr.se 
Lärosäte: HKR 
Presentationsform: Best practice 
 
Högskolepedagogisk grundkurs och konstruktiv länkning som medel för 
integrering av informationskompetens i kursplaner 
 

Informationskompetens (IK) är förmågan att söka, samla, värdera och använda 
information. Styrdokumentens (högskolelag och examensordningar) målbeskrivningar 
tydliggör att det är förmågor studenter ska tillägna sig under högskolestudierna.Men hur 
återspeglas de i kursplanernas lärandemål? Anderssons (2015) magisteruppsats fann att 
på Högskolan Kristianstad (HKR) är det ovanligt, och därmed säkerställs inte studenters 
rättighet att bli informationskompetenta. Detta trots att undervisande bibliotekarier 
ständigt arbetar med att det i kursplaner ska integreras relevanta lärandemål i IK på 
HKR:s kurser. 
   Vad kan göras för att integrationen av IK i kursplanerna ökar? Och hur skapas i det 
sammanhanget förutsättningar för undervisande bibliotekariers syn på det goda lärandet, 
ett studentaktivt lärande? 
   Ett svar är att på HKR:s högskolepedagogiska grundkurs undervisa lärare i hur IK kan 
integreras i kursplaner genom konstruktiv länkning. Biggs (2011) menar att konstruktiv 
länkning är en förutsättning för det studentcentrerade och goda lärandet. Tydliga 
kopplingar mellan lärandemål, läraktiviteter och examinationsuppgifter, skapar ett 
sammanhang och en meningsfullhet för studenten. Ett sammanhang där lärandet sker 
genom att kunskap aktivt konstrueras utifrån studentens egna erfarenheter. 
   Vid designandet av grundkursen använde vi oss av konstruktiv länkning. Innehållet är 
exempelvis konstruktiv länkning som metod för integrering av IK i kursplaner. Kursens 
lärandemål är att argumentera för IK:s roll i högre utbildning och ha idéer om 
implementering i form av lärandemål och läraktiviteter. Läraktiviteter är skrivna 
reflektioner, vilka utgör utgångspunkten för ett tre timmar långt seminarium. 
Examinationsuppgiften är att revidera valfri kursplan där IK, förslagsvis med hjälp av 
konstruktiv länkning, integreras med andra delar och ämnen på kursen. 
   Genom grundkursen har en gemensam plattform för bibliotekarier-lärare skapats. En 
plattform bestående av IK och hur den med konstruktiv länkning kan integreras i 
kursplaner. En samsyn har potentiellt etablerats där studentaktivt lärande främjas. Ju 
fler lärare som går kursen, desto större är möjligheterna att denna samsyn mer frekvent 
synliggörs i kursplaner. 
 
Referenser 
 
Biggs, J.B. & Tang, C.S. (2011). Teaching for quality learning at university: what the 
student does. (4., [rev.] ed.) Maidenhead: Open University Press 
 
Andersson H. (2015). Informationskompetens i högskolans kursplaner: En kvalitativ 
textanalys. Masteruppsats, Akademin för bibliotek, information, pedagogik och IT. Borås: 
Högskolan i Borås. 

mailto:claes.dahlqvist@hkr.se
mailto:claes.dahlqvist@hkr.se
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Daniel Einarson 
 
E-post: daniel.einarson@hkr.se  
Lärosäte: HKR  
Presentationsform: Paper 
 
 
Detta arbete är ett resultat av medel erhållna för kvalitetshöjande projekt. En del av 
projektet är presenterat vid konferensen CDIO2016, ytterligare delar presenteras här. Ett 
syfte med projektet är att föreslå lärandemål för kurser med inslag av VIL 
(Verksamhetsintegererat Lärande, mosvarande VFU). För att vara så generellt 
användbart som möjligt, även på en internationell nivå, så används CDIO Syllabus 
(www.cdio.org) och dess ramverk för lärandemål. CDIO Syllabus har visats svara väl även 
mot flera nationella ramverk (*), såsom Högskoleförordningen. Vi har ändå velat 
förtydliga motsvarigheten mellan uppsättningen valda lärandemål från CDIO Syllabus och 
Högskoleförordningen. Det gjorda urvalet baseras på nämnda motsvarighet, samt även på 
resultat av tidigare experiment, samt existerande lärandemål för en viss kurs. 
 
Liksom att högskolor och universitet har juridiska krav på sig att efterfölja 
Högskoleförordningens uppsatta lärandemål, så har man krav på sig att för studenterna 
handha kursutvärderingar. Här har vi valt ZEF-survey 
(http://zef.fi/zefsurvey/en/home/) som verktyg för att hantera kursutvärderingar, 
eftersom det ger möjlighet att svara på, och betrakta undersökande frågor på ett två-
dimensionellt plan, vilket också ger flerdimensionella tolkningsmöjligheter. Ytterligare 
ett syfte är att matcha den valda uppsättningen lärandemål mot detta 
utvärderingsverktyg och experimentera med det vid ett kurstillfälle. 
 
Medan man traditionellt utför en kursutvärdering vid slutet av en kurs, för att låta 
resultatet ge möjlighet att påverka kommande kurstillfällen, så har vi här haft ett annat 
syfte och tillvägagångssätt. Ytterligare ett syfte med projektet har varit att betrakta 
kursutvärderingen som en iterativ process under kursens gång, där man dels får en 
kontinuerlig återkoppling under kursens gång, och dels ger möjlighet att låta studenter 
reflektera över lärandemål över en tid, istället för vid en punkt. Det senare blir särskilt 
intressant då man på detta sätt kan gynna en process mot en högre medvetenhet hos 
studenterna beträffande det som kursen är tänkt att bidra med. 
 
(*) http://www.cdio.org/knowledge-library/documents/cdio-syllabus-v20-updated-
statement-goals- engineering-education-0

mailto:daniel.einarson@hkr.se
http://www.cdio.org/
http://zef.fi/zefsurvey/en/home/
http://www.cdio.org/knowledge-library/documents/cdio-syllabus-v20-updated-statement-goals-engineering-education-0
http://www.cdio.org/knowledge-library/documents/cdio-syllabus-v20-updated-statement-goals-engineering-education-0
http://www.cdio.org/knowledge-library/documents/cdio-syllabus-v20-updated-statement-goals-engineering-education-0
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Diana Saplacan 
 
 
E-post: diana.saplacan@hkr.se 
Lärosäte: HKR  
Presentationsform: Paper 
 
A study-case on a project course: seminars, project, feedback and reflections 
in the context of a student's active learning 
 
The paper presents a case-study at Kristianstad University, with the focus on the 
Software Engineering project based course, given on the second academic year of the 
programmes within computer science. 
 
This paper discusses the course design with regard to two main parts of the course: 
seminars and project, and how those were organized in order to facilitate student’s 
active learning. 
 
The active learning here is focusing on several main factors: course design, course 
design and its relation to the programme, academic loop (i.e. academic loop is part of a 
couple of selected courses that develop student’s academical skills), seminars forms, 
individual feedback and course feedback, as well as documented reflections on project 
work. 
 
More in deep, the paper presents examples on the pedagogical findings when it comes 
to seminars organization and how the changes made in the course helped to an 
increased student active learning. Such information includes: best practice on course 
design, best practice on seminars exercises, and project work. The results presented are 
empirical and are based on observations, as well as on a formal and informal feedback. 
 
Moreover, the paper addresses also the theme of the importance of feedback in 
students’ active learning. Here, feedback is discussed in terms of: student-course 
instructor feedback, course instructor-student feedback, individual vs. group 
feedback, and peer-review. 
 
Finally, the paper shows reflections on a two dimensional (2D) survey where the results 
from 2015 and 2016 are compared and discussed, in order to suggest further 
improvements for an increased student active learning. 

mailto:diana.saplacan@hkr.se
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Eriks Klotins & Prashant Goswami 
 
 
E-post: eriks.klotins@bth.se  
Lärosäte: BTH  
Presentationsform: Paper 
 
 
Criteria for PhD student performance assessment in Software Engineering 
and Computer Science programs in Sweden 
 
Background - third cycle studies are different from first and second cycle studies with 
much broader education goals and a supervisor role who guides the student trough the 
process. While education goals for each specific PhD student are adapted and assessed by 
the supervisor.  
 
Aim - in this paper we aim to understand how formal and informal evaluation criteria are 
used by PhD student supervisors to assess progress and provide feedback to students. 
Our focus is Computer Science and Software Engineering PhD programs.  
 
Method - we have conducted 7 interviews with PhD supervisors from various universities 
in Sweden.  
 
Results - we have identified three tiers of factors defined, law, community of practice and 
a supervisor. At each tier there are several factors and assessment methods influencing 
objectiveness of assessment. We observed a tendency that less experienced supervisors 
put significantly more emphasis on outcomes,e.g. publications, while more experienced 
supervisors also consider inputs, e.g. motivation, student’s interest in the topic and 
general wellbeing of the student. We have presented our results in a frame- work.  
 
Conclusions - The framework presented in this paper can be used as a map to assure 
transparency on the expectations of the supervisor and the community, raise awareness 
of human traits in play and raise awareness in supervisors about communicating their 
criteria to the PhD students. 

mailto:eriks.klotins@bth.se
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Hanna Tuvesson, Mats Lintrup, Ewa Andersson, Catarina 
Augustsson & Elina Mikaelsson 
 
 
E-post:hanna.tuvesson@bth.se  
Lärosäte: BTH  
Presentationsform: Symposium 
 
Handledarens roll i det studentaktiva lärandet - Betydelsen av feedback och 
respons 
 
Studentaktiva lärandeformer utgår ifrån studentens lärande och motivation och kan 
bidra till djupinriktat lärande hos studenterna. Handledning inom högskoleutbildning 
kan anta många olika former, som exempelvis klinisk handledning och pedagogisk 
handledning i grupp. Handledarens roll är komplex och har betydelse för 
studiemotivation och studieresultat hos studenten. Avsaknad av relevant återkoppling 
leder ofta till ett ytinriktat lärande. Handledaren roll och dennes återkoppling till 
studenten är därför av betydelse för det studentaktiva lärandet. 
 
Syftet med symposiumet är att belysa handledarens roll i och betydelsen av 
återkoppling för det studentaktiva lärandet. Under symposiet vill vi problematisera 
kring olika begrepp för återkoppling och diskutera tankar om att handledarens respons 
bör vara anpassad och utvecklande för att främja aktivt lärande. Feedback kan ses som 
en formaliserad information som ges av någon gällande aspekter på ens 
prestation/förståelse/lärande. Vid en återkommande formativ bedömning (feedback) 
läggs tonvikten på det som har gjorts. I en utvecklande respons (feed forward) ligger 
istället tonvikten vid vad som behöver göras för att utvecklas och bli bättre. Här handlar 
det också om läraren/handledarens roll för att få studenten att reflektera som en del i 
det studentaktiva lärandet. 
 
I symposiet kommer resultat från olika undersökningar och utvärderingar vid 
Institutionen för Hälsa vid BTH att presenteras och diskuteras. Dessa kommer bland 
annat att beröra studenternas upplevelser samt uppfattningar av handledarens 
betydelse och återkoppling under basgruppsarbete och hur sådana upplevelser och 
uppfattningar kan förändras under utbildningen gång. Symposiet kommer också att 
belysa den kliniska handledarens betydelse för det studentaktiva lärandet under 
verksamhetsförlagd utbildning. Slutligen kommer också resultat att presenteras som 
berör jämförelser av uppfattningar om återkoppling mellan studenter och lärare. De 
samlade resultaten och erfarenheterna gruppen vill presentera och diskutera föranleder 
oss också att fråga: Räcker det att ge feedback? Kan vi som handledare bli tydligare med 
vår återkoppling? Vad är en anpassad och utvecklande respons? 

mailto:hanna.tuvesson@bth.se
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Helena Andersson 
 
E-post: helena.andersson@hkr.se 
Lärosäte: HKR  
Presentationsform: Paper 
 
 
Informationskompetens i högskolan – en metod för att analysera kursplaner 
 
Introduktion 
I rollen som undervisande bibliotekarier har jag och mina kollegor uppmärksammat att 
lärandemål rörande informationskompetens ofta saknas eller uttrycks otydligt i 
högskolans kursplaner, vilket har en negativ påverkan på studenternas möjligheter att 
aktivt utvecklas mot att bli informationskompetenta. Mot denna bakgrund har en studie 
av informationskompetens i kursplaner utförts. 
 
Metod 
Det empiriska materialet består av kursplaner från tre olika program vid Högskolan 
Kristianstad. Dessa analyseras ur ett sociokulturellt perspektiv genom kvalitativ 
innehållsanalys. Genom att skapa och applicera ett textnära kodningsschema med olika 
kategorier, möjliggör metoden att systematiskt kunna definiera med vilken 
tydlighetsnivå som informationskompetens är uttryckt i texterna. 
 
Resultat 
Studiens resultat visar att informationskompetens sällan är tydligt formulerat i 
kursplanerna. Oftast är informationskompetens något som bara antyds eller som anas 
genom en potentiell koppling. 
Denna osynlighet kan få som konsekvens att studenterna inte inser vikten av 
informationskompetens. Analysen visar också att det i kursplanerna finns kopplingar till 
informationskompetens inom områden som värderas högt av både lärarkår och 
bibliotekarier. Dessa inkluderar kreativt tänkande, den vetenskapliga arbetsprocessen 
och användandet IKT. 
 
Slutsatser 
Ur ett sociokulturellt perspektiv rekommenderas att undervisning för 
informationskompetens bäddas in i ämnesstudierna. I detta avseende kan studien 
användas som en utgångspunkt för samarbetet mellan lärare och bibliotekarier i syfte att 
ge studenterna bästa möjliga förutsättningar. Metoden att utvärdera kursplaner kan 
också vara av intresse för det generella arbetet med kvalitetsutvärdering och utveckling 
inom högre utbildning. 
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Jennifer Contreras, Anne Norling & Päivi Jokola 
 
E-post: jennifer.contrerascolomas@lnu.se 
Lärosäte: Linnéuniversitetet 
Presentationsform: Paper 
 
Assessing the impact of online learning to student’s academic performance: a 
case study to promote active learning 
 
It is evident that the world of education has changed over the past decade. The 
emergence of newly adopted metaphors such as “virtual university”, “networked 
campus” and “e-university” may have yet greater impact on a university’s modus 
operandi in the twenty-first century [1]. 
 
In this paper, the focus of the study is to assess the impact on the student’s academic 
performance in online learning courses offered by the Department of Computer Science at 
Linnaeus University to the academic performance of students. The department started to 
offer online courses since 2000 using “CoursePress” as their own learning management 
system. 
 
The existing data compiled by the department are being examined that includes the 
number of hours of e-learning study hours, activities, advising and socio-demographic 
characteristics. This is undertaken to identify whether or not personal-characteristic-
related learning style differences influence the extent to which students benefit from e 
learning. Furthermore, a survey questionnaire at the end of the course was also 
distributed to the students and interview with different teachers were conducted to get 
more information about the impact of online learning to the academic performance of 
students. 
 
In order to improve the academic performance of students, an interactive participation 
within learning networks is important as well as creating and exchanging knowledge 
with others to achieve the highest level of Bloom’s Taxonomy. 
 
We recommend that different factors should be investigated like pedagogical factors, 
technological, institutional, management, interface design, and resource support and the 
factors within each issue have not yet been investigated with detail coverage. 
 
Keywords: assessment, E-learning, motivation, academic performance, bloom’s taxonomy 
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Johan Silvander 
 
E-post: johan.silvander@bth.se  
Lärosäte: BTH  
Presentationsform: Paper 
 
 
Context: We have experienced the use of a domain specific language sometimes makes it 
difficult to present domain knowledge to a group or an individual that has limited or 
different knowledge about the specific domain, and where the presenter and the 
audience does not have sufficient insight into each other's context. In order to create an 
environment where knowledge transfer can exists it is vital to understand how the roles 
are shifting during the interaction between the participants. 
 
In an educational environment Teaching and Learning Activities (TLA) could, in ideal 
situations, be invented during the design of the curriculum. This might not be the case 
when interacting with practitioners or students from diverse fields. This situation 
requires a method to find TLAs for the specific situation. For the domain knowledge to 
be useful for learners it has to be connected to the context/domain where the learners 
are active. 
 
In this paper we combine a spiral learning process with constructive alignment which 
resulted in a teaching and learning spiral process. The outcome of the teaching and 
learning spiral process is to provide the knowledge of using the introduced domain 
knowledge in a context/domain where the learners are active. 
 
Objective: The aim with this work is to present guidelines that will contribute to a 
more effective knowledge creation process in heterogeneous groups, both in an 
educational environment and in interaction with different groups of practitioners in 
society. 
 
Method:  We conducted a case study using observations and surveys. 
 
Results: The results from our case study support a positive effect on the learning 
outcomes when adopting this methodology. 
 
Conclusions: We have formulated guidelines for how to use the teaching and learning 
spiral process in an effective and efficient way. 
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Kamilla Klonowska 
 
 

E-post: kamilla.klonowska@hkr.se  
Lärosäte: HKR 
Presentationsform: Paper 
 
 
Akademisk skrivande för studenter på datasystemutvecklingsprogrammet (ett 
kandidatprogram i datalogi) har alltid varit en komplex uppgift. Studenter skriver 
många rader av programkod i nästan varje kurs. Kodningen dokumenteras i 
projektrapporter där tyngdpunkten ligger på tekniska detaljerna. En viktig fråga är hur 
studenter kan lära sig att skriva akademiska uppsatser? 
Examensarbete på datasystemutvecklingsprogrammet körs på halvfart. Som ett 
självständigt arbete krävs det mycket disciplin av studenter. Ett av lärandemålen säger 
att studenter ”ska kunna självständigt identifiera, formulera och lösa problem samt att 
genomföra uppgifter inom givna tidsramar”. Vad behövs för att studenter ska bli färdiga 
i tid? 
 
Med inspiration från Sjuksköterske- och Ekonomprogrammet vid Högskolan Kristianstad 
har vi byggt en modell som gör att studenter inom datasystemutvecklingsprogrammet 
klarar av att skriva akademiska uppsatser. Lärare från Sjuksköterskeprogrammet 
inspirerade oss med sin modell av examensarbete, där mittseminarium inte är ett 
obligatoriskt moment. Lärare från Ekonomprogrammet inspirerade oss med akademisk 
slinga, som har för syfte att integrera generella kompetenser och färdigheter i 
ämneskurser i grundutbildningar. I sin grundform ska akademisk slinga även utveckla 
studenternas kommunikativa förmågor (skriva, tala) och förmågan att lösa problem och 
arbeta i grupp. 
 
Även CDIO modellen som datasystemutvecklingsprogrammet är byggd på, har spelat en 
stor roll då studenter har lärt sig jobba både självständigt och i grupp. Seminarium som 
undervisningsform används genomgående i utbildningen. Det vetenskapliga 
förhållningssättet medvetandegörs och konkretiseras i olika projekt och laborationer. 
Där bland annat tränar studenter att hitta en vetenskaplig vinkling på de tekniska 
lösningarna. 
 
Kursen Examensarbete Datalogi består av flera moment: idé  grupphandledning 
projektplan  handledning mittseminarium handledning slutpresentation. Alla 
moment har sina deadlines och riktlinjer. 
 
Resultatet visar att ”vältränade” studenter klarade av denna uppgift. VT2016 fick 15 av 16 
kandidatstudenter godkänd projektplan och 13 av de 15 studenter presenterade sitt 
examensarbete i tid. 
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Martin Stigmar 
 
 
E-post: martin.stigmar@lnu.se  
Lärosäte: LNU  
Presentationsform: Paper 
 
 
The aim of my critical literature review is to identify studies where students are engaged 
as partners in teaching in higher education and to analyze how tutors and tutees benefit 
from peer teaching. 
 
Thirty studies were included for review. Thirteen countries are represented and two 
thirds of the studies conducted in the United States of America or the United Kingdom. 
There is a significant representation of studies from natural- and physical science. The 
dominating pedagogical belief and theory is social constructivism. The most frequent 
study design is the use of quasi-experimental pre- and post-testing. University teachers 
do not comprise the view of peer teaching necessarily resulting in greater academic 
achievement gains or deep learning. University teachers identify and esteem other 
pedagogical benefits such as improving students’: critical thinking, learning autonomy, 
motivation, collaborative and communicative skills. The main finding of this review is the 
clarification that the training of generic skills benefits from peer teaching. 
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Qinghua Wang 
 
 
 
E-post: qinghua.wang@hkr.se  
Lärosäte: HKR  
Presentationsform: Rundabord 
 
 
Kvalitetssäkring är ganska viktigt i högre utbildning. Som den sista kursen i ett 
utbildningsprogram, självständig examensarbete har en tung roll. I de flesta lärosäten, har 
ett examensarbete en handledare och en examinator. Examinatorn bestämmer vilket 
betyg ett arbete ska få eller om det ska bli underkänd. Jag har upptäckt två problem i 
systemet: 1. Bedömning från en individuell examinator är subjektiv och detta har flera 
konsekvenser, bl.a. icke-förtroendefulla relationer mellan lärare och elev, orättvisa för 
studenter, och även ojämna kvalité hos universiteten och högskolor; 2. Handledare och 
examinatorer får en schablon resurstilldelning för varje student och faktiskt blir straffad 
när en student blir underkänd.  
 
Medan det första problemet är en allmän fråga, det andra kan vara ett specialfall för oss. 
Båda problemen undergräver kvalitetssäkringssystemet. Diskussioner här gäller att hitta 
en lösning till problemen. Bland annat, peer-review, grupp examinering, och 
arbetsbelastning baserad resursfördelning ska diskuteras. 
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Sharon Ahlquist 
 
 
E-post: sharon.ahlquist@hkr.se  
Lärosäte: HKR  
Presentationsform: Best practice 
 
The Storyline Approach in Teacher Education 
 
For many primary student teachers, English at school was characterized by a diet of 
textbooks, public teacher correction and peer ridicule. Such students approach English in 
teacher education with a lack of enthusiasm, even dread. If we are to produce competent, 
enthusiastic professionals, this must change. In English didactics, the objectives at 
Kristianstad University are 1) that students develop language proficiency and theoretical 
knowledge 2) understand how English can be taught creatively and be able to 
demonstrate this in practical and written assignments. 
 
Classroom relationships are often said to lie at the heart of successful language learning 
(Stevick, 1980). One example of a relational pedagogy, which fosters cooperation and 
mutual support, is Storyline, in which a fictive world is created in the classroom. A story 
develops as learners, in small groups as characters in a story, work on a range of 
meaningful tasks, combining theoretical and aesthetic subjects. At Kristianstad 
University, student teachers work for two weeks intensively on a Storyline about families 
moving into a new street in a fictive English town, using English in different ways. At the 
same time, they analyse what they are learning and how. This has a number of benefits. 
By working with Storyline, as opposed to just reading about it, the students experience 
its pedagogical benefits, and not just for the teaching of English. At the same time, their 
proficiency develops, not least because they are working closely and intensively together 
on motivating tasks in a supportive classroom atmosphere. 
 
Hattie (2009) contends that achievement is higher where there is enjoyment. Storyline 
helps to raise achievement levels because it engages affectively and cognitively, helps to 
forge closer classroom relationships and through practical work makes visible abstract 
content (for example, educational and linguistic theories), thus facilitating student 
learning, as this paper will demonstrate. 
 
Hattie, J. (2008). Visible Learning. London: Routledge Stevick, E. (1980). Teaching 
languages: A way and ways. Massachusetts: Newbury House 
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Shoaib Bakhtyar & Ahmad Nauman Ghazi 
 
 
 
E-post: shoaib.bakhtyar@bth.se & nauman.ghazi@bth.se 
Lärosäte: BTH 
Presentationsform: Paper 
 
 
 

Teaching Research Methodology Course: Deficiencies and Recommendations 

The Research Methodology in Software Engineering and Computer Science (RM) is a 
compulsory course that must be studied by graduate students at Blekinge Institute of 
Technology (BTH) prior to undertaking their theses work. The course is focused on teaching 
of research methods, and techniques for data collection and analysis in the fields of 
Computer Science and Software Engineering. It is intendedthat the course should help 
students in practically applying appropriate research methods not only in the RM course 
but also in other courses including their Master’s theses. However, it is believed that there 
exist deficiencies in the course due to which the course implementation (learning and 
assessment activities) as well as the performance of different stakeholders (students, 
teachers, and evaluators) are affected negatively.  

The purpose of this paper is to investigate deficiencies in the RM course in order to provide 
a concrete evidence on the deficiencies faced by students, evaluators, and teachers in the 
course. In addition, we suggest recommendations on how to resolve the identified 
deficiencies.  

Our findings gathered through semi-structured interviews with students, teachers, and 
evaluators in the course are presented. By identifying a total of twenty-one deficiencies from 
different perspectives, we found that there exist critical deficiencies at different levels 
within the course. Furthermore, in order to overcome the identified deficiencies, we suggest 
seven recommendations that may be implemented at different levels within the course and the 
study program. Our suggested recommendations, if implemented, will help in resolving 
then deficiencies in the course, which may lead to achieving an improved teaching and 
learning experience within the RM course at BTH. 
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Torbjörn Fridensköld 
 
 
E-post: torbjorn.fridenskold@bth.se  
Lärosäte: BTH 
Presentationsform: Best practice 
 
 
 
When trying to change my teaching from traditional lectures where I as teacher is the 
center in the class room and I convey the information to my students, I now try to place 
the students in the center of our class room with some practices. For this I used a more 
active learning which means that I as a teacher get a role more of a coach and facilitator. 
Another practice was to change my start so that students understood what the course 
was intended to deliver which I hoped should give me more commitment from the 
students. In the end I also tried to measure some of the knowledge so that I could 
calibrate my discussions with them. 
 
My whole intension of changing my way of teaching is to create an environment where 
students take more actions and are more involved in the course which then also lead to a 
more situational teaching to keep up the discussions in our forums. 
For this I have done a couple courses where I have tested some different practices with 
different results, some of the practices went alright such as working with the course goals 
and the oral feedback, some of it didn´t go so well as expected e.g. the recorded video 
lectures. As usually high attendance, availability and a good plan how to stimulate the 
students was a key element for me and also that I had a course structure that supported 
me in the best way when running the course. 
 
Keywords: Best practice, situational teaching in a project course 
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Åsa Gustafsson 
 
 
E-post: asa.gustafsson@lnu.se  
Lärosäte: LNU  
Presentationsform: Paper 
 
Realization of a higher education interdisciplinary program 
 
For most companies and organizations there is a need to employ graduates with 
interdisciplinary skills. Hence it becomes important for universities and teaching 
institutions to graduate students with these skills. At the same time there is need for 
universities and teaching institutions to position itself in relation to its competitors. 
This is an apparent challenge for universities and teaching institutions, as developing 
and offering interdisciplinary programs implies breaking the normal traditional 
university structure involving different faculties applying different logics. However, 
by the success of this, universities will create a competitive advantage over its 
competitors. 
 
At Linnaeus University, Sweden, an interdisciplinary program called Innovation 
through Business, Engineering and Design involving three faculties have been 
developed. The program was initiated in 2011 and began in 2014 with 15 students. 
The program is dimensioned for about 30 students, ten from each faculty. This paper 
reports on the realization of the program and the resources and actions needed for 
realization. Knowing of the required resources is necessary in order to make correct 
decisions regarding program development and not to make decisions on invalid 
grounds. Realization then refers to the operative work of securing fulfillment of the 
specified program objectives. This implies introducing tools for controlling, measuring 
and following-up on the performance of the students as well as the quality of the 
education. 
 
The paper is empirical in nature and data has been collected using interactive research 
and it stresses the researchers (i.e. the authors) joint learning with regards to resource 
needed together with other members of the development group. 
 
The paper concludes that in order for a realization to take place organizational roles 
(such as project leader and product coordinators), and strictly operative routines 
need to be in place. Consequently there is a need for human, organizational, and 
physical capital. 
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20 år av skarpa projekt i högskolan. Lärdomar 1995-2015, Björn 
Stille 
  
Björn Stille, Blekinge tekniska högskola 
 

Sammanfattning 
På Blekinge tekniska högskola finns sedan länge en tradition av skarpa studentprojekt. 
Med det menas projekt med kunder i form av företag och organisationer utanför 
högskolan. Detta gjordes inom många ämnen, men främst inom utbildningsprogrammen 
programvaruteknik, människor-datateknik-arbetsliv (MDA) och fysisk planering. 
Skarpa studentprojekt sågs som ett bra sätt att arbeta med den tredje uppgiften, dvs 
högskolans uppgift att samverka med det omgivande samhället. Jag har under tjugo år 
haft förmånen att delta i utbildningar med sådana inslag och den här artikeln är ett 
försök att sammanfatta erfarenheter av dessa verksamheter samt visualisera problem 
och möjligheter för den högre utbildningen. Dessa projekt har tidigare beskrivits i olika 
högskolepedagogiska sammanhang. Det jag vill göra i den här rapporten är att utgå från 
två någorlunda detaljerade fallbeskrivningar från två olika utbildningsprogram och med 
dessa ge en bild av vad som utgör hinder och, framförallt, vad som kan göra det möjligt 
att driva skarpa projekt inom högskolans ram. Jag vill också illustrera en utveckling från 
att ha skarpa projekt i vanliga högskolekurser till att vad som närmast kan betraktas 
som en ny utbildningsform där det blir tydligt att de skarpa projekten med arbetslivets 
logik och rörelsemönster är annorlunda än vad som gäller för lärande i högskolekurser. 
Denna utbildningsform kallar jag för hybridkurser, som är en hybrid av högskola med 
dess ”skollogik” och arbetslivets olika logiker. Att förena dessa logiker i en kurs i 
nuvarande strikt uppstyrda högskolesystem är komplicerat. Fallbeskrivningarna ger 
exempel på olika sätt att göra dessa problem tydliga och lyfta fram möjligheter till 
lösningar. Avslutningsvis leder detta in mig på frågan om vad det är för fel på dagens 
högskolesystem. 

Introduktion 
 Blekinge tekniska högskola1 skapade redan från starten en lokalt präglad profil av 
samverkan mellan högskolan och organisationer och företag (Jogmark 2015, s 183). 
Nationellt kom företeelsen snart att benämnas ”den tredje uppgiften” och den infördes 
1997 i högskolelagen, men arbetet kan sägas ha påbörjats redan 1968 med FNYS, 
“Försöksverksamhet med samarbetsformer mellan lärare, studenter och övrig personal” 
(Utredningen om högskolans utbildningsutbud s. 40). Tidigare hade högskolan som 
uppgift att utöver undervisning och forskning informera om forskning, men nu vidgades 
uppdraget till att ”samverka med det omgivande samhället och informera om sin 
                                                
1 Från inrättandet 1989 benämnd Högskolan i Karlskrona/Ronneby (HK/R), från år 2000 Blekinge 
tekniska högskola (BTH). 
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verksamhet”. Denna ”tredje uppgift” blev omstridd, vissa menade att den skulle inverka 
menligt på akademins traditionella arbete, andra ansåg att den öppnade nya möjligheter 
för den högre utbildningen. 
  
Men som nämnts ovan, högskolan i Blekinge prioriterade att på olika vis samverka med 
företag och organisationer, och så var det i de kurser och lärarlag som jag hade 
förmånen att delta i. En form av denna samverkan som vi särskilt uppskattade kallade vi 
”skarpa projekt”. Termen myntades av kursansvariga för en utbildning i 
programvaruteknik, som startade som ett 2-årigt program i Svängsta, men sedan 
förändrades till först ett 3-årigt och därefter ett 4-årigt högskoleprogram vid högskolan 
i Blekinge.  
  
Många ”skarpa” studentprojekt genomfördes i åtskilliga kurser och utbildningsprogram 
vid högskolan i Blekinge. De flesta av dessa projekt dokumenterades dock inte på annat 
sätt än genom de projektrapporter som studenterna skrev. Beskrivningar eller analyser 
av själva idén med studentprojekt som utbildningsform har endast formulerats i ett 
fåtal texter. Den tidigaste av Ohlsson & Johansson (1995).  
 
Själv har jag under några decennier haft förmånen att medverka i 
utbildningssammanhang där skarpa projekt haft en central roll, där även andra former 
av experimentell undervisningsverksamhet funnits med och där delar av “världen 
utanför” har flyttas in i olika laboratorier på högskolan.  De 20 år av skarpa projekt som 
anges i denna artikels titel har bestått av: 
 

● MDA-programmet, 120 p, motsvarande 180 hp (1993-2003).  
● Teknik- och lärandelabbet (2004-2010). Två skarpa delar: industrisimuleringar (se 

Hansson, 2009) & service learning i form av 5D 1996-2004, se t ex Nilsson & Sutter, 
(2002) De verksamheterna var experimentella till sin natur och försök att pröva nya 
former för lärande i högskolan, tydligt knutna till den tredje uppgiften. De bedrevs dock 
inte som reguljära inslag i undervisningen, till skillnad från de två exempel jag i denna 
artikel ska berätta om.  

● Civilingenjörsutbildningen i industriell ekonomi, 200 hp (2005-2015). 
 
Det bör betonas att allt väsentligt som jag har gjort i högskolan har jag gjort tillsammans 
med kollegor. Någon ensamvarg är jag inte. All verksamhet jag har deltagit i har haft en 
utpräglad samarbetskaraktär, där min inriktning har varit studentprojekt, 
arbetslivsinriktning och olika prövningar av “fiffig användning av befintlig teknik” - att 
använda teknik som redan fanns i eller som med överkomliga medel kan anskaffas till 
en verksamhet och användas på nya “fiffiga” sätt för att utveckla verksamheten. 
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Några erfarenheter av skarpa studentprojekt i högskolan 
Traditionen av skarpa studentprojekt vid Blekinge Tekniska Högskola har kommit till 
uttryck i åtskilliga rapporter. I tre av dem har jag varit författare eller medförfattare och 
de har behandlat studentprojekt inom områdena programvaruteknik, industriell 
ekonomi och Människor-Datateknik-Arbete (MDA). Rapporterna utgör en bakgrund till 
föreliggande artikel, och därför ger jag här en utförligare redogörelse för innehållet i 
rapporterna. 

 Artikeln  “Lärande genom deltagande i praktikgemenskaper,” (Kyhlbäck m. 
fl, 2006) 
Artikeln driver tesen att studenternas lärande i teknisk grundutbildning borde 
organiseras på ett sådant sätt att studenterna dras in som deltagare i en 
“praktikgemenskap” (Lave & Wenger, 1991), alltså ett sammanhang där studenterna 
samverkar med varandra tillsammans med lärare, forskare och praktiker om en 
gemensam uppgift. De exempel som tas upp i artikeln är hämtade dels från en 
utbildning i programvaruteknik, och dels från MDA-utbildningen. Projekten i 
programvaruteknik byggde på en åtagandekultur. Den formulerades så här: “Allt 
eftersom studenterna lär sig att ta ansvar för åtagandet och blir motiverade av den 
realistiska karaktären på projektet omvandlas den enskildes uppfattning från ‘student’ 
till ‘leverantör’.” (Kyhlbäck m.fl. 2006:2) 
 
Styrkan med åtagandekulturen var att den tjänade som en grundprincip för 
studenternas engagemang, lärande och identitetsskapande. Svagheten var att  teori, 
reflektion och mer övergripande sammanhang kom att underbetonas i utbildningen.  
 
MDA-programmet beskrivs som en kombination av problemorientering och 
projektorganisering. Grunden var en forskningsgemenskap bestående av forskare med 
anknytning till MDA-programmet. Forskningsgemenskapen förblev dock relativt 
outvecklad. En stark internationell uppbackning förmådde inte ändra den saken. 
Praktikgemenskapen på MDA lyckades inte på ett helt bra sätt hålla ihop och bjuda in 
studenter i den praktikgemenskap som ändå utvecklades kring idén att förena 
högskolans tre uppgifter - forskning, utbildning och samverkan med andra aktörer i det 
lokala samhället. 
 
Vad kan göras bättre? frågar sig författarna. Deras slutsats om vad som bör göras 
formulerade de så här: 
 

Bygga upp en FoU-verksamhet som kan tjäna som grundval för praktikgemenskap 
som också kan bjuda in och engagera studenterna i utbildningsprojekt. Vi hävdar 
alltså att grundutbildningen kan göras bättre genom att högskolans FoU-verksamhet 
stärks. En förutsättning är antagligen att de resurser som studenternas projekt kan 
utgöra inte bara kommer samverkande organisationer och företag till del, utan också 
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görs till en del av den FoU som högskolan bedriver. Det kan kanske förefalla utopiskt 
att den ‘utbildnings-FoU’ som har visat sig vara möjlig att organisera, ska 
institutionaliseras och bli en reguljär del av högskolans grundverksamheter, 
utbildning och FoU. Vi ser dock ingen annan möjlighet att ta tillvara studenternas 
potentiella kraft och bryta upp den mur som nu finns mellan en grundutbildning som 
studenterna finner föga engagerande och en FoU som idag har stor brist på resurser.  

  

Artikeln  Produktivt lärande i hybridkurser. ”skola” och ”skarpa projekt” 
(Sutter m.fl, 2012) 
Kan lärandet göras produktivt, dvs åstadkomma något utöver studenters lärande, något 
som är användbart utanför högskolan? Man lär genom att göra, det är nog en allmän 
sanning. Men frågan är: Vad gör man i en (hög-)skola? Kan man göra så att man lär sig 
och samtidigt skapar nyttigheter åt andra, utanför skolsalarnas väggar? I artikeln 
argumenteras för att så kan ske genom att skarpa projekt “byggs in” i en högskolekurs. 
Då skapas en hybridkurs, skola + skarpa projekt, och det är ett sätt att sammanlänka 
sådant som normalt är åtskilt, nämligen skolverksamhet och arbetsverksamhet.  
 
Det är ett försök att åstadkomma praktikgemenskaper för lärande, vilket nämndes i den 
tidigare presenterade artikeln (Kyhlbäck m. fl. 2006) och samtidigt försöka råda bot på 
de svagheter som man där visade fanns mellan de framgångsrika skarpa projekten på 
utbildningen i programvaruteknik och de traditionella skolinslag som de “bakades 
samman” med, inslag som studenterna inte skattade högt. Hybridkursen var tänkt att 
vara en lösning. Hur? Genom att för studenterna vara tydlig med att hybridkursen, 
skarpa projekt + skola, i sig själv var motsättningsfull. Skolan har sin rytm, sina 
arbetsmetoder, rutiner och kontrollmekanismer; arbetslivet drivs av andra ordningar, 
andra mål och medel. Så är det bara. Skolan skapades en gång i tiden för att lärandet 
skulle vara åtskilt från arbetslivet. Vill man nu ha samverkan mellan högskola och 
företag och organisationer i det omgivande samhället - något som finns inskrivet i 
högskolelagen (SFS 1992:1434) - så får man kämpa för att på något vis sammanföra 
dessa olika logiker. Skarpa projekt är, menar författarna, en bra mötespunkt. Men det 
gäller att få med “skoldelen” inom kursens ram. Och det på ett sätt där hybridens två 
delar helst befruktar varandra. Hur görs det? 
 
Hybridkursen leddes av ett lärarlag som införde ett slags rollspel i kursen. Studenterna 
var uppdelade i konsultgrupper som skulle genomföra skarpa projekt. De tänktes vara 
anställda av en styrgrupp (= lärarlaget) i Firman, som var ett (fiktivt) konsultföretag. I 
varje konsultgrupp utsågs eller valdes en student till  projektledare. Studenter och 
lärare ingick alltså i en praktikgemenskap, nämligen Firman. Där skulle vi samarbeta 
och utföra uppgifter tillsammans. Styrgruppen skulle stötta konsultgrupperna efter 
behov och förmåga, och varje konsultgrupp skulle få eller skaffa en kund och med denne 
komma överens om vad som skulle göras (utan betalning). Det skulle alltså upprättas 
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ett avtal mellan konsultgruppen och ett företag eller en organisation om vari det skarpa 
projektet skulle bestå. I slutänden skulle konsultgruppen åstadkomma ett resultat som 
kunden var nöjd med. Ett annat resultat som konsultgruppen skulle åstadkomma var att 
bidra till Firmans utveckling. Firman, som ju var ett konsultföretag, behövde utvecklas. 
Och till den utvecklingen förväntades alla anställda i firman bidra, styrgruppen såväl 
som konsultgrupperna. Hur skulle det ske? Vilka källor till kunskap fanns tillgängliga 
genom Firman och det skarpa projektet? 
 
Ledningen (lärarlaget) i Firman bestod av erfarna och belästa personer. Därför begärde 
de för det första att alla anställda skulle läsa några böcker och artiklar (dvs 
kurslitteraturen) om projektarbete och projektorganisation så att vi skulle ha en 
någorlunda gemensam bas att utgå ifrån i våra diskussioner och överläggningar. För det 
andra krävde ledningen att konsultgrupperna skulle lämna regelbundna rapporter, 
muntligt och skriftligt, vid ett antal gemensamma möten för hela Firmans personal. De 
rapporterna skulle ta upp några grundteman från litteraturen - projekt som arbetsform, 
organisation, ledarskap, deltagarskap lärande och kommunikation i projekt - och 
relatera dessa teman till de erfarenheter som konsultgruppen gjort i sitt projekt. Och för 
det tredje skulle varje konsultgrupp lära av och ge synpunkter på de andra 
konsultgruppernas presentationer. Så långt fungerade rollspelet som en 
sammanhangsskapande kraft i den praktikgemenskap vi försökte upprätta. 
 
Därutöver fanns det dock en udda skoldel: individuell examination av litteraturen. Den 
gick till så att varje student lämnade in en kort skriftlig rapport, 2-4 sidor, som 
granskades av två lärare, vilka sedan tillsammans hade en individuell muntlig 
examination med varje student med utgångspunkt från den inlämnade rapporten. 
 
Det skarpa projektet examinerades på två sätt, dels genom en skriftlig grupprapport 
som granskades av styrgruppen, och dels genom en muntlig presentation inför hela 
Firman, och där även för representanter för kunden deltog. Efter beaktande av 
väsentliga synpunkter som som kom fram under den muntliga presentationen 
reviderade varje projektgrupp sin rapport.  
 
I författarnas artikel “Produktivt lärande i hybridkurser” bedömdes resultatet av 
utbildningen som gott - byggd på uppgifter från studenterna, kunderna, en utvärdering 
gjord av en studentgrupp från en annan årskurs, och lärarna själva. Med tanke på att 
kursen hade fått förstärkta resurser - sammantaget tre lärare i lärarlaget(!) - var det 
kanske inte förvånande.  
 
Avslutningsvis lyfter artikeln fram lärdomar av undervisningsförsöket att med en 
hybridkurs jämka samman de två element som drivs av olika rationaliteter, 
skolkunskapslogiken och produktionslogiken. Här listar jag kort dilemman som 
uppkommit när olika rationaliteter kolliderar i skarpa projekt. Jag återkommer till dem 
nedan i diskussionen av min rapport. 
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- Betyg hör skolan till, inte arbetslivet. Hur sätts betyg - individuella och differentierade - 

i skarpa projekt? 
- Skarpa projekt gör grunden för lärande och undervisning osäker. 
- Högskolans infrastruktur för samverkan i skarpa projekt (tredje uppgiften) inom 

framför allt grundutbildningen är bristfällig eller saknas helt. 
- Handlingsutrymme och möjlighet till lokala initiativ är inskränkta i högskolan, särskilt 

för studenterna.. 
-  Hur hanteras dilemmat - om alls - med behovet att i lära på kort och lång sikt, samt 

frågan om utbildning och bildning i kurser och utbildningsprogram? 

Artikeln “Att organisera utbildning som en hybrid mellan högskola och 
skarpa projekt i industrin,” (Stille, 2013) 
Artikeln var ett inlägg på en utvecklingskonferens för Sveriges ingenjörsutbildningar 
vid Tekniska högskolan vid Umeå universitet. 
 
Jag redogjorde inledningsvis för att vi som arbetar med kursen menar att 
högskoleutbildning måste knyta an till design, byggande, utforskning, undersökning och 
teoriutveckling. Att enbart läsa, skriva, lyssna, prata och lära det som andra redan vet är 
otillräckliga mål. Det handlar om att lära sig både det redan kända och “det nya”, det 
som ska utvecklas men som ingen på förhand vet hur det ska se ut. Med texter kan inte 
en “högre utbildning” låta sig nöja. Studenterna måste som Schön (1993:40) uttryckt 
saken också lära sig att omvandla problematiska situationer till lösbara problem”. 
Texterna måste infogas i ett praktiksammanhang av forskning och FoU, där man 
tillsamman med andra gör något nytt och samtidigt lär sig. 
 
Programmet i industriell ekonomi är ett civilingenjörsprogram. Många röster från 
teknikföretag  arbetsgivare och teknikkonsultföretag betonar att de nybakade 
ingenjörerna bör få en större insikt i vad ingenjörsyrket faktiskt innebär i praktiken och 
hur en ingenjör egentligen jobbar. En artikel som ger ett perspektiv på detta och som vi 
använde i kursen var “Från ingenjör till ITenjör” av professorn i informatik Bo Dahlbom 
(1999). 
 
Min utgångspunkt är att studenterna måste vara verksamma i en miljö som producerar 
kunskap. Frågan är med andra ord: I vilka praktikgemenskaper skapas 
civilingenjörskunskaper? Ett enkelt svar är: I både industriella och akademiska. Ett 
utförligare svar är det som Staffan Laestadius (2007) ger att det finns olika 
kunskapstyper, varav två är särskilt väsentliga för ingenjörer. Dels handlar det om 
syntetisk kunskap, som hänger ihop med kombinatorisk förmåga, entreprenöriell 
skicklighet och polyteknisk förmåga. Dels handlar det om analytisk kunskap som 
dominerar inom naturvetenskapen. Båda dessa kunskapstyper behövs, ingen är att 
betrakta som bättre eller mer avancerad. 
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Den hybridkurs som jag och mina kollegor har utvecklat delar den uppfattningen. 
Frågan är hur den insikten kan byggas in i det slag av “utbildningsverkstad” på 
grundutbildningen i industriell ekonomi-programmet som vi ville åstadkomma. I den 
senaste hybridkursen har vi skalat upp den till en FoU-hybrid. Grunden är en vanlig 
hybridkurs där studenterna lär genom att samtidigt delta i skarpa projekt och läsa 
akademiska texter om projekt. Och där vi arbetar med det fiktiva konsultbolaget 
“Firman” i ett försök att få ihop en praktikgemenskap som i väsentliga avseende delas 
av studenterna, lärarna, forskare och praktiker på fältet.. Mer i detalj hur det går till 
finns beskrivet i föregående rapport, som jag nyss redogjort för, “Produktivt lärande i 
hybridkurser. Skola och skarpa projekt” (Sutter m.fl. 2012). 
 
Det arbete en av de studentgrupper som deltog i denna FoU-hybrid gjorde, finns med 
som en av de två fallstudierna i denna artikel. Där ges alltså en fylligare bild av hur en 
hybridkurs med FoU-inslag kan se ut på studentprojekt-nivå. 

Två fallbeskrivningar 
 Denna rapport har som fokus två fallbeskrivningar av skarpa projekt inom olika 
utbildningsprogram vid BTH - MDA och civilingenjörsprogrammet i industriell ekonomi 
- där jag har varit handledare. Syftet med att välja ut några skarpa studentprojekt av de 
mer än hundra som jag under årens lopp handlett eller följt nära som en i lärarlaget är 
att i någorlunda detalj fånga upp vad som kännetecknar skarpa projekt. I andra 
publikationer har vi gett en mer generell bild, byggd på konkreta fall av hur 
förutsättningarna för skarpa projekt kan se ut och kan realiseras trots att högskolans 
organisering inte särskilt uppmuntrar sådana tilltag, utan snarare tränger ut dem, gör 
dem obekväma eller oönskade. Med de två fallbeskrivningarna vill jag i detalj visa hur 
hur skarpa projekt, trots högskolans obstruktion kan man säga, ändå banar sig väg och 
förverkligas. Tanzania-projektet på MDA-programmet har jag valt därför att det vidgar 
föreställningen om vad som är möjligt och inte möjligt i högskolans grundutbildning. 
Man kan hävda att Tanzania-projektet är en omöjlighet - ändå genomfördes det. Jag 
försöker reda ut varför. Projektet på industriell ekonomi visar hur en tanke om en 
hybridkurs där skolans och arbetslivets logiker existerar parallellt i en kurs kan 
realiseras. 
 
Gemensamt för båda projekten är att de utmanar den nuvarande högskolans 
organisation samtidigt som de lyckas övervinna inskränkningar och trånga spelrum 
som högskolan sätter för skarpa studentprojekt. 

Elbilar till Emmaboda kommun 
Studentprojektet “Elbilar till Emmaboda kommun” genomfördes 2013 som en del av 
civilingenjörsprogrammet i industriell ekonomi på våren i årskurs ett. Vid tillfället var 
det tredje året som kursen gavs med ett hybridkursupplägg. Det innebar därmed att vi 
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för studenterna betonade att hybridkursen bestod av två delar - skola och skarpa 
projekt - och att det var viktigt att förstå att det inte var okomplicerat att få de två 
delarna att fungera tillsammans inom kursens ram. Ville vi ha ”skarpa projekt”- vilket 
eftersträvades - skulle den ordning (eller logik) som gäller i arbetslivet komma med i 
bilden (produktionstakt, krav från kunder, avtal, konkurrens och annat). Den ordningen 
skulle behöva länkas samman med den förhärskande ordning som gäller för 
högskolekurser (betyg, tidsschema, examination, formell likabehandling, lika uppgifter, 
rättvisa för studenter t ex). Vår erfarenhet har, som antytts ovan, visat att samverkan 
med arbetslivet genom skarpa projekt är mer komplicerad än en koordinationsfråga.  
Med hybridkurser hade vi dock kommit på ett sätt att hantera sådana problem. Firma-
metaforen blev ett sätt för oss lärare att övertyga studenterna om att andra regler än de 
som normalt gäller i högskolan var nödvändiga om skarpa projekt skulle kunna vara en 
del av kursen. Skarpa projekt lockade studenterna, de var trötta på sådant som kunde 
upplevas som “torrsim” och efterfrågade mer “verklighetskontakt”. 
 
Till kursen som genomfördes 2013 gjorde vi en förändring. Syftet var att få bukt med ett 
generellt problem som vi sett i ”skarpa student-projekt”, nämligen att de bör ha en 
”högskolekaraktär” och inte bara bli konsultprojekt som visserligen kan vara av värde 
för en utomakademisk beställare, och för studenterna genom de får erfarenheter av 
arbetslivet. Det skarpa projektet knöts till ett FoU-projekt om elfordon, kallat 
GreenCharge, vars ena del utgjordes av ett forskningsprojekt förlagt till BTH, och en 
andra del av ett utvecklingsprojekt lett av organisationen Miljöfordon Sydost med säte i 
Växjö. 
 
Den nya hybridkursen kallade vi FoU-hybrid. Det medförde att vi i Firmans ledning 
ställde ytterligare ett krav på studentgrupperna: De skulle förutom att på ett 
tillfredsställande sätt genomföra den uppgift som gruppen kommit överens med sin 
kund om att utföra, även anlägga ett forskningsperspektiv, åtminstone i form av en 
ansats. 
 
Efter förslag från GreenCharge valde gruppen att arbeta med Emmaboda kommun som 
var en medlemskommun i det utvecklingsprojektet, och fick även förslag till 
kontaktpersoner. Gruppen slöt ett avtal med kunden, Emmaboda kommun om: “Att 
kartlägga körsträckor inom Emmaboda kommuns förvaltningar och bolag. Samt att 
undersöka på vilka körsträckor det finns möjlighet att byta från fossila bränslen till ett 
mer miljövänligt alternativ som till exempel elbil, elcykel och tåg.” (Fredin m.fl. 2013:3) 
 
Det första skriftliga underlag som gruppen fick hjälp med för sin undersökning av 
kontaktpersonerna var, skriver de i sin projektrapport, “ett par dokument med alldeles 
för lite fakta” (Fredin m.fl. 2013:5). Gruppen insåg att de behövde skaffa sig ytterligare 
informationskällor. Via den ansvarige på kommunens tekniska kontor kom de fram till 
att de skulle använda sig av kommunens arkiv och analysera körjournalerna som fanns 
där. Det var originaldokument som inte fick lämna kommunhuset, utan måste studeras 
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på plats. En lärdom från projektet formulerar gruppen så här: “Att hitta användbar 
information är inte en självklarhet och de krävs att man som sagt vågar be om all 
information man vill ha fram.” (Fredin m.fl. 2013:5).  
 
Gruppen intervjuade och samtalade med personer från två av kommunens 
hemtjänstområden och det gav “bra information om hur mycket bilarna kördes, hur 
långa pauser bilarna hade under dag- och nattetid, bilens bränsle mm.” Särskilt en 
journal över alla hemtjänstens körningar under 2012”, framhöll de, “var till stor hjälp” 
(Fredin m.fl. 2013:5) .  
 
Gruppens inventering omfattade 80 bilar som kommunen disponerade - inom 
socialtjänsten, hemtjänsten, en bilpool och tre företag som ägs av kommunen 
(Emmaboda energi, bostadsföretaget EBA, Möjligheternas hus). Utifrån årsmodell, 
körsträckor, drivmedel gav gruppen ett förslag på vilka bilar som borde bytas ut och i 
vilken takt.  
 
Man kan säga att gruppen genom sitt skarpa projekt utfört ett konsultuppdrag för 
Emmaboda  kommun. Det är ett arbete som säkerligen en kommuntjänsteman också 
skulle ha kunnat gjort om kommunen hade avsatt tid för saken. Men nu blev det en 
studentkonsultgrupp som gjorde det. Och det gjorde de systematiskt och bra, ja närmast 
uttömmande utifrån det källmaterial som de hade till förfogande - körjournaler, 
muntliga uppgifter om hur mycket bilarna kördes, hur långa tider som bilarna stod 
parkerade under dag- och natt, samt vilket bränsle som respektive bil kördes på.  
 
FoU-ansatsen i det skarpa projektet fungerade förhållandevis bra för studentgruppen. 
De läste Rifkins bok “The third industrial revolution” (Rifkin, 2011) som är en viktig 
inspirationskälla för forskningen inom Greencharge. Gruppen genomförde det uppdrag 
de kommit överens med Emmaboda kommun att göra, nämligen att undersöka om 
kommunen kunde byta ut delar av sin tjänstebilsflotta mot elbilar. 
I samband med detta väckte studentgruppen frågan om Emmaboda kommun kunde 
vidareutveckla sin miljöambition och på sikt bli en “mönsterkommun” inom 
miljövänliga transporter. Studentgruppens FoU-vision, som var inspirerad av Rifkin, var 
att Emmaboda kommun skulle producera egen förnybar energi, som bland annat skulle 
användas till driva elbilar. 
 
Kursen är upplagd som en terminslång kurs där halva tiden ägnas åt det skarpa 
projektet och den andra halvan består av kurser som löper parallellt. Det ger 
studenterna tid att formulera FoU-uppgift, planera, genomföra och se resultat. 
Halvtidsupplägget av kursen kan ses som ett sätt för programansvariga att ta tillvara 
erfarenheten att det behövs tid för att synkronisera tidsupplägg mellan högskolan och 
de aktuella företagen eller organisationerna. Det är alltså en infrastrukturell åtgärd på 
programnivå som gynnar skarpa projekt. 
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Tanzania OnLAN 
Projektet Tanzania OnLAN genomfördes under fjärde terminen på MDA-utbildningen 
inom ramen för en 20-poängskurs (motsv 30 hp) i datorer och lärande. I kursen fanns 
en projektdel om 5 p (motsv 7,5 hp) där studenterna var fria att skapa ett projekt.  
 
En student fick redan ett år innan kursstart via sin pappa som jobbade på Tetra Pak i 
Lund kontakt med en verksamhet, Montessori Training Centre (MTC), i Tanzania. Från 
MTC:s sida ville man ha hjälp att införa datorer i sina olika verksamheter. Det gällde en 
skola som utbildade förskollärare enligt montessoripedagogiken, en internatskola, ett 
enklare hotell, en verkstad och ett jordbruk. Terminen innan kursen började 
engagerade studenten två medstudenter som bildade en projektgrupp. De hade då 
redan kommit överens med MTC:s ledare att de skulle bidra med tre saker: Att de kunde 
bidra med datorutrustning, installera datorer och nätverk samt ge utbildning i 
elementär datoranvändning.  
 
Studenterna insåg att de stod inför flera praktiska problem som behövde lösas i god tid. 
Ett problem var att få tag i utrustning och ordna med transporten till Tanzania. Det 
löstes bl.a. genom att BTH donerade 14 datorer som var tre år gamla och uttjänta med 
våra mått. De skulle skrotas och fick inte ges bort i Sverige men kunde skänkas som 
bistånd. Tetra Pak skänkte också utrustning samt stod för frakten. 
Ett annat problem var att finansiera resa och uppehälle. Det blev alltså ett projekt i sig 
redan innan projektkursen började. Det formella med att få det egna projektet också 
godkänt som projekt i kursen tog man under kursens gång. Projektnamnet Tanzania 
OnLAN kommer av att en viktig del av projektet var att upprätta ett internt nätverk av 
datorer på MTC, ett LAN med internetuppkoppling. 
 
Gruppmedlemmarna var väl medvetna om att om att det var nödvändigt att förbereda 
så mycket som möjligt i Sverige, inte minst med att få den tekniska utrustningen att 
fungera. De skriver i sin projektrapport att det behövde installera en drivrutin till en 
skrivare och att nedladdningen av filen tog flera timmar, trots att den var mycket liten. 
Den och liknande “småsaker” som inte varit något problem hemma i Sverige tog mycket 
längre tid än gruppen hade föreställt sig och det innebar att de inte kom lika långt med 
projektet som tänkt.  
 
I Tanzania uppstod kulturkrockar som berodde på den hierarkiska samhällsordningen 
där studenterna sågs som datorexperter och lärare, vilket påverkade relationen till 
eleverna. Eleverna sa t.ex. alltid tack även om de inte förstått vad projektmedlemmarna 
försökt lära dem. Efter första lektionen - där alla nickat bifall till att de förstått hur en 
Windowsdator elementärt fungerar och projektmedlemmarna därför snabbt gått vidare 
till en mer avancerad nivå - utbrast plötsligen en elev: “if you move the mouse to the left, 
will the arrow on the screen also move left?” (Dawid m.fl. 2000:13). Det gav visserligen 
studenterna insikter i kulturskillnader som är svåra att läsa sig till, samtidigt som det 
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visar på oförutsägbarheten i skarpa projekt och något som måste hanteras både av 
studenter och lärare. 
 
Att kursen var terminslång (20 p/30 hp) och på heltid där projektet låg i den senare 
delen av kursen gav studenterna möjlighet att både planera för och genomföra 
projektet. I detta ingick också att söka externa medel (som Minor Field Study-
stipendium och extern sponsring, i det här fallet från Tetra Pak, som bidrog med medel 
för frakt av utrustning). Det gav också studenterna möjlighet att i hinna läsa kursens 
relativt omfattande teoretiska del inför avresan. Vid tiden var också högskolesystemet 
fortfarande relativt fritt och tillåtande, t.ex. vad gäller kursplaners detaljnivå och vilka 
friheter lärare och programansvariga hade över att anpassa kursinnehåll och 
kursupplägg för att möjliggöra projekt som inte direkt rymdes inom de förbestämda 
ramarna. 
 
En grundförutsättning som  gällde för alla improvisationer och förändringar var förstås 
att man man uppfyller kursens mål. Mellan studentgruppen och programansvarig fanns 
en plan för vad det skulle innehålla. I stor drag handlade det om områdena datorteknik, 
kursutformning och undervisning, samt etnografiska undersökningar. Studenterna har 
förstås lärt sig mycket som inte ingår i kursen, t.ex. om hur man hanterar 
kulturskillnader och annat, men det är viktigt att man från kursens sida säkerställer att 
kurskraven är uppfyllda. 
 

Diskussion 

Mina erfarenheter av skarpa projekt och hybridkurser 
Så kallade skarpa projekt är något som ibland förekommer inom grundutbildningen i 
den svenska högskolan. Jag har i den här artikeln visat att det periodvis har skett 
systematiskt på BTH, men sådana projekt har funnits på andra håll, särskilt såvitt jag 
känner till i samband med att den sk tredje uppgiften - samverkan mellan högskola och 
det omgivande samhället - var något man satsade på i slutet av 1990-talet. (Se t. ex. 
Brulin, 1998, och Tell, 2001) 
 
Som vi såg av den självkritik som kom fram i artikeln av Kyhlbäck m.fl. (2009) var en 
svaghet att de skarpa-projekt-inslagen inte samordnades med andra inslag i kurserna, 
som hade karaktär av traditionell skola, inslag som inte engagerade studenterna i 
samma utsträckning. 
 
I vår undervisningspraktik försökte vi råda bot på de brister som tidigare vidhäftat de 
skarpa-projekt-kurserna. Det växte då fram något som vi kallar hybrid-kurser. 
Kortfattat beskrev vi dem som skola + skarpa projekt. Det centrala i den nyskapelsen 
var att vi tydligt betonade att de bägge leden i hybriden inte naturligt hörde samman. 
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Skolan har sin logik och arbetslivet har sin. Men vår uppgift som deltagare i 
hybridkursen, inpräntade vi i studenterna, var att få de två delarna att hänga ihop. Vi 
var tvungna att få skolans ordning att passa ihop med arbetslivets ordningar, något 
annat sätt att förverkliga samverkan med arbetslivet såg vi inte. Alternativet var “enbart 
skola” och det var inget som varken vi eller majoriteten av studenterna önskade.  
 
Samverkansuppgiften som högskolan har är kontroversiell (Brulin 1998). Se t ex 
“Arbetet med den tredje uppgiften - en övergripande inventering vid Högskolan i 
Karlskrona/Ronneby 1997” (Helgeson m.fl. 1997). Vilka är invändningarna? Inte bara 
konsultuppdrag! Den måste också ge högskolan något! Så kan invändningarna 
sammanfattas. För BTH-rösterna handlade invändningen att tredje uppgiften måste ge 
något till högskolan nästan uteslutande om att samverkan med utomstående aktörer 
måste vara till gagn för forskningen eller forskarutbildningen. ”Rena konsultuppdrag är 
inte rätt för oss” sade till exempel en företrädare för Institutionen för Signalbehandling, 
”då de sällan ger något akademiskt resultat.” En annan röst: “Studenternas första 
verkliga kontakt med industrin blir när de ska göra sina examensarbeten. (...) Den 
riktigt nära kontakten med näringslivet sker genom den forskning  som bedrivs på 
institutionen och som tidigare nämnts, genom examensarbeten.”  
 
För oss på MDA-programmet (och andra) var innebörden i att tredje uppgiften skulle 
tjäna även högskolan inte bara fokuserad på forskningen utan även på 
grundutbildningen. Ett faktum är att universitet och högskolor under lång tid har 
samverkat med utomstående krafter vad gäller forskning och forskarstuderande, mest 
markant förmodligen inom de tekniska och medicinska områdena. Så det verkligt nya 
vore att se till att samverkansuppgiften görs till en realitet också på grundutbildningen 
(och master-). Det är vad jag och mina kollegor ägnat våra krafter åt under flera 
decennier.  
   
Att bygga ut skarpa projekt till hybridkurser som vi explicit har gjort inom ramen för en 
kurs i industriell ekonomi, det menar vi är något nytt. Hybridkurser pekar ut problem 
och möjligheter i dagens högskola, de utgör i förlängningen en ansats till en radikal 
förändring av den högre utbildningen, åtminstone gäller det för 
professionsutbildningar. Den radikala förändringens kärna är: 
  
- att studenternas arbete som vital resurs frigörs och utnyttjas 
- att ett nytt kontrakt mellan ”vetenskapen” och ”samhället” upprättas för att tala med 
Gibbons (1999). 
- att studenterna inte bara är konsumenter i sitt lärande, utan också är (med-) 
producenter av kunskap. 
 
I förlängningen innefattar begreppet hybridkurs därmed en kritik av grundutbildningen 
som renodlad skolutbildning. Med andra ord är det en praktisk invändning mot hur 
grundutbildningen är upplagd i den svenska högskolan. 
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Möjligheter och svårigheter för skarpa projekt i samverkan med aktörer 
utanför högskolan 
I en av bakgrundsartiklarna till den här artikeln, Produktivt lärande i hybridkurser 
(Sutter m.fl. 2012), som redovisats ovan, lyfte vi fram fem hinder som tycktes vara 
inbyggda i högskolans struktur.  
Hur kan dessa hinder passeras eller på andra sätt hanteras för att skarpa studentprojekt 
skulle bli möjliga att genomföra? Poängen med den nu aktuella artikelns två 
fallbeskrivningar  är att ge en fylligare beskrivning av varför det blir problem och hur de 
uppkommer. Särskilt intressant är att få en bild av hur det har gått till att få till stånd 
skarpa studentprojekt och genomföra dem trots att förutsättningarna inte alltid varit 
gynnsamma.  
 
Men först en sammanfattning av hur jag har förstått hur problemen ser ut:  
 
Betyg. Dagens skola kräver att varje individ betygsätts och oftast på en flergradig 
betygsskala. Det är ett främmande sätt att bedöma folks prestationer i arbetslivet. Hur 
sätta betyg i kurser där skarpa projekt ingår, och där samverkan skola-arbetsliv är 
central?  
 
Lärandets osäkra grund. Studenter i högskolan har gått i skolan länge och blivit vana 
vid att man i skolan ska lära sig det som är känt sedan länge och att vad det är och hur 
det ska göras bestäms av lärare och kurslitteratur. Så ser “skolgåendet” ut (Engeström, 
1987) och det vet studenterna. Vid skarpa projekt ser det inte ut på det viset. Det ska 
göras nytt! Vad som ska göras och vad som är viktigt och hur saker och ting ska göras är 
oklart. Idéer i läroböcker och anvisningar i arbetsmanualer är otillräckliga. Tänk själva, 
undersök, fråga andra! Allt detta är en källa till oro - för såväl studenter som lärare. 
 
Högskolans infrastruktur.  Lokaler, bokningssystem, kursplaner, scheman, etc  är 
konstruerade för att i allt väsentligt ge stöd åt den interna högskoleverksamheten så 
som den brukar se ut. Vissa undantag finns - t ex bibliotek, ibland öppna 
laborationslokaler - och de enheter för externa relationer som en gång fanns gav inget 
eller föga stöd på kursnivå.  
 
Handlingsutrymme och möjlighet till initiativ på kursnivå är begränsat eller saknas 
helt. Det kan gälla möjligheter för studenter att bjuda in externa samarbetspartner 
(lokaler, “klasskassa”) eller möjligheter för lärare att snabbt få fram små, men 
nödvändiga, resurser för att utnyttja gynnsamma situationer som uppstått under 
kursens gång.  
 
Allsidig utbildning och långsiktigt och övergripande ansvar. Ansvaret för att 
studenterna ska utveckla kunskaper och färdigheter utöver de mer kortsiktiga som 
krävs för att bli godkänd på kursen, vem ser till att det blir gjort? Det handlar om 
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övergripande perspektiv som gäller för hela utbildningsprogram.  Det handlar om vad 
Johan Östling (2011) har kallat universitetens “två stora uppdrag” - dels, “vara ett forum 
för verklig forskning och självständigt kunskapssökande”, och dels vara “en plats där 
unga människor har kunnat upptäcka världen, utveckla kritiskt förnuft och odla en 
upplyst medborgaranda”. När effektivitetens piska viner drivs sådana godbitar in i 
glömskan. 
 
Låt oss därför se hur det mer i detalj såg ut i de två projekten som beskrivits i 
fallbeskrivningarna. Var de förutsättningar eller inramningar som högskolan verkar 
under problematiska för de projekt som genomfördes, och i så fall hur hanterades de 
under projektets förlopp?  
 
I Emmaboda-projektet och den FoU-hybridkurs som det ingick i tycks inte 
studenterna ha upplevt några problem med hur betygen sattes. Det var nog mest på 
lärarsidan det föranledda åtgärder för att både sätta projektbetyget i sig och för att väga 
det samman med de andra betygsgrundande momenten på kursen. 
  
Den fråga som verkar ofrånkomlig i ett skarpt projekt är: Vilka krav ställs, kommer vi i 
gruppen att klara av dem? Studenterna har - i sitt projekt - lämnat högskolan och 
befinner sig på osäker mark. Där hade vi dock i lärarlaget infört en modell som bestod i 
att gruppledarna (projektledarna) varje vecka lämnade en skriftlig lägesrapport om 
tillståndet i gruppen och hur projektet förlöper till personalansvarig i Firman samt hade 
en veckoträff med denne. Alltså en vägledning för hur hantera kontakterna med kunden 
och eventuella problem i grupparbetet. Därtill hölls regelbundna muntliga 
avrapporteringar från projektgrupperna i helklass och då kunde vi tillsammans 
diskutera problem som uppkommit samt hålla “miniföreläsningar” där vi lärare tog upp 
perspektiv, teorier och metoder som kunde vara aktuella, givet var grupperna stod i sitt 
arbete.  
 
Den person i Firman (lärarlaget) som stöttade studenterna i kontakten med kunden 
arbetade på Karriärcentrum, som tidigare fanns för att stötta studenterna med 
omvärldskontakter inför examensarbeten m.m. Det fanns alltså ett centralt 
infrastrukturellt stöd på BTH som kunde utnyttjas och inriktas mer mot kursen i 
industriell ekonomi. 
 
Handlingsutrymme och möjlighet till initiativ handlar nästan aldrig om vad studenter, 
enskild eller i grupp, har för sits. Snarare gäller det vad som kan göras inom ramen för 
en kurs (lärare + studenter). Ett sätt för mig och mina kollegor att utöka vårt 
handlingstrymme blev att utveckla hybridkuser, som till en del utgör en kompromiss, 
med betyg i nedtonat skick,  och framskapande av extraresurser på olika vägar.  
 
Emmabodagruppen exemplifierar den FoU-hybridkurs som vi har genomfört vid ett 
tillfälle, vt 2013. Gruppen genomförde den uppgift som den fått av Firmans ledning, dvs 
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att - förutom det avtal som gruppen och kunden kommit överens om - att antyda hur 
kommunen skulle kunna  gå vidare med sitt miljöarbete i ett FoU-perspektiv. Det gjorde 
gruppen på godtagbart sätt..  
 
Men för kursen som helhet och i utifrån kursledningen ambition blev FoU-delen delvis 
misslyckad, eller snarare snöpligt avslutad. Alla utom en av studentgrupperna gjorde en 
ansats i sin projektrapport att anlägga ett FoU-perspektiv, vilket vi i Firmans ledning 
hade ålagt dem att göra. Emmabodagruppen gjorde det riktigt hyggligt, som vi ovan 
noterat. Men för andra grupper var det inte lika bra, och en grupp redovisade 
överhuvudtaget inte en sådan ansats i projektrapporten. Vi insåg att våra ambitioner 
var svåra att förverkliga på bara en termin. Vi lovade därför att sammanfatta samtliga 
gruppers FoU-jobb och återkomma med en värdering av detta terminen efteråt. FoU är 
ett långvarigt arbete som måste drivas över flera kurser. Det kräver kontinuitet. Vi 
påbörjade ett sådant arbete, men lyckades inte fullfölja det. En viktig anledning var att 
av Firmans tre personer fortsatte bara den kursansvarige sitt arbete vid BTH efter 
sommaruppehållet; de två andra hade mobiliserats som extraresurser för just FoU-
hybridkursen. Här kan vi alltså konstatera en bristande långsiktigt och övergripande 
ansvar på BTH vad gäller möjligheten att efterhand skola in studenterna i ett 
forsknings- och utvecklingsperspektiv. 

I Tanzania-projektet –  

Betyg var nog inget problem för gruppen. Dels hade MDA-utbildningen bara en 
tregradig skala (U-G-VG), och dels stod det snart klart för deltagarna att projektet skulle 
bli en framgång för dem själva, alldeles oavsett hur det skulle värderas i akademin. 
Däremot kämpade gruppen med att i sitt arbete på Montessori Training Centre få med 
moment som stod i kursplanen och som de hade kommit överens med den 
programansvarige (i det fallet jag) att de måste ha med.  

 
När det gäller lärandets osäkra grund bör två saker framhållas:: MDA-programmet tog 
strid med studenterna redan från första terminen genom att starkt utmana dem med 
forskningsmaterial/-litteratur och ett minimum av traditionella läroböcker. Så efter tre 
terminers studier var de luttrade. Och redan i slutet av första läsåret fick gruppen idén 
att under termin fyra göra ett projekt i Tanzania och började höra sig för hos den 
programansvarige om det vore möjligt. 
 
De tre studenterna lyckades också finna de, inte vägar kanske, men stigar som 
existerade som en spinkig infrastruktur i högskolans värld för för att göra 
studentprojekt i “utvecklingsländer”: en professor vid BTH som hade bedrivit 
forsknings- och utvecklingsarbete i Afrika, och stipendiemöjligheter som tillhandahölls 
av SIDA via KTH, Minor Field Studies Scholarship Programme.  Och studentgruppen var 
framgångsrik, sökte och fick ett stipendium att vistas två månader i ett land i “Tredje 
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Världen”. Deras rapport kom att publiceras som en Minor Field Study (Dawid m.fl. 
2002). 
 
Normalt är möjligheter till initiativ och handlingsutrymmet för studenter i 
grundutbildningen minimalt. Här var det inte så, tvärtom. Hur kom det sig? MDA-
programmet bestod av två stora ämnesblock, arbetsvetenskap och datavetenskap. Flera 
kurser var också ämnesintegrerade. I stället för att ge två mindre kurser i respektive 
ämne slog man ihop dem till en lång kurs för att ge studenterna tid att integrera 
ämneskunskaperna och möjliggöra projekt av det här slaget. Samtidigt fanns det en 
motreaktion från högskolan som strävade mot kortare enhetskurser (kursmoduler) om 
7,5 hp, som kombinerades på olika sätt och bildade ett utbildningsprogram. Att MDA-
programmet var sammanhållet i stora block gjorde att studenterna själva hade känsla 
för vad som var programmets kärna och därför i förväg kunde ha en känsla för vad som 
var rimligt att satsa på i kommande projektkurser. 
 

Skarpa projekt som en möjliggörare 
Den stora möjligheten med skarpa projekt är att de bjuder in till att fler deltar i att 
genomföra förändringsarbeten. Vi såg i Tanzaniaprojektet att det var långt fler än 
högskolans aktörer och mer resurser som ställdes till förfogande än vad BTH kunde 
erbjuda - en marknadsansvarig på ett stort internationellt företag, en katolsk abedissa, 
en BTH-professor med god kännedom om FoU-projekt i Afrika, Sida-stipendium, ja 
listan kan göras lång. Det hela växte till en liten expedition där många entusiasmerades 
och drog sitt strå till stacken. Även om Tanzaniaprojektet var spektakulärt så stod det 
inte ensamt. Det inspirerade t ex en annan studentgrupp att, något år senare, göra ett 
projekt på ett lärcenter i Uganda. Även det spektakulärt. De flesta studentprojekten var 
dock mer alldagliga, men under den vardagliga ytan visar det sig också där att projekten 
kännetecknas av många dras in i det arbete som ska göras, med råd, eller mera påtaglig 
hjälp. Studenternas projekt väcker nästan alltid engagemang och studenterna känner 
sig behövda och uppskattade. Så ser den allmänna bilden ut.  
 
Det är antagligen något åt det hållet som verkligheten bakom visionen kan se ut om en 
“new production of knowledge” som Michael Gibbons, Helga Nowotny och andra talar 
om, eller som de ibland formulerar saken, “science’s new social contract with society” 
(Gibbons 1999). Det passar bra ihop med min grundläggande tanke att för att lära sig 
måste man göra saker - bygga, designa, utforska, undersöka, vara aktiv, inte bara genom 
läsning. 
 
Skarpa projekt är förstås planerade, men samtidigt är de öppna. Jämfört med 
skoluppgifter, som är inramade för att passa i hanterbara uppgifter, lektioner och 
kurser, kräver samverkansprojekt med utomstående aktörer alltid improvisationer. 
Planer är en sak, situationsbundet handlande en annan (Suchman 1987).  När saker och 
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ting inte sker på ett sätt som inte var väntat, finns ingen ångerknapp eller omstart. 
Saken rullar på och man måste göra det bästa av situationen. Det kan vara jobbigt men 
det är alltid lärorikt.  

Vart är högskolan på väg? 
Högskolans tredje uppgift, att samverka med det omgivande samhället, skrevs in i 
högskolelagen (SFS 1992:1434) 1997, men som faktisk företeelse är den av tidigare 
datum. Perioden 1995-2000 bedömer jag som den “hetaste” - då satsade t ex KK-
stiftelsen och NUTEK betydande resurser för att få ett genomslag för samverkansidén i 
högskolan. Kanske ska man se det som en lanseringsperiod. Under 2000-talet tycks 
företeelsen ha hamnat i skuggan av andra bekymmer i högskolan. Att det samhälleliga 
behovet av samverkan mellan högskolan och det omgivande samhället finns kvar råder 
ingen tvekan om. Och inte heller att kritiken mot och skepsisen inför om och i så fall hur 
den tredje uppgiften ska ges plats och kropp i högskolan. En presentation av 
statsvetaren Jenny Madestam på ett Vinnovaseminarium i Almedalen 2013, “Att sköta 
den tredje uppgiften - varför och varför inte?”, vittnar om den saken (Vinnova 2013). 
 
Allteftersom växer en tanke fram: Det finns inte utrymme för skarpa projekt, 
hybridkurser och tredje uppgiftsarbete på grundutbildningen! Samma fråga dök upp 
hos mig och mina kollegor som hade dykt upp hos andra: Varför finns det inte plats för 
projekt som hade visat sig vara framgångsrika och hållbara under relativt lång tid? Har 
meningsfull grundutbildning på högskolan nått vägs ände? I ett större perspektiv är det 
förstås inte hela världen. Det viktiga är att det skapas utrymme för komplext lärande, 
innovationer, design, fiffiga lösningar etc på några ställen i samhället. Universitet och 
högskolor har endast bedrivit utbildning i större omfattning under en relativt kort 
period, ett halvt sekel ungefär. Nu kanske tiden är mogen för andra läroplatser och 
läromedel. Det kan inte vara hugget i sten var i samhället dylika verksamheter, där 
yngre människor kan vara kreativa och skaffa sig en “högre utbildning”, ska äga rum! 
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Abstract 
The Research Methodology in Software Engineering and Computer Science (RM) is a 
compulsory course that must be studied by graduate students at Blekinge Institute of 
Technology (BTH) prior to undertaking their theses work. The course is focused on 
teaching research methods and techniques for data collection and analysis in the fields 
of Computer Science and Software Engineering. It is intended that the course should 
help students in practically applying appropriate research methods in different courses 
(in addition to the RM course) including their Master’s theses. However, it is believed 
that there exist deficiencies in the course due to which the course implementation 
(learning and assessment activities) as well as the performance of different participants 
(students, teachers, and evaluators) are affected negatively. In this article our aim is to 
investigate potential deficiencies in the RM course at BTH in order to provide a concrete 
evidence on the deficiencies faced by students, evaluators, and teachers in the course. 
Additionally, we suggest recommendations for resolving the identified deficiencies. Our 
findings gathered through semi-structured interviews with students, teachers, and 
evaluators in the course are presented in this article. By identifying a total of twenty-
one deficiencies from different perspectives, we found that there exist critical 
deficiencies at different levels within the course. Furthermore, in order to overcome the 
identified deficiencies, we suggest seven recommendations that may be implemented at 
different levels within the course and the study program. Our suggested 
recommendations, if implemented, will help in resolving deficiencies in the course, 
which may lead to achieving an improved teaching and learning in the RM course at 
BTH. 

Keywords: Research methods, Software Engineering, Computer Science, Course 
Improvement 

1. Introduction 
In many Swedish universities students are required to study a mandatory course 
concerning research methods. Different Swedish universities, such as [1, 2, 3, 4], offer a 
course that focuses on research methods in order to train students in appropriate 
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research practices and methods that may be used in their research. At Blekinge Institute 
of Technology (BTH), Research Methodology in Software Engineering and Computer 
Science (RM) [3] is one such course, offered to Master’s degree students in Computer 
Science (CS) and Software Engineering (SE) prior to undertaking their theses work. The 
course is equivalent to 7.5 credits (in the European Credit Transfer and Accumulation 
System) and it is offered in fourth Learning Period (LP) to Swedish students who are 
already enrolled in CS and SE study programs at BTH. The first LP at BTH begins in 
September each year and the fourth LP begins in March the following year. Every year, 
in January, international exchange students from different countries (such as, India and 
China) join Master’s in CS and SE programs at BTH. Therefore, the fourth LP (for 
Swedish students) is in practice second LP for international exchange students.  
The course is focused on teaching of research methods, and techniques for data 
collection and analysis in the fields of CS and SE. The course is designed based on the 
principle of outcome-based education [5], i.e., it is clearly stated in the course descriptor 
what a student should know or should be able to do after successfully completing the 
course. Students’ knowledge in the course is evaluated using three assignments. The 
first assignment is a systematic literature review (SLR), where students have to conduct 
a SLR on a topic of interest. In the second assignment, students are given the task of 
writing a research proposal based on the research gaps identified in their SLR and their 
future plans for the selected topic. In the third assignment, the students are expected to 
write a research paper for their selected topic. In all of the assignments, it is expected 
from the students to apply the knowledge learned within the course on a research topic 
of interest.   
The overall purpose of the RM course is to guide students through the process of 
conducting a research project from beginning to end. The course is intended to help 
students in practically applying appropriate research methods not only in the RM 
course but also in other courses including their Master’s theses. However, it is found 
that the students are skeptical about the role of RM course when conducting their 
theses [6]. A study by Shahid & Shahzad [6] investigates problems related to thesis topic 
selection by graduate students in a multicultural educational environment at BTH. 
Through a survey and focus group discussions with international students at BTH, the 
authors in [6] found that international students find it challenging to select a thesis 
topic at BTH although there exists well defined routine for thesis topic selection. 
Furthermore, it is found that there exist several problems related to the RM course [6]. 
The participants of the study had mixed opinions about the course, e.g., the participants 
were unsure about the role of RM and whether the course is useful for strengthening 
their research skills. Another interesting response was provided by participants with 
backgrounds in CS and SE. CS students considered the course to be less useful as 
compared to SE students. The authors in [6] suggest to revise the curriculum of RM 
course. However, no concrete evidence is provided concerning exact deficiencies in the 
course that need to be resolved. 
In addition to the study by Shahid & Shahzad [6], there have also been discussions over 
the years among different teachers and evaluators involved in the RM course. The 
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course teachers and evaluators agree that there exist deficiencies in the course. 
However, there is a lack of clear evidence to substantiate these claims. An example of a 
potential deficiency, where both the evaluators and teachers agree, is that CS and SE are 
two different departments at BTH and the course is offered to a mix audience from both 
the departments, which results in teaching and evaluating students with different 
backgrounds. The problem intensifies when CS students are evaluated by SE teachers 
and vice-versa.  
The purpose of this article is to identify deficiencies in teaching and learning in the RM 
course at BTH and to suggest recommendations for overcoming the deficiencies. Using a 
case study approach, we aim to identify the deficiencies that exist in teaching and 
learning the RM course at BTH. We believe that the identified deficiencies might be 
resolved; therefore, in addition to identifying deficiencies in the course, our aim is also 
to suggest guidelines for overcoming the identified deficiencies. In addition to providing 
concrete evidence of the deficiencies in the RM course, our goal is to suggest 
recommendations that may be practically applicable in the RM course at BTH in order 
to improve the teaching and learning experience in the course. The knowledge gained in 
the course is potentially used in research, i.e., Master’s degree thesis, and hence by 
improving the learning experience of students in the course we expect to achieve 
improvement in students’ theses quality. Furthermore, we argue that identifying the 
deficiencies and proposing recommendations to overcome those deficiencies (both from 
teaching and learning perspectives) will help in achieving the intended learning 
outcome of the course in an improved manner. 
The remaining of this article is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the research 
methodology followed in this article. Section 3 presents a discussion on the results of 
our study and our recommendations on how to overcome the identified deficiencies. 
Finally, in Section 4, the article is concluded by presenting our concluding remarks and 
pointers to the future.  
 

2. Methodology 
The research methodology followed in this article is a case study research. Case studies 
are used to investigate a phenomenon in its natural settings that facilitates the 
researchers to gain an in-depth understanding of the case and the context [7]. In order 
to conduct this case study, we follow the guidelines for case study research in Software 
Engineering as suggested by Runeson and Höst [7]. 

2.1 Case study design 

Objectives: The aim of this research study is to identify the deficiencies in teaching and 
learning activities within the RM course. Moreover, based on the knowledge gained 
through this exploratory case study, the long-term objective is to suggest 
recommendations on how to address the identified deficiencies, which may help the 
teachers in designing and teaching an effective RM course based on intended learning 
outcomes.  
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Overall goal of this study is formulated following the Goal-Question-Metric approach: To 
gain an in-depth understanding of the deficiencies (Purpose) in teaching and learning 
(Issue) of RM course in SE and CS (Object) both from teachers and students’ perspective 
(Viewpoint).   

2.2 Research questions 

In this exploratory case study, we intend to answer the following research questions: 
 
RQ1: What are the key deficiencies in teaching and learning research methodology course? 
RQ2: How can the identified deficiencies be resolved? 

2.3 Case and context 

In this research study, the case has been identified as the RM course designed for 
students undertaking their master’s degrees in SE and CS. The course is designed to 
introduce students to research methods that they shall use to conduct research within 
different courses as well as in their theses. Moreover, it is intended that the course 
should help in building a solid knowledge base of the students, thus, enabling the 
students to apply appropriate research methods for solving a particular research 
problem. Students are also encouraged during the course to learn necessary tools and 
skills that enables them to collect and analyze data gathered through the application of 
different research methods.  

2.4 Data collection 

We use semi-structured interviews as our data collection method. To select the 
interviewees, we have used a convenience sampling approach [8]. Our interviewees 
participated in the RM course in different time periods during the years 2008-2016 and 
in various roles, i.e., students, assignment evaluators (evaluator), and course 
responsible (instructor). In total, we interviewed 4 evaluators, 2 course responsible and 
4 students. 

2.4.1 Questionnaire design 

The questionnaire was designed considering multiple themes; such as course descriptor 
(question 1 and 2), overall course structure (questions 3-7), course administration 
(questions 8-10), students’ participation in the course (questions 11-15), knowledge 
application from the course (question 16 and 17), and feedback provided in the course 
(question 18 and 19), which are central to the planning, execution, administration, and 
application of the course.  

2.5 Data analysis 

The interviews were recorded and later transcribed. To analyze the qualitative data 
collected from the interviews, we used thematic analysis technique [9]. The transcribed 
interviews were color-coded for data extraction. Different color codes were assigned to 
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parts of the interviews for building different themes in order to answer our research 
questions stated in Section 2.2. 

Results and discussion 
Below, we present a discussion on the results from our interviews. The results are 
discussed from the perspectives of teachers (i.e., evaluators and course responsible) and 
students.  

3.1 Course deficiencies from teachers’ perspective 

From the teachers’ perspective, the following deficiencies exist in the RM course: 

D1.   We identified that the evaluation rubrics used for evaluating Master’s thesis proposals 
are followed for evaluating assignments in the RM course. Since the rubrics are not 
designed by the teacher, a critical deficiency is how to interpret the rubrics. At present, 
we found that the course teacher interprets the rubrics according to the best of his/her 
knowledge and perception.  

D2.    Several rubrics are found to be overlapping and, hence, sometimes the same assignment 
content submitted by a student may be assessed multiple times, which often result in a 
student getting good marks if a specific part in his/her assignment was done better and 
vice versa.  

D3.  Some of the evaluators found the rubric scale to be confusing. For example, some 
evaluators are unsure about the difference between good and very good in the rubrics. 
This problem becomes more visible when a particular assignment is graded by two 
different evaluators, which results in the student receiving two completely different 
reviews for the same assignment.  

D4.   As mentioned earlier, the course has three assignments where in assignment 1 students 
are expected to report a SLR and in assignment 3 students perform and report an 
empirical study. It is noticed that these two assignments narrow down students’ 
understanding on acceptable research methods in SE and CS. Many students view these 
two methods as the only options when working on their theses. This results in students 
being good at identifying problems but unable to discuss different research methods, 
i.e., having no deeper understanding of the research methods. 

D5.   Some evaluators view the description for SLR (assignment 1) to be not in line with the 
other guidelines by the course responsible. As there is no clear format given to the 
students to follow in assignment 1, the description for SLR is sometimes interpreted by 
students as a format for writing the assignment report. Furthermore, the allotted time 
for all the three assignments is considered to be unrealistic.  

D6.   Most often, the number of CS evaluators is less as compared to SE in the course, which 
results in some CS assignments to be evaluated by SE evaluators. This leads in SE 
evaluator taking more time to evaluate an assignment and most often the evaluators do 
not feel confident about their comments. From evaluators’ perspective, having both CS 
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and SE students is definitely a problem. A possible reason for this problem is because in 
SE department (in general) one is trained as an empirical researcher, whereas CS 
department follows a rationalistic approach in research. 

D7.   The allotted budget (time) for assignments’ assessment is another problem. The course 
responsible agrees that it is not possible for one person to check each and every 
assignment and therefore evaluators are needed to solve this challenge. However, it is 
found that sometimes the assignment and the allotted budget time for assessment does 
not fit since some assignments need more time than the allocated time. For example, at 
one particular instance of the course in 2015, it was calculated that there were a total of 
324 students reports to grade in the course which accounts to a total of 1620 pages. The 
evaluators found it challenging to read and provide extensive feedback on 1620 pages. 
The assessment task becomes even more challenging when half of these pages 
(approximately 800) are written by students from CS and evaluated by SE evaluators.  

D8.   Several deficiencies were identified regarding the placement of course, i.e., when the 
course must be offered to students. The course is offered in consultation with CS 
department and they view the course as a preparation for the Master’s thesis. In 
contrast to CS department, course responsible at SE department believes that the earlier 
you take this course; the more benefits you will have in other courses within the study 
program, i.e., what is learned in the RM course can be practiced in other SE courses. This 
deficiency can be characterized as a curriculum knowledge challenge since both CS and 
SE follow different curriculums. Curriculum knowledge enables a teacher to perceive 
the relationship of a course in a particular study program [10] and it helps a teacher to 
better design the course in relation to the study program.  

D9.   The evaluators have mixed opinions on when the course must be offered to the students. 
Some evaluators do not recommend the course to be offered just immediately before 
the thesis. These evaluators suggest that the best time would be third LP (for 
international students) because in the first or second LP new students arrive in Sweden 
(with no or less knowledge about the culture norms and learning environment at BTH) 
and the RM course is an important course. On successful completion of the RM course, 
the students can apply the knowledge gained in the RM course in their other courses 
where they are required to perform an empirical study.   

D10. Some evaluators experienced that the students are immature from research perspective 
in order to participate in the course. These evaluators believe that perhaps the student 
are participating in the course too early in their study program and that these students 
are unclear about scientific writing, plagiarism, and referencing. This leads to another 
complex problem of students asking for more detailed feedback on their assignments 
from the evaluators.  

D11. During several instances of the course execution, it was noticed that international 
students join the course late (arriving late into Sweden) due to which they often miss 
important lectures that are aimed at guiding students for their assignments. The main 
reason for late joining is because most of the participants in the course are international 
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students and these students often face delays when getting their visa for Sweden. It is 
estimated that on average if there are approximately 100 students in the course, 40 of 
them would be international students. This means 40% of the class participants miss 
the first few lectures and this affects their performance in the first assignment.      

D12. During lectures, the teachers mostly experienced one-way communication, i.e., little or 
no students’ participation during the lectures. According to one of the teacher, the 
reason for low participation was partly because of 100-150 students in a single class. 
The teacher believe that students’ participation would have been different if the class 
consisted of a smaller number of participants.   

D13. The evaluators and teachers were asked if the students use knowledge gained within the 
RM course in any other way outside the course. While the teacher agreed that students 
use some of the knowledge gained within the RM course in their final theses, the 
evaluators had different opinion. Some of the evaluators found, when supervising 
students in their theses, that the students have no knowledge about appropriate 
research methods even though the students had successfully completed the RM course. 

3.2 Course deficiencies from students’ perspective 

From the perspective of students, the following deficiencies are identified in the RM 
course: 

 

D14. The course descriptor is an important document that outlines key information about a 
course, such as what will a student learn in a course, which text books will be followed 
in a course, and how will the students be assessed. It was interesting for us to find that 
most of the interviewed students did not read the course descriptor when registering 
for the course. Most of the students were unaware about the course descriptor and its 
importance when they registered for the course. Each participant had a different reason 
for not reading the course descriptor. For example, one student claimed that he was 
unable to find the descriptor anywhere, neither did he know that he was supposed to 
read the descriptor. He agreed that, due to this, he had no idea what he will be studying 
and what is required to do in the course. Another student (who also did not read the 
course descriptor) claimed that he knew about the course contents and requirements 
from former students in the RM course. 

D15.  Late arrival in Sweden due to visa process was found to be another problem. Due to late 
arrival the students miss most of the lectures in beginning to the course. Due to the late 
arrival the students’ performance was affected and they were unable to perform even 
basic tasks, such as using library databases for literature search. Furthermore, the basic 
concepts needed for assignments are covered in lectures at the course beginning and 
the students missed some of the lectures due to late arrival.  

D16.  During lectures, the students found it a steep learning curve to absorb contents from the 
course since the course contents and teaching method was considered to be quite 
different from the students’ background. Most of the students had difficulty in finding a 
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suitable topic for research in the course and even if the students find something, they 
would be unsure about their choice.  

D17. Most of the students agreed that they could not apply all the taught concepts from the 
course in their assignments because some of the key concepts were not discussed in 
detail during the lectures. For example, data analysis techniques were briefly stated 
during the lectures and not discussed in details but these techniques are expected in the 
assignments. Furthermore, the students found the lectures to be very much theoretical, 
which made the lectures to be boring for participation. Additionally, some students 
agreed that they did not gain anything from the lectures because of their mental ability 
at that particular time when the course was offered to them. The students claimed that 
they could not even differentiate between basic concepts in the course, such as the 
difference between qualitative and quantitative methods. The main reasons for this 
problem was students’ mental maturity (aptitude level) when they studied the course, 
as well as the lectures material which (according to the students) did not guide them 
properly.   

D18. Regarding students’ participation in lectures, the students agreed that they were 
reluctant to ask questions due to different reasons. Some students did not ask questions 
because of low self-confidence and if the students would be confused over a specific 
issue, they would later ask questions from their group members. Some students did not 
ask any questions during lectures due to a different culture background, where it is 
considered impolite to question the teacher. 

D19. Most of the interviewed students agree that the course must be placed at the end of their 
study program due to different reasons. Some students believe that the course is really 
important for their Masters’ thesis and if the course is offered at the end of the program 
then a late arriving student would not suffer in the course as well as in the thesis. 
Whereas, some of the international students claimed that when they studied the course 
in the second LP, they performed well in the course. However, by the time these 
students reached their Master’s thesis, they could not recall some key concepts from the 
course that were needed in their thesis.  

D20. Most of the interviewed students had no problems with the contents requirement for 
assignments. However, regarding the timeline for completing assignments there are 
mixed views. Some students, who had no prior knowledge about research, considered 
the timeline for completing assignments to be unrealistic. The students needed more 
time for the first (SLR) and third (empirical work) assignment. Other students claimed 
that only the first two assignments (SLR and Research Proposal) are enough for 
completion in a single LP.  

D21. In the course, some of the CS students performed SLR by following the guidelines from 
the field of SE. Later (when these students successfully completed the course), they 
conducted SLR in their Master’s thesis by strictly following the guidelines from the 
course. These students received critical comments on their SLR from theses examiners, 
who were from CS. This convinced the CS students that whatever they learned from an 
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SE perspective may not be necessarily followed in CS, which means the students had a 
narrow understanding on the application of research methods during the course.    

To summarize the deficiencies identified from our interviews, we use key components 
of a typical constructively aligned course as suggested by Biggs & Tang in [11]. In a 
constructive aligned course, the following key components are clearly defined and 
aligned [11]: 
 

• Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs), 
• Teaching and Learning Activities (TLAs), and 
• Assessment Tasks (ATs). 

 
ILOs outline what the students will learn in a course [11]. In RM course descriptor [3], 
ILOs are clearly stated; however, we observed that some learning outcomes are too 
broad and not clearly defined. Examples of too broad ILOs from the RM course 
descriptor are: 
 

• Students should be able to discuss and relate to the concept of science and relate to it in their 
own work.  

• Students should be able to discuss scientific possibilities, the role of knowledge in society, 
people’s responsibility for how knowledge is used and the ethical and societal implications 
of a research project can bring. 
 
Similarly, some ILOs from the course descriptor, which are highly important for 
executing a research project, are not covered in the lectures. For example, the results 
from our interviews (with students) indicate that the following critical learning 
outcome is not discussed in detail in lectures: 
 

• Students should be able to describe different methods of research, data collection and 
analysis. 
 
We argue that there is a need to redesign and make the ILOs more concrete in the 
course descriptor. Additionally, there need to be measures taken for students to read 
the course descriptors because a major problem found is that the students are unaware 
of the role and importance of course descriptors prior to courses registration. 
TLAs state what learning activities need to implemented in order to achieve the ILOs 
[11]. We have identified several deficiencies concerning TLAs in the RM course. 
Examples include: low students’ participation, students arriving late to the course, 
students’ inability to find a suitable topic for their research etc.    
ATs define how well the students have achieved the ILOs [11]. In the RM course, the ATs 
are the three assignments (i.e., SLR, Research Proposal, and Empirical Work). We found 
several deficiencies in the ATs of the course. The deficiencies include: assessment 
rubrics are not realistic, the timeline for completing assignments is short, SE evaluators 
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assessing CS reports and vice-versa, assignments missed by students due to late arrival, 
the allocated time for evaluators to check assignments is short etc.   

3.3 Our recommendations 
In order to overcome the identified deficiencies and improve the teaching and learning 
activities in the course, we herein suggest some recommendations that may be 
implemented at the course and study program level.  

R1.    A critical deficiency found was that most of the students do not read the course 
descriptor prior to enrolling in the course. The most common reason found is that the 
students are either unaware of the course descriptors or they do not know where to 
find the descriptors. Therefore, we suggest to ensure that the newly enrolled students 
are better informed and well aware about the role and importance of course 
descriptors. This can be done in several ways, e.g., important information about the role 
and importance of course descriptors may be stated in the admission letter or it may be 
provided as a supplement to the admission letter. Alternatively, the students can be 
informed about course descriptors in their orientation lecture in the very beginning of 
the study program.   

R2.   A deficiency, where both the evaluators and students agree, is the maturity (aptitude 
level) of students in the course. It can be because either the students have different 
background or they join the course late due to visa problems. This leads to poor 
performance by the students and extra evaluation time for the evaluators. To overcome 
this deficiency, we suggest that research topics should be given to the students in 
advance by the teacher(s). Alternatively, the teacher may provide abstract ideas to 
students and then the students can come up with a concrete topic based on that idea. 
This will make the students more confident that they are doing the right work and it will 
reduce the overhead for both the teachers and evaluators. Another alternatively can be 
to provide a common topic to the students and they can then be given the task to 
address the topic using different research methods that are taught in the course.   

R3.    At BTH, we found that the assessment tasks for another course (i.e., the Advanced Topic 
in Computing) are similar to the assignment 1 and 2 in the RM course. The course 
Advanced Topic in Computing [12] helps students develop skills in information 
retrieval, literature reviewing and scientific writing within topics of their interest, in 
preparation for their future master thesis projects. The course requires students to 
perform and report a SLR and a research proposal similar to assignment 1 and 2 in the 
RM course. Our recommendation is that there must be two assignments in the RM 
course. Assignment 1 can be about different research methods that can be used to solve 
a problem. This assignment will help the student to identify and analyze different 
research methods that can be used to solve a problem. Assignment 2 can be the same as 
it is today, i.e., empirical work by selecting a method from the discussed methods in 
assignment 1. The SLR and proposal assignment may be handled in the Advanced Topic 
in Computing course and that course may be made compulsory for students to attend. 
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R4.  The assessment rubrics for evaluating assignments should be redesigned since (at 
present) the rubrics evaluating Master’s thesis proposals are used in the course. Our 
recommendation here is that the rubrics should be redesigned in consultation with 
evaluators who have been involved in the course before. We believe, the evaluators 
(who have the experience of using the rubrics to evaluate assignments) know exactly 
the problems that exist in rubrics and the criteria that need to be added or removed 
from the rubrics.  

R5.   To address the problem of late arriving students and to ensure that the students are 
familiar with plagiarism, scientific writing etc., we recommend to offer the course in 
middle of the study program, i.e., in the third or fourth LP to international students. This 
recommendation will also help to address the evaluators’ concern to offer the course in 
the third LP, which will help the students to apply the knowledge gained in the course in 
other courses. 

R6.   Students’ participation can be improved by holding debates among students’ groups. For 
example, students’ groups can be given a topic and then there can be debates among the 
groups on different research methods that can be applied to solve the given topic. This 
recommendation will also make the lectures more interesting for students to participate 
actively.   

R7.   Finally, we recommend that the course should be offered separately to CS and SE 
students. This will solve different problems that exist today. By offering the course 
separately to CS and SE students, it will reduce the number of participants in the class, 
which will result in better management of students by the teacher/evaluators and 
increased participation from the students. It will also solve the problem of SE evaluators 
evaluating CS students and vice versa. 

3. Concluding remarks 
In this article, we investigated deficiencies concerning teaching and learning in the RM 
course offered to graduate students at BTH. Using semi-structured interviews with 2 
course responsible (teachers), 4 evaluators, and 4 students, we found that there exist 
some critical deficiencies at different levels in the course. For example, at the course 
registration level, students are unaware of the course descriptor for the course. 
Additionally, the course is offered to a mixed audience of CS and SE, which makes it a 
challenging work for the evaluators to evaluate the assignments that are from a field 
other than the evaluator’s field of research.  
Furthermore, at different levels in the course, different participants (i.e., teachers, 
evaluators, and students) either have different opinions about the same problem or they 
are affected in different ways by the same problem. For example, from the view point of 
teacher, a reason for low participation by students in the lecture is due to a large class 
population. In contrast, from the students’ perspective, they are reluctant to ask 
questions during the lecture due to a different cultural background or low self-
confidence. Another such example is of placing the course in the very beginning of the 
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study program. For the students, it is a problem because they miss some important 
lectures in the beginning of the course due to late arrival. For the evaluators, late arrival 
of students leads to the problem of handling assignments from students who are not 
fully equipped with knowledge needed for their assignments.  
In order to resolve the identified deficiencies, we suggested different recommendations 
in Section 3.3. We claim that our suggested recommendations, if implemented, will help 
in resolving the deficiencies in the course, which may lead to achieving an improved 
teaching and learning experience within the RM course at BTH. We conclude that a 
deficiency may be resolved by implementing one or more alternative recommendations. 
For example, the deficiency D9 may be resolved by either implementing 
recommendation R5 or R3. Similarly, some deficiencies require a combination of 
multiple recommendations to be implemented, e.g., to resolve D13, implementation of 
R2 and R3 is needed. It is worth mentioning here that some of our suggested 
recommendations, if implemented, will require changes to be made to the course 
descriptor of the RM course. In particular, implementing recommendations R3 and R6 
will require changes to be made to the course descriptor. R3 suggest changes to the ATs 
in the RM course, i.e., the assignments. Whereas, R6 suggest changes to the TLAs, i.e., 
holding debates among students’ groups to increase students’ participation and 
learning in the RM course.     

 Recommendations 

Deficiencies R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 
D1    X    
D2    X    
D3    X    
D4  X X     
D5  X X     
D6       X 
D7   X    X 
D8       X 
D9     X  X 

D10  X   X   
D11     X   
D12  X    X  
D13  X X     
D14 X       
D15     X   
D16  X    X  
D17 X  X   X  
D18  X    X  
D19   X  X   
D20   X     
D21       X 
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Table 1. Deficiencies & recommendations mapping. 
 
In Table 1, we present a mapping of the identified deficiencies in the RM course and our 
recommendations. From the table, we can conclude that approximately more than half 
of the identified deficiencies (i.e., 11 out of 21) in the course (see, Section 3) can be 
resolved by our recommendation R2 and R3. In our recommendation R2, we suggest 
that a concrete or abstract research topic should be given to the students in the 
beginning of the course. The students can then refine the given research topic according 
to their own needs and later they can apply different research methods on the refined 
topic. This recommendation will help resolve deficiencies D4, D5, D10, D12, D13, D16 
and D18. In R3, we suggest that there should be 2 assignments in the RM course because 
the first and second assignments in the course already exist in another course, i.e., the 
Advance Topic in Computer Science [12]. For assignment 1 in the RM course, we 
recommend analysis of different research methods. This will make the course more 
focused on different research methods that can be applied, which will result in students 
achieving a deeper understanding of the research methods. In assignment 2, the 
students can then select an appropriate research method from the first assignment and 
apply it on their research topic. R3 will help in resolving deficiencies D4, D5, D7, D13, 
D17, D19 and D20. 
At present, the course responsible for RM course is in the process of redesigning the 
course. We, therefore, discussed our recommendations with him for the course and he 
has agreed to use most of our suggested recommendations. However, a possible 
limitation of our study is that we do not consider the budget factor (such as, cost, time, 
and other resources) when suggesting our recommendations. Therefore, future work 
includes a quantitative analysis of our suggested recommendations, i.e., a cost-benefit 
analysis when implementing our recommendations at BTH. We believe different 
resources, such as time and financial cost, may be affected when implementing our 
recommendations, while at the same time the recommendations may help in achieving 
improved teaching and learning experience in the course.   
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Appendix - Interview Questions 
       

1. What problems you noticed/identified in the course plan when you took the course? 
2. Did you find any problems with the new course plan after it has been redesigned?  
3. Do you find any problems with the lectures and assignments in the course? 
4. Do you find any problems with the number of instructors in the course? 
5. Do you think the time allotted for the whole course is enough? 
6. Did you have any background of research methodologies prior to the course? 
7. What do you think when should the course be offered (at the end of the program, at the 

beginning, or in the middle)?  
8. What problems normally occur during course registration? 
9. Is timeline for the tasks (assignments) realistic? 
10. What is your experience/opinion about CS and SE students/teachers mismatch in the 

course? 
11. What is your opinion about students’ participation in the course (i.e., is it enough or less 

than expected)?  
12. How can we improve students’ participation in the lectures? 
13. When it comes to interacting with the students, are the students reluctant or open to ask 

questions?  
14. Have you found out any reason why the students are reluctant to ask questions? 
15. What is the level of feedback on teaching from the students? 
16. How do you (as a student) apply the knowledge gained through the course?  
17. Do you see any evidence of students applying the knowledge gained in the course? 
18. Why students do not perform as expected in the course? 
19. Was the feedback given to the students utilized by them as expected? 
20. If the feedback was not utilized by students as expected, can you explain what can be the 

possible reasons?  
21. If the feedback was utilized by students as expected, how effectively do the students 

utilize the given feedback? 
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Abstract 
For most companies and organizations there is a need to employ graduates with 
interdisciplinary skills. Hence it becomes important for universities and teaching 
institutions to graduate students with this knowledge. At the same time there is need 
for universities and teaching institutions to position itself in relation to its competitors. 
This is an apparent challenge for universities and teaching institutions, as developing 
and offering interdisciplinary programs requires them to break the normal traditional 
university structure involving different faculties applying different operating models. 
However, by succeeding with this, universities will create a competitive advantage over 
their competitors.  
At Linnaeus University, Sweden, an interdisciplinary program called Innovation through 
Business, Engineering and Design involving three faculties has been developed.  The 
program was initiated in 2011 and began in 2014 with 15 students. The program is 
dimensioned for about 30 students, ten from each faculty. This paper reports on the 
realization of the program and the resources needed to do this. Knowing the resource 
requirements is necessary in order to make correct decisions regarding program 
development and to avoid decisions on invalid grounds. Knowing the activities to be 
performed is an essential pre-requisite for resource planning. Consequently the purpose 
of this paper is to identify organization roles and activities as well as the resources 
required in order to realize an interdisciplinary program. 
The paper is empirical in nature and data has been collected using interactive research. 
Interactive research stresses the researchers (i.e. the authors) joint learning together 
with other members of the development group and the other actors involved.   
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The paper concludes that in order for a realization to take place organizational roles 
(such as project leader and product coordinators), and activities such as creating 
deliverable document and schedule are necessary. The differences between a single-
disciplinary program and a multidisciplinary program lies rather in the complexity and 
time management of performing the activities needed then in the actual performing. 
There is primarily a need for human capital, as the suitable faculty members are needed, 
as well as there is a need financial capital. 

1. Introduction 
Around the world there are numerous of universities and teaching institutions offering 
different type of courses and educational programs, ranging from individual courses to 
complete bachelor and master programs. In order to meet the competition and  
advantageously position itself, Linnaeus University formulated a vision which aims at 
building a creative and international knowledge environment by promoting curiosity, 
creativity, companionship, and utility (Linneaus University, 2016). In line with this, 
collaboration with the surrounding society became natural. Few of the questions posed 
by the today’s society can be answered within a single discipline (c.f. Bolman and Deal, 
2014, p 101). This is reinforced by Muller (2015) who state that universities succeed 
when they provide future workers who are prepared for their working life. Following 
these trends Linnaeus University (further on referred to as LNU) decided to develop an 
interdisciplinary program involving three faculties: the Faculty of Technology (further 
on referred to FTK); the School of Business and Economics (further on referred to FEH) 
and the Faculty of Arts and Humanities (further on referred to FKH). In interdisciplinary 
programs, students are taught to respect the importance of each of the different 
disciplines as well as understanding the limitations of a single discipline program 
(Kurland, Michaud, Best et. al., 2010). While the same time they are encouraged to 
active learning, due to the cross-disciplinary classroom (Machemer and Crawford, 
2007). 
Resource Based Theory is acknowledged as a theory for describing, explaining and 
predicting organizational relationships i.e. understanding organizations (Barney, 
Ketchen, Jr, and Wright, 2011). Resource Based View (further on referred to RBV) begun 
to shape in the 1980 and the framework focuses on individual and costly-to-copy 
resources whose exploitation could lay the foundation for achieving competitive 
advantage. (Barney, 2007, pp 133) Further, the RBV proposes that possessing valuable 
and rare resources lays the foundation for value creation (Sirmon, Hitt, and Ireland, 
2007). A resource portfolio is a collection of all tangible and intangible resources the 
company or organization controls (Ireland, Hitt, and Sirmon, 2003). 
According to RBV it is not enough to acquire or develop for instance valuable and rare 
resources, organizations ought to structure, bundle and leverage theses resources to 
achieve high performance (Sirmon, Hitt, and Ireland, 2007; Sirmon and Hitt, 2003). 
Further, companies and organizations ought to control and coordinate resources to 
achieve the targets set (Tonnqvist, 2014, pp14). Universities are gradually fostering 
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interdisciplinary programs (Vanstone et. al. 2013) and thereby challenging traditional 
university structures and their operating models. It becomes necessary to own the 
needed resources and understand how the resources can be managed strategically 
(Ireland, Hitt, and Sirmon, 2003). Consequently two research questions have been 
formulated; 1) which organization roles and activities are needed for realization of a 
higher education interdisciplinary program and 2) which resources are required for 
realization of a higher education interdisciplinary program? Along with knowledge 
regarding resources, there is a need to identify and structure the organizational roles 
and activities needed for the realization. Hence the purpose of this is to identify 
organization roles and activities as well as resources required in order to realize a 
higher education interdisciplinary program. 
The paper is structured as follows; the coming three sections are descriptive in nature; 
section two provides a description of the methodology applied, section three provides a 
theoretical overview of Resource Base View, and section four provides a description of 
the program. The subsequent section, section five, focus on the first research question 
whereas section six focus on the second research question. Section seven contains 
conclusions, implications for research, and suggestions for future research. 

2. Method 
Qualitative research method puts the emphasis on the collection of data on the words 
and meanings (Bryman and Bell, 2011, pp 297). There are numerous qualitative 
research methods ranging from grounded theory to case studies. The qualitative 
methods might be informed by all probable epistemological views (Cassell and Symon, 
2012, pp 1-2).  
This research will provide the basis for suggestions "here and now", not only provide 
general knowledge that can be useful sometime in the future. Consequently, in this 
paper a qualitative research approach called interactive research is applied as it 
emphases the joint learning between the researchers and the members as it is 
organized with close, informal and open relationships between the members and 
researchers. (Nielsen and Svensson, 2006) Further,  quick changes in industries and 
hence a focus on development in order to become and stay competitive, demands a 
research that can serve as a facilitator for development and call for this type of research. 
Interactive research focuses interaction between researchers with the practitioners, 
while maintaining a critical perspective and ambition to contribute to long-term theory 
development. The point of departure stress equal and mutual relations between 
practitioners and researchers where both actors contribute to the body of knowledge in 
order to enhance theoretical development and practical useful knowledge. ( Svensson et 
al, 2002, pp 2ff)  The general trends in business are also valid for higher education. In 
today’s dynamic environment higher education most correspond to the business 
world’s changing needs by providing by offering programs knowledge and skills. 
(www.AACSB) Consequently interactive research method ought to be remarkably well-

http://www.aacsb/
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suited for carrying out this study, According to Larsson, researchers applying an 
interactive research need to consider to following issues; 

• Will the involvement of the members provide value-added to the process 
• Resource (time and money) needed and supporting structures 
• Are the researchers ready to be a part of a joint learning process? 

 
Interactive research is a dynamic and intense group process (Larsson, 2006). A 
clarification of this research process including its results and participants are illustrates 
in table 1.  
 
Table 1. Illustration of the interactive research process including its participants, 
modified Larsson (2006) 

Interactive research 
process  

Participants 

Forming Research question Researcher 
Gather data Jointly 
A deeper understanding Jointly 
Explanation Jointly 
Theoretical orientation Researcher 
Operationalization of 
theory 

Researcher 

Testing the 
operationalization 

Jointly 

Theoretical development Researcher 
Dissemination Jointly 

 
In this research several participants are involved i.e. personnel at the LNU (within each 
faculty) are involved for instance faculty teachers and administrators. Researchers are 
referred to the authors of this paper together with program coordinators.  
 
Table 2. Illustration of the interactive research process for this study 

Interactive research 
process 

Result in this study 

Forming Research 
question 

The initial research question was to identify what was 
needed for realizing an interdisciplinary program  

Gather data The authors gathered data on how the realization was 
conducted 

A deeper understanding The authors got a deeper, more structured, understanding 
of the realization process and its elements 

Explanation The initial research question was reformulated to include 
roles and activities.  

Theoretical orientation The authors studied literature within the strategic field  
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Operationalization of 
theory 

The authors operationalized “what was needed” to 
resources 

Testing the 
operationalization 

The authors tested with other faculty members the 
possibility to apply RBV to this specific case. 

Theoretical development The authors connected the theory base of pedagogical 
development with RBV 

Dissemination The dissemination takes place through this paper 

3. Resources from a theoretical perspective 
The RBV framework suggests that a company’s and an organization’s resources lay the 
foundation for its development and competitive advantage. RBV theory is based on two 
foundations; 1) heterogeneity (i.e. company’s or organization’s control or own different 
bundles of resources) and 2) immobility (i.e. differences in resource bundles owned by 
the separate company or organization). Further resources are considered as tangible or 
intangible assets to the company or organization. (Barney, 1991; Barney and Arikan, 
2001) In general terms a company’s or organization’s resources are assets and 
attributes that are controlled by the company or organization that enable the company 
or organization to discover and implement strategies designed to improve efficiency 
and effectiveness. (Barney, 2007, pp 133). According to Barney, 2007 (pp134), 
resources can be divided into four categories; 1) Financial capital, 2) Physical, 3) 
Human, and 4) Organizational; Financial capital includes all different money resources 
a company or organization possess, Physical capital includes physical technology used 
in the company or organization as well as plant, equipment, geographic location and 
access to raw material 3) Human capital includes for instance training, experience, 
judgement, relationships, and  insight of individual managers and workers on the 
company or organization 4) Organizational capital is an characteristics of group of 
individuals for instance company or organization formal report structure, its planning, 
controlling and coordinating systems.  

4. Program description 
Innovation through Business, Engineering and Design is a two-year higher education 
interdisciplinary program that aims to develop the students' ability to work in 
interdisciplinary groups as well as to deepen their subject knowledge.  The program 
trains students in project and innovation management, process and product 
development, business and system development, and social entrepreneurship.  
The program consists of four semesters, 30 credits each. The first and second semesters 
are distinguishing themselves from a traditional higher education program. Each of the 
semesters is described in the following parts. However, both semesters (one and two) 
contain Skill and Technology, 2.5 credits each semester, which focuses on the students 
future working life, with questions such as “What makes me skilled in my profession?” 
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Semester one 

The semester is divided into two parts; one 22.5 credit course named “Local innovation” 
and one 7.5 credit method course named “Methods at work”.  
Focus in the fall semester is local innovation and innovation in local companies. Local 
innovation is divided into four main modules; introduction to interdisciplinary 
innovation processes, process design, process technology, and process business. The 
students work in interdisciplinary groups (usually two engineering students, two design 
students and two economics students) with the innovations and learn to balance the 
different process parts with respect to function, design, durability, and production 
conditions. This requires knowledge of, and interaction between, different disciplines 
where different approaches, perspectives and approaches utilized.  The work is based 
on briefs and these briefs are then processed by the students in each module. The 
semester starts with an introduction to interdisciplinary innovation processes in which 
the students perform a short version of the semester work in cooperation with IKEA of 
Sweden. Continually there are lectures to enhance their subject knowledge. After each 
module is the exam to ensure that students have sufficient subject knowledge to be able 
to move on. 
“Methods at work” aims to teach the students the basic methods of each individual 
faculty.  

Semester two 

The semester is divided into two parts; one 22.5 credit course named “Innovation for 
Global Impact” and one 7.5 credit method course named “Action Research and 
Interactive Methods”.  
The spring semester focuses on global companies, organizations or municipalities. This 
spring semester, the program is organized around themes. The students work in 
interdisciplinary groups (usually two engineering students, two design students and 
two economics students), not the same as in the fall semester but the constellation (with 
regards to group members from each faculty) is the same. The first six weeks is focusing 
on internal and external interested parties to the global company, organizations or 
municipality and concludes with a case study on each participating actor. The coming 
weeks, the students are focusing on innovation concepts and concentrate on assessing 
and developing innovation concepts. The remaining part of the semester is directed 
towards deciding on which innovation the organization needs as well as developing a 
plan for implementation of the innovation.  
“Action Research and Interactive Methods” aims to broaden the students’ method 
awareness and knowledge 

Semester three 

In the third semester, the students study advanced courses offered on other programs. 
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Semester four 

The students spent their fourth semester writing 30-credits theses.  

5. Which organization roles and activities are needed for realization of a 
higher education interdisciplinary program? 

This section is divided into two main sections; organizational roles (project leader, 
program coordinators, steering committee, controller, communicator, and 
administration) and activities (creation of deliverable, document and schedule creation, 
and creating a learning environment). The content of this section constitute the 
dissemination of this research process (see table 2). 

5.1 Organizational roles 

5.1.1 Project leader 

Personal information; Employed 01, Defended dissertation 2006 at School of 
Engineering and Design, and thereafter employed at FEH. Previous academic work; 
worked very much on a program called “Enterprising Business Development”, a 
program involving three institutions within the faculty. 
In October 2013, the program responsible (i.e. project leader) was asked by the dean if 
she wanted to be responsible for the development and realization of the higher 
education interdisciplinary program. The first thing that was done was to put together a 
group consisting of one person from each faculty, this group decided to call themselves 
“program coordinators”. These program coordinators were supposed to act as 
spokespersons in the respective faculties.  
Shortly after the project leader started, it was discovered that those who worked to 
develop course syllabuses were knowledgeable in their respective fields but that their 
knowledge of the academic system was limited. The aim for the project leader has since 
then been to plan and administratively facilitate as much as possible, so that the 
program coordinators and further on teachers (i.e. team of faculty teaching) could 
devote their time to the program, its development and its students. 

5.1.2. Program coordinators 

One program coordinator was assigned from each faculty (i.e.  FTK and FKH ). The 
program coordinators were asked and appointed by the respective dean. The 
coordinator from the FTK and FEH  taken an active part in the development of the 
program and course syllabuses. The program coordinators met every Monday in order 
to discuss urgent issues, administrative issues and what to do next. The program 
coordinator assigned from Business and Economics and the project leader worked 
closely and it was decided that the project leader should represent the Business and 
Economics at this meeting.  
The program coordinators met every week on Mondays in order to discuss, clarify what 
would be needed to happen next as well as to set the coming agenda. The first meeting 
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was held on the 14th of October 2013 and amongst others the following issues were 
discussed; content of the individual courses, financing, organization, companies to 
involve, and student acceptance criteria. Issues were prioritized as follows; create 
teaching teams, course content, and financing. 
Soon after a meeting with the steering committee (17/10/2013), the program 
coordinator from the FKH decided to resign due to her engagement in other programs 
and the complexity of this program. For a couple of weeks the FKH  had no 
representation amongst the program coordinators. However the work continued with 
the two remaining program coordinators who focused the work towards following 
work. 
On the 12 of November 2015 a new representative in the program coordinator group 
was assigned form FKH was presented at the steering committee.  The member was 
totally new for the program and the program was totally new for him.  

5.1.3. Steering committee 

Around the same time as the project leader was assigned, the deans, project leader, and 
program coordinators formed the steering committee for the program. The members of 
the steering committee were supposed to have the authority to influence and direct 
activities in the faculties. Within the LNU-structure the pro-deans are/were responsible 
for education and hence they were therefore natural participants in the steering 
committee. The purpose of the steering committee was that it should handle all 
questions regarded as “rather important”. These meetings were held on Tuesdays every 
other week. The first meeting was held on the 14th of October 2013 and the following 
issues, amongst others, were discussed; organizational functions needed (business and 
controlling, communicator, educational administrator, external contacts, and teachers), 
controlling, admission criteria, legitimacy in the respective faculty, company contacts, 
and benchmark and business intelligence. The prioritization was as follows; recruitment 
of teachers, create teachers teams, and business and management accouting.  After a 
few months, it was found that the composition of members is the steering committee 
was not suitable for the task and two of the pro-deans were replaced by their respective 
dean. Further, the program was considered to be closely related to the Bridge 
(https://lnu.se/forskning/sok-forskning/the-bridge---strategiskt-samarbete-med-
ikea/) and hence the Bridge responsible was included in the steering committee. For 
about one year, the steering committee consisted of two deans, one pre-dean, program 
representatives, and the bridge responsible. This reorganization meant that those who 
were members of the steering committee also had the right to make decision for each 
faculty. This is necessity for the program’s continued development.  

5.1.4 Controller 

The function of management accounting was early identified as critical. Finding a 
suitable candidate for the management accounting function was made by using a logic 
approach. The project manager belonged to the FEH and hence the management 
accountant needed to come from another faculty. The FTK is larger than FKH and hence 

https://lnu.se/forskning/sok-forskning/the-bridge---strategiskt-samarbete-med-ikea/
https://lnu.se/forskning/sok-forskning/the-bridge---strategiskt-samarbete-med-ikea/
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getting a management accountant from the FTK became a natural choice. The 
management accountant at FTK accepted the challenge. The management accountant 
would be responsible for the financial arrangements, budget, and operational follow-
ups in the end of each semester. Financial control is specifically important in a 
multidisciplinary program, where costs and income ought to be shared between the 
faculties. Hence a skilful management accountant is of vital importance and that this 
employee is trusted within the organization.  

5.1.5. Communicator 

Due to the structure of the program (three individual program syllabi), there were a lot 
of coordination regarding for instance student information. It is important that all 
students, independent of faculty affiliation, get the same information in order not to 
create chaos and confusion. The implication being that consistency across the 
disciplines is more important than the in-depth of knowledge in discipline. At a meeting, 
with communicators from each faculty, it was the general opinion that information to 
prospective students should take place similarly and then it would be appropriate that 
one person took care of all that.  The issue was discussed at a steering committee on the 
2nd of December 2014 and the representative from FKH volunteered for the function. 
After administration of the web pages and other information to prospective students, 
there appeared a need to share information to current students (except for teaching 
information delivered via mymoodle). Consequently this was also included in the 
function description.  

5.1.6. Administration 

In the program there are number of central functions (described above) and there were 
some issues that were handled by the respective faculty1; course syllabi, applications 
from prospective students, and grade reporting.  

o Course syllabi 
The course syllabi have developed within the teacher teams. However, the data have 
been entered into LADOK at each faculty. For practical reasons it was decided that the 
FEH as the first to administratively manage the course syllabi in LADOK. When course 
syllabi were approved at the FEH  they were copied by the other faculties, and their 
administrative processes started. 

o Application 
The course coordinators (including the steering committee) decided to have “special” 
application procedure in which prospective students were expected to apply with a 
letter of intent as well as their grades. The letters of intent are read and evaluated by the 
program coordinators. 

o Grade reporting 

                                                
1 The reason for this traditional handling lies in the “ownership” of the students and the access 

rights in the systems. 
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The students are registered on the respective faculty course syllabus and hence it is 
natural that grading is handled with the respective faculty. 

5.1.7. Team of faculty teaching 

The respective program coordinator was, at a first stage, responsible to explore the 
interest of faculty members to participate in the realization of the program. The faculty 
members at the FEH were very interested and after discussions, focusing on the areas 
which was to be included in the program, with the volunteers, three clear candidates 
emerged. At the faculty of Engineering, the faculty members were heavily over loaded 
with work and the faculty member volunteering was not regarded as suitable, due to its 
specialization, for participation in the realization of the program. Hence efforts to 
recruit new faculty members at the LNU started. At the FKH, also experienced problems 
in creating team of faculty members to be involved in the realization of the program due 
to the heavy workload of the faculty members. However, the first module of the course 
stemmed from the summer course, hosted FKH, so it was perceived to be rather easy to 
develop. The FKH also started to recruit new faculty members to participate in the 
realization work. 

5.1.8. Summary of organization roles 

This paper indicates that one of the key success factors when realizing a higher 
education interdisciplinary program is to have balanced representation rather than 
necessarily the most competent participant in every part/situation. When developing a 
traditional, single disciplinary, program the most competent persons (based on subject 
knowledge and administrative skills) are assigned from the responsible faculty and 
hence this situation does not arise. This is not the case for the higher education 
interdisciplinary program as all involved members need to feel confident in their work 
and contribute with the anchoring of the program in the faculty. Another key success 
factor is having a member able to carrying out the project leadership.  

5.2 Activities 

The respective faculty teaching team was responsible for the content and scheduling. 
The three faculty teaching team met every other week in order to discuss the content of 
the modules and secure that the program specific objectives and the objects in the 
course syllabus were met. The work with creation of the deliverable document and 
creation of the schedule was conducted simultaneously. The prioritization was done by 
evaluation of the proposals towards the program and course syllabuses. After 
discussions all disputes were resolved   

5.2.1 Creation of deliverable document 

The focus differs between the semesters; the fall semester focuses on products 
innovations in a local perspective whereas the spring semester focuses on for instance 
service and organizational innovations. In order to make the expectations clear for the 
students, one deliverable document was created for each semester. The process of 
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creating the deliverable document started, in the minds of the members in faculty 
teaching team, when reviewing the course syllabus and relating its contents to the 
members own faculty. The members presented their ideas regarding student 
deliverables, thereafter discussions started in order to align the members in faculty 
teaching team’ thoughts. This took place at a two day meeting with accommodation. The 
deliverable document was created in a similar way for the spring semester. 

5.2.2 Schedule Creation 

The aim was to create one compete schedule for each semester; the fall semester consist 
of four rather distinct modules, whereas the spring semester consists of one integrated 
course. For the fall semester: each faculty teaching team was responsible for each 
module. The semester weeks were divided between the modules and each team of 
teachers (i.e. faculty team) was responsible for scheduling their allocated weeks. The 
result was an intense schedule for first semester. The spring semester was held as an 
integrated course and the project leader did a draft of a suggested schedule and 
suggested it to the faculty teaching team. The final completion of the schedule for the 
fall semester was done at a two day meeting with accommodation.  The schedule was 
created in a similar way for the spring semester. 

5.2.3 Creating a learning environment 

Based on what traditionally is applied for a design education environment, a room 
provided with the basic requirements for a design studio was assigned for the program. 
The studio is not only a standard classroom with shelves and IT devices but also is a 
multifunctional working place, where different spatial organizations are possible 
according to the activities to be done in the place in a certain moment. It is an office and 
each student has a desk, an office chair and a chest of drawers they can own during the 
semester. Desks and chairs can easily be moved and create groups, and in the rolling 
chest of drawer the students can keep own things. The students spend all the time in the 
studio, besides other occasionally rooms they also have access to, like labs, prototyping 
workshops and computer rooms. They also have a resource in the University library but 
most of the course literature is in the studio.  
The students do appreciate their physical environment. The studio gives them a sense of 
sharing as well as it becomes their meeting room and their own environment, which 
supports their cross-disciplinary learning. By continuously meeting their fellows in a 
place they share together, they not only start understanding their professional role in 
comparison to the other students and the different academic cultures, but also their 
colleagues’ tacit codes within the different disciplines. Obviously all prejudices are 
confirmed in daily life, but beyond clichés they get deeply involved in each other’s 
wellbeing and in the run they establish professional engagements supporting the vision 
of to be future cross-disciplinary professionals.   
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6. Which resources are required for realization of a higher education 
interdisciplinary program? 

Resources considered as human resources are resources such as the workers in the 
company or organization. In this specific case, it relates to the faculty members 
employed by the LNU. Consequently the project leader, program coordinators, 
controller, communicator, administration, and team of faculty teaching ought to be 
considered as human resources. It appears as if the category of resources classified as 
human (as defined by Barney, 2007) is fairly well represented. Organizational resources 
(as defined by Barney, 2007) on the other hand are resources such as the group of 
individuals for instance a company or organization having a specific set of 
characteristics and/or its internal systems. The steering committee would then fall into 
the category of organizational resource. The required resources with regards to 
organizational roles are summarized in table 3.  
Table 3. Summary of required resources with regards to organizational roles.  

Organizational roles Required resources 
Project leader Human 
Program coordinators Human 
Steering committee Organizational 
Controller Human 
Communicator Human 
Administration Human 
Team of faculty teaching Human 

 
The work in accomplishing the course syllabus and creating the deliverable document 
as well as the schedule is dependent upon the faculty members who are assigned to do 
the work of the program, but also on possessing the financial resources to put in. 
Consequently the required resources also ought to fall into the category of human 
resources, as well as financial resources (as defined by Barney, 2007). Creating a 
learning environment (relate Vygotskijs four aspects, Strandberg (2006)), on the other 
hand, focus on having the physical resources available. The required resources with 
regards to operative realization are summarized in table 4.   
Table 4. Summary of required resources with regards to operative realization 

Activities Required resources 
Course syllabus Human (financial) 
Creation of deliverable document Human (financial) 
Schedule creation Human (financial) 
Creating a learning environment Physical (financial) 
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7. Conclusions, implications for research, and suggestions for future 
research 

When realizing an interdisciplinary program different categories of resources are 
needed indeed. This research indicates that the primary resource category needed is to 
be referred to the human category as defined by Barney (2007). This is basically rather 
natural as very much of the development work is dependent on the faculty members 
involved. However, aligned with having faculty members suitable for this type of work, 
is the need for financial resources. According to Tonnqvist, resources are scarce and 
must be utilized to its best. This paper suggests a number of roles and activities that 
need to take place in order to realize an interdisciplinary program. In relation to 
traditional program development and their operating models, these appear as rather 
common. However, the differences lay rather in the complexity in conducting them.  
Hence this paper also contributes to the knowledge platform of program development. 
From a strategic perspective analysis of the organization’s core competence and 
available resources are used as the basis for decisions on which part it should focus. 
According to Ireland, Hitt, and Sirmon, (2003) resource acquisition is of critical 
importance to new venture of established organizations. The need for the financial and 
human resources becomes apparent. Hence it turns out to be extremely important, for 
universities that wish to meet the competition from other universities and teaching 
institutions by offering interdisciplinary programs, to possess both human and physical 
resources. This piece of paper illustrates the applicability of the RBV theoretical 
framework as it demonstrates how it be applied in university program developing 
setting. 
The methodology applied in this paper, and consequently the results, is connected to 
this specific situation. This constitute an implication, ever though the result appear to be 
generic in nature. This paper has lays the theoretical foundation on RBV, taking its point 
of departure in the founder. However criticism regarding the RBV’s view regards to for 
instance studying individual resources in isolation and ignores interaction between 
resources have been put forward (see for instance Lechner and Gudmundsson, 2008). 
This could have had implications for this research as the resources need appear to be 
clearly connected 
According to the method applied, researchers applying an interactive research need to 
consider to following issues; 

• Will the involvement of the members provide value-added to the process. In this specific 
paper the researchers feel that they provided value added by emphasizing that 
resources needed as well as the actual steps that was needed for completion of the 
program realization. The authors feel that the contribution also lay in the structure of 
the empirical data 

• Resource (time and money) needed and supporting structures. The authors of this paper 
believe that their time and money is well spent on writing this paper. To identify and 
describe what is needed for the development of this type of program lays the foundation 
for future work both practical and theoretical, as well as identify the necessary 
resources needed for realizing this type of program constitute a good basis for decision.   
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• Are the researchers ready to be a part of a joint learning process? When starting writing 
this paper the authors felt that taking part in a dynamic and intense group process and 
conduct this “project” according to interactive research methods was an appropriate 
method to apply. For specification of the process applied in this research, aligned with 
interactive research.  
 
Developing a higher education interdisciplinary program require first and foremost 
faculty members that are engaged. This paper shows that having and retaining faculty 
member suitable for this type of work is necessary as well as possessing financial 
resources. However, future studies need to be conducted on identifying succession plan 
as well as personality of faculty members suitable for this type of work. In addition to 
this studies focusing on the business model for interdisciplinary programs as well as on 
definitions and meaning of interdisciplinarity, both from empirical and theoretical 
perspective is needed. The possibility for a university and teaching institution to 
strategically position itself is very much dependent on its resources. By knowing about 
its resources, the university will have an opportunity to make well-founded decisions, 
increase its competitiveness and position itself in the landscape for higher education.  
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koppling till högskoleförordningens examensmål”. 

ABSTRACT 
The core of CDIO addresses criticism from engineering industry according engineering 
education having too much focus on theoretical training. Here, practice, and especially 
integrating theory and practice, has had a peripheral role implying students not being 
well enough prepared for the complexity of industry’s real world problems and 
solutions. CDIO aims to meet that criticism through especially illuminating on project 
based educational forms, where sections of the, so called, CDIO Syllabus point out 
desired knowledge and skills that are needed to fulfil complex enough projects in 
engineering education. That approach not only prepares students in appropriate ways 
for the benefits of industry, but also increases their value of being employable. CDIO 
does not explicitly point out industry close work placement in education, neither in the 
CDIO syllabus, nor in the CDIO Standards. Still, many universities strive after work 
integrated learning, in purposes of, e.g., employability, and real world preparation. 
Experiences show problems in work integrated learning due to several reasons, such as, 
establishing sustainable academy–industry contacts, strategies for project ownership 
and IPR (Intellectual Property Rights), and guarantees according fulfillment of academic 
requirements on learning outcomes.  
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The concept of Demola relates to a platform for collaborations between academy and 
industry with focus on multi-disciplinary student projects. Especially focus is on 
innovation, where industry may experiment with new ideas at low cost. Demola has 
proved itself to be a successful approach, with developed templates for student-industry 
contracts, and process models. Still, to be an attractive choice for work integrated 
learning, the Demola approach also has to be clear with respect to academic contexts of 
courses’ learning outcomes, and course evaluations.  
 
The aim of this contribution is to point out a set of learning outcomes in a purpose of 
clarifying on such set being an inherent part of Demola. That set, which is based on CDIO 
Syllabus, shall map towards a tool for evaluations, where the two-dimensional multi-
valued tool ZEFsurvey, is chosen. Overviews and discussions will be provided, as well as 
test cases, and comparisons between the chosen set with the Swedish national 
framework for education, will be outlined in the purpose of pointing out adaptability in 
an international context.  

INTRODUCTION 
By work integrated learning (WIL) we often mean educational forms, especially 
projects, where industrial participants are more or less involved in the students’ work. 
Typically, the industrial participants stand for problem statements, guidance and 
feedback, and being receivers of project results. WIL relates well to Integrated Learning 
Experiences (CDIO Standard 7), and Active Learning (Standard 8), to students’ 
employability, and to the core of CDIO concerning industry-oriented training. Obviously, 
academia is gained by including WIL in educational programs. Still, experiences show 
resistance towards that, probably due to several reasons, including difficulties in 
establishing sustainable structures for industry contacts, uncertainties according 
ownership of project work, and lack of academic control of required learning outcomes 
(LO) and course evaluations.  
 
Demola is a collaborative open innovation platform for students, universities and 
companies, and has been elected the best cross-border and cross-sector innovator in the 
Baltic Sea Region (Vinnova, 2012). Here, agreements between universities, students, 
and companies are based on well-established contracts where aspects, such as project 
ownership, are handled. Concepts of Demola include structures for process models, and 
interactions between students and companies. Amongst the responsibilities of the local 
Demola organization lies establishing sustainable structures for regional companies and 
universities to cooperate, where multi-disciplinary student teams develop innovative 
industry-oriented products. 
 
It seems that Demola clarifies several points of uncertainties related to WIL, and thus 
may work well as a platform for this. Further unclear aspects relate to universities’ 
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demands on obligations concerning LO and course evaluations. Therefore, the Demola 
concept needs to be extended in appropriate ways to live up to such demands. In order 
to be flexible, and work well in different national contexts, Demola should be gained by 
being correlated to a worldwide meta-level educational framework, rather than more 
restricted national frameworks. Here, CDIO, with its Syllabus, may serve as a fundament 
for that meta-level framework. Still, while being independent of national obligations, 
CDIO has been proven to correspond well to several national frameworks (Crawley et. 
al., 2013), that strengthens the choice of CDIO as a supportive model to Demola even 
more. Moreover, ZEFsurvey (ZEF, 2016) is an advanced tool for making two 
dimensional, multi-valued surveys, where activities are ongoing in order to use 
ZEFsurvey as an inherent part of Demola course evaluations. To further serve as a 
valuable foundation for WIL, a well-defined set of the CDIO Syllabus LO should be 
chosen, where those should be appropriately matched by the ZEFsurvey. Self-declared 
as “the most accurate survey tool for data-driven leadership” (ZEF, 2016), it enables 
users to create web-based 2D multi-valued surveys, allowing decision-makers to take 
better decisions in the right order, hence permitting a faster development of their 
organizations or companies. 2D multi-valued surveys implies that the survey answers 
shall be reflected and given in a matrix where the x- and y-axes correspond to two 
different scales, i.e.: importance (from less important to more important) and 
acknowledgement (from disagree to agree) etc. As opposed to 1D surveys, where the 
participants shall answer by choosing one value on a scale, i.e. between 0 and 10, or 1 
and 7 etc., the answers in 2D surveys focuses on the relation between the two scales 
when placing an answer on the matrix. Moreover, as the 2D ZEFsurveys focus on the 
relation between two scales, the absolute values of the survey are normalized using z-
scoring algorithm (Selkälä, et al., 2011). Figure 1 below shows an example of a 
ZEFsurvey result on 2D multi-valued matrix. 
 

  
 

Figure 1. Example of ZEFsurvey result on 2D multi-valued matrix   
 
Currently, activities are ongoing to integrate ZEFsurvey as an inherent part of Demola. 
This means, that the ZEFsurvey tool is used also for student evaluations, as well as for 
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participating companies. So far the use of ZEFsurvey in contexts of Demola has shown 
promising results.  

AIM AND PURPOSE 
The aim of this contribution is to propose a set of LO from CDIO Syllabus to be 
integrated as an inherent part of Demola, and map that set to the ZEFsurvey-tool. This 
set will also be matched against the Swedish Higher Education Ordinance (SHEO) to 
show how Demola, through the use of CDIO, as a worldwide independent framework, 
may adapt to national educational frameworks.  

Research questions 

1. How can we define Demola LO, with its foundation in CDIO Syllabus? 
2. How do these proposed LO match the Swedish Higher Education Ordinance (SHEO)? 
3. How can we ensure these LO through 2D multi-valued evaluations can be adapted to 

national educational frameworks? 

Specifications 

On one hand, we have earlier experienced Demola projects and their reflected LO 
(Einarson, Wendin, & Saplacan, 2015). On the other hand, there is a need to look on non-
Demola project based courses in order to get insights on the most central LO reflected 
by those. In this paper, we focus on one non-Demola experiment designed for the first 
year students at Kristianstad University, of the Swedish and International bachelor 
programs, in computer science and engineering, with specialization in embedded 
systems, in the context of the course called Introductory Course with Engineering 
Methodology (course code DT100C). Based on the previous experiment at Demola, as 
well as on the current experiment, we propose here a set of LO designed to serve as 
general LO for Demola and project based courses. We also consider here LO specified by 
SHEO. 

APPROACH 
In this paper, three main parameters that stand at the basis of our suggested LO for 
Demola projects have been chosen: Swedish Higher Education Ordinance, CDIO 
Syllabus, and LO reflected by Demola. Each of these are briefly described below. The 
reflected LO of the non-Demola course are later considered as a result of the case study.  
  

On Swedish Higher Education Ordinance 

The Swedish educational system is regulated by law through the Swedish Higher 
Education Ordinance, where the Swedish Higher Education Authority has the main 
responsibility of supervising the Swedish higher education institutions (UKÄ). Among 
other things the Ordinance regulates the intended learning outcomes for a certain 
educational program, as shown in (UHR, Annex 2) and enforces requirements on course 
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evaluations, as pointed out at (UHR, Annex 2). In contexts of WIL, experiences show 
conflicts between industry close practical training and scientific ambitions of academia. 
Here, Kristianstad University (home university of two the authors) introduces the 
concept of research based work placement to especially emphasize that practical training 
should be clearly based on academic principals. With this in mind, the need for 
academic influences on LO and evaluations, as well as supervision and examination is 
obvious. 

On CDIO Syllabus 

According (UHR, Chapter 1) Higher education institutions shall enable students who are 
participating in or have completed a course to express their experiences of and views on 
the course through a course evaluation to be organised by the higher education 
institution. This may typically be implemented through course surveys, where state of 
course is investigated, as well as how well course LO are met. Hence, WIL projects of 
Swedish educational programs, e.g., Demola projects, also have those obligations. 
However, due to the concept of Demola being an international approach, this should be 
gained by having an international approach to LO. Here CDIO with its developed 
Syllabus may be an appropriate choice, especially since it has been shown that the CDIO 
Syllabus corresponds well to several national educational frameworks for LO (Crawley 
et. al., 2013). Still, as previously has been stated, earlier attempts to use CDIO Syllabus 
LO in contexts of Demola projects, have shown the need for a more focused approach on 
this. First, a clearer LO subset needs to be pointed out. Then, experiences show 
difficulties in students’ understanding of CDIO Syllabus based LO, pointing out the need 
of challenging the students with a process of developing an awareness of a meaning 
behind such LO. A conclusion is therefore that the approach should include: 
 

1. A focused subset of CDIO Syllabus-based LO 
2. Matching that subset against the Swedish Higher Education Ordinance, to exemplify the 

usefulness at an international level 
3. A plan to develop a deeper understanding of that subset for the students 
4. Matching that subset against an evaluation tool, in this case the ZEFsurvey 

 
According point 1 and point 3, a subset is first chosen at the CDIO Syllabus Levels 1-2. 
Rather than performing course surveys at the end of a course, it will be initiated quite 
early. During the course there will all in all be two course surveys, preferably three. At 
the second appointment the survey will be based on CDIO Syllabus Levels 3-4. Choices 
of LO at Level 3 and 4, will here be based on outcomes of previous surveys. That is, 
results from survey 1 will influence the structure of the next survey(s). 
 
According point 2 above, previous work has shown a correspondence between the CDIO 
Syllabus and national educational frameworks (Crawley et. al., 2013). From (Crawley et. 
al., 2013) comparisons between CDIO Syllabus Level 2, and ABET of USA, and CEAB of 
Canada are made, and corresponding comparison with engineering education of 
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Sweden is outlined. Moreover, (Crawley et. al., 2013) states that version 2.0 of CDIO 
Syllabus has been modified to meet national accreditation boards. This even more 
motivates CDIO as a meta-level reference system for educational frameworks at an 
international level, which in turn points out the potentials in using CDIO as a reference 
system also in contexts of Demola. 

On reflected LO from previous Demola project 

The reflected LO from the previous experiment are listed below according to the 
observations from (Einarson, Wendin, & Saplacan, 2015):  

• CDIO Syllabus Section 2: 2.1.1 Problem Formulation and Identification, 2.1.2 Modelling, 
2.3.1 Thinking Holistically, 2.4 Thinking Holistically 

• CDIO Syllabus Section 3: 3.1.1 Forming Effective Teams, 3.1.2 Team Operation, 3.1.3 Team 
Growth and Evolution, 3.1.5 Technical and Multidisciplinary Teaming 

• CDIO Syllabus Section 4: 4.3 Conceiving, 4.3.1 Understanding Needs and Setting Goals, 
4.3.2 Defining Function, Concept and Architecture, 4.4 Designing, 4.5 Implementing 
These will be later matched against SHEO, as well as to the LO reflected by the current 
experiment.  

Case Study 

Presentation of the Context 

As earlier specified under Aim and Purpose – Specifications, we have chosen to look at 
the reflected LO by a project conducted at Kristianstad University, in the context of 
Introductory Course with Engineering Methodology course.  
 
The project assignment was chosen by the course instructors and it was the same for all 
students: to build a small robot and an algorithm that shall make the robot follow a pre-
defined path in a minimum amount of time. However, it would not be known in advance 
in which way the robot shall follow the path: how many times to stop or turn. The 
students were divided into 16 teams, each of three students. Only one group had only 
two students. The students were required to form groups by themselves, without the 
intervention of course instructors. 
 
In the next section we explain how we designed the evaluation of the experiment. 

Experiment Design 

The students were given a very brief introduction of what CDIO is during their first 
lecture of the Introductory Course with Engineering Methodology. The experiment was 
divided into two parts: a pre-study evaluation and a final evaluation. Each of them are 
described next. 
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1. A Pre-Study Evaluation:  
 
The set of questions was divided into three main categories: 

- Intro-questions: 
 Have you heard about CDIO? (Yes/No question) 
 What do you know about CDIO? (open question) 
 What does it mean for you Conceive-Design-Implement-Operate (CDIO)? (open question) 
- CDIO-related questions: (open questions)  
 Problem solving as such, is a typical core activity of system development. In what ways 

do you expect the course project to further develop your problem solving skills? (2.1 
Analytic reasoning and problem solving) 

 Working in projects often mean that you are exposed to situations requiring new 
knowledge and experiences.  
What are you prepared to do, to meet the required knowledge that you still don’t have, 
to fulfill your part of the project? (2.2 Experimentation, investigation and 
knowledge discovery) 

 Successfully working in software projects do not only require technical skills, but also 
reasonable ways in how you regard the working process.  What are your thoughts 
according attitudes needed amongst project group members to fulfill a project? (2.4 
Attitudes, thought and learning) 

 The more complex the project is, the significant is the teamwork. Elaborate on your view 
on teamwork. What should be especially regarded? (3.1 Teamwork) 

 The more complex the project is, the significant is the communication amongst the project 
group members. What are your thoughts on communicating matters of projects? (3.2 
Communications) 

- Expectations and goals (Mostly positive/Mostly negative scale question) 
 How is your attitude towards the project? 
 How do you feel about working in a team of 3 people? 
 Do you think this course will be relevant for your future courses in your education 

program? 
 
The table below shows how some of the CDIO syllabus were mapped to the course 
intended LO, as well as to the SHEO-LO. 
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Table 1. CDIO standard syllabus mapped to course LO, as well as to LO of SHEO 
 

CDIO Syllabus Course intended LO 
(CLO) 

LO from Swedish Higher Education 
Ordinance (SHEO) 

2.1 Analytic 
reasoning and 
problem solving 

• be able to search and 
locate desired 
information by using 
computerized and 
Internet-based search 
system (10). 

• demonstrate knowledge and understanding in 
the main field of study, including knowledge of 
the disciplinary foundation of the field, 
understanding of applicable methodologies in 
the field, specialized study in some aspect of 
the field as well as awareness of current 
research issues (1) 

• demonstrate the ability to search for, gather, 
evaluate and critically interpret the relevant 
information for a formulated problem and also 
discuss phenomena, issues and situations 
critically (2) 

• demonstrate the skills required to work 
autonomously in the main field of study (5) 

2.2 
Experimentation, 
investigation and 
knowledge 
discovery 

• be able to search and 
locate desired 
information by using 
computerized and 
Internet-based search 
system (10). 

• demonstrate the ability to search for, gather, 
evaluate and critically interpret the relevant 
information for a formulated problem and also 
discuss phenomena, issues and situations 
critically (2) 

• demonstrate the ability to identify, formulate 
and solve problems autonomously and to 
complete tasks within predetermined time 
frames (3) 

 
2.4 Attitudes, 
thought and 
learning 

• be able to make a 
clear and structured 
presentation of own 
work and discuss 
other students‘ work 
(8) 

• be able to write a 
report that is correct 
regarding the form 
and content (9) 

• demonstrate the ability to identify, formulate 
and solve problems autonomously and to 
complete tasks within predetermined time 
frames (3) 

• demonstrate the skills required to work 
autonomously in the main field of study (5) 

• demonstrate the ability to make assessments 
in the main field of study informed by relevant 
disciplinary, social and ethical issues (6) 

• demonstrate insight into the role of 
knowledge in society and the responsibility of 
the individual for how it is used (7) 
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• demonstrate the ability to identify the need 
for further knowledge and ongoing learning 
(8) 

 
3.1 Teamwork 

• be able to work in a 
small development 
group in a structured 
manner (7) 

• demonstrate the ability to present and discuss 
information, problems and solutions in speech 
and writing and in dialogue with different 
audiences (4) 

 
3.2 
Communications 

• be able to make a 
clear and structured 
presentation of own 
work and discuss 
other students‘ work 
(8) 

• be able to write a 
report that is correct 
regarding the form 
and content (9) 

• demonstrate the ability to present and discuss 
information, problems and solutions in speech 
and writing and in dialogue with different 
audiences (4) 

 

 
2. A Final Evaluation: 

 
The final evaluation was designed based on the participants’ answers from the pre-
study. As earlier specified, the questions on the pre-study were open-questions, except 
some (See 1. Pre-study Evaluation). Thereby, the answers on the pre-study were given 
in the form of plain text, rather than using the built-in matrix with 2D multivalued 
forms. The reason of designing the questions in this way was to get input on the aspects 
that were most relevant for students, in order to eventually form a 2D multi-valued final 
survey.   
 
On one hand, we have looked at the answers given by the participants on the Intro-
questions and Expectations and goals from the pre-study and formulated follow-up 
questions for the final evaluation. The correspondence between the questions asked in 
the pre-study and the follow-up questions from the final evaluation is shown in the 
table 2 below.  
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Table 2. Intro-questions and Expectations and Goals: Pre-study and Final evaluation 
 

Pre-Study 
Evaluation 

Answers of the Pre-study Evaluation Final evaluation 

Intro-questions   

Have you heard 
about CDIO? 

Majority answered they did not hear 
about CDIO, although a short 
introduction was provided during the 
first lecture.  

I feel I understand now 
more about what a CDIO 
project implies (scale: 
important/agree) 

What do you know 
about CDIO? 

Many answers included words such as: 
“nothing”, “not much”, “almost 
nothing”, “nothing yet” 
Some answers included a short 
description showing that they knew 
that it is an international educational 
framework, and it is meant to bring 
industry and academia together 

 

What does it mean 
for you Conceive-
Design-Implement-
Operate 

Among the named aspects were: 
raising quality of education, technical 
and reasoning ability, carrying out 
work/project, personal and 
professional skills, ethics, 
interpersonal skills, teamwork and 
communication, business, society, 
design, implementation, operation, 
from idea to “product”, group work, 
cross-disciplinary project-based work, 
and algorithm. 
 
Also some acknowledged that they do 
not know what it means 

CDIO does CDIO mean to 
you? (choose 3 options):  
 
framework raising quality 
of education; technical 
skills; critical thinking; 
carrying out project work; 
personal and professional 
skills; ethical aspects; 
interpersonal skills; 
business; society; prototype 
or product; group work; 
cross-disciplinary project 
based work; algorithm 

Expectations and 
goals 

  

How is your 
attitude towards 
the project 
 
How do you feel 
about working in a 
team of 3 people? 
 

 

 

I feel I have learned a lot 
during this project. (scale: 
important/agree) 
 
Did the project meet your 
expectations and goals? 
(scale: important/agree) 
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Do you think this 
course will be 
relevant for your 
future courses in 
your education 
programme? 
 

If you would like something 
to add: 
 

 
On the other hand, we have formulated follow-up questions regarding the CDIO-syllabus 
set of questions. 
 
The process of formulating questions for the final evaluation was the following:  

1) Compression: compressing the answers from the pre-study for each question, either by 
synthesizing the general idea illustrated in the answers, the ideas that were in contrast to 
each other, or by citing the students’ answers as originary stated. 

2) Matching: in the next stage we have matched the compressed answers with the CDIO 
syllabus. However, here we chose to match the answers to the questions to CDIO syllabus 
levels 3 and 4, in contrast to levels 1 and 2 that were used to formulate the pre-study 
evaluation questions. 

3) Designing the questions and/or statements: finally, after stage 2), it could be noticed that 
among participants’ answers, some of the answers matched to level 3 and 4 were 
repeated. Based on the repeated pattern, we have made a selection of 7 questions. The 
selection implied the following exclusion criteria, such as: if many of the answers covered 
some specific parts of the syllabus on level 2, then we chose to specifically exclude 
questions in the final evaluation on that topic, and rather to select parts of syllabus that 
had the least amount of mentions. Examples on such exclusions are: CDIO syllabus 2.2, 
3.3, 4.2, 4.8. The reason of excluding those was to address also other aspects that were 
not mentioned by students, but also to increase their awareness concerning those.  
 
Finally, we designed the following set of the CDIO based statements, as a part of the final 
evaluation: 

1. I feel that I have practiced initiative and willingness, to make decisions in face of 
uncertainty. (2.4.1 Initiative and Willingness to Make Decisions in the Face of 
Uncertainty) 

2. I feel that the matter of forming effective teams has been regarded during the project. 
(3.1.1 Forming Effective Teams) 

3. I feel that the project has given us opportunities to aspects of communication, such as, 
inquiry, listening and dialog. (3.2.7 Inquiry, Listening, Dialog) 

4. I feel that the project has opened up views for me on the impact of engineers on society 
and the environment. (4.1.3 Society’s Regulation of Engineering) 

5. I feel that I took the group leader role and tried to make use of each of the members’ 
skills and competences in order to achieve the best possible result. (4.7.5 Building and 
Leading an Organization and Extended Organization – see its under-levels) 

6. I feel that I made use of time and resources in an efficient way. (2.4.7 Time and 
Resource Management) 
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7. I feel I discussed with my group mates ethical aspects, integrity principles, and social 
responsibility when conflict arose in our group work. (2.5.1 Ethics, Integrity and 
Social Responsibility) 

RESULTS 
Using ZEFsurvey for the Final Survey of our experiment provided us with the insights 
on the relation between the questions we have asked. Figure 2 a and b below shows the 
absolute-, respectively the normalized values of the answers to the CDIO set of 
questions from the Final Survey. We can observe here from figure 2 a that the overall 
project experience could be improved with regard to the importance scale, i.e. the 
majority of the answers to the 7 CDIO questions tending to be viewed as “less 
important” (right most bottom square). However, these absolute values, and the 
average of those, do not say too much about the lacks or drawbacks of the project 
experience, and does not explicitly indicate what shall firstly be improved. ZEFsurvey 
applies the z-scoring algorithm, such that the values are normalized and opinion 
distortion is removed (Selkälä, et al., 2011). In this way, we can observe that the aspect 
that was viewed as least important for students was 2 (I feel that the matter of forming 
effective teams has been regarded during the project. (3.1.1 Forming Effective Teams)), 
whereas the aspect which is seen as most important among all is 3 (I feel that the project 
has given us opportunities to aspects of communication, such as, inquiry, listening and 
dialog. (3.2.7 Inquiry, Listening, Dialog)). 5 (I feel that I took the group leader role and 
tried to make use of each of the members’ skills and competences in order to achieve the 
best possible result. (4.7.5 Building and Leading an Organization and Extended 
Organization – see its under-levels)) seems to be the least regarded aspect, although it is 
seen as quite important. 1 (I feel that I have practiced initiative and willingness, to make 
decisions in face of uncertainty. (2.4.1 Initiative and Willingness to Make Decisions in the 
Face of Uncertainty) is the aspect that the majority succeeded mostly with. 4, 6 and 7 can 
be regarded in the same way. 

                
a. Absolute values    b. Normalized values 

Figure 2. Absolute and normalized values of the CDIO set of questions from the Final 
Survey 

 
Further, CDIO syllabus employed to form the questions, the reflected LO of the previous 
Demola project (annotated as RDLO) (Einarson, Wendin, & Saplacan, 2015), LO 
reflected by the Swedish Higher Education Ordinance (annotated as SHEO-LO), and 
finally the reflected LO of the current experiment: a non-Demola project (annotated as 
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RNDLO) are summarized in the table 3 below. The following criteria was considered in 
order to define Demola and project based courses LO: 

• If we found a match between SHEO-LO and CDIO syllabus we proposed a LO. SHEO-LO in 
this case has the highest importance in considering the LO of Demola and project based 
courses, as it is given by a national framework.  

• If we found a match between SHEO-LO, CDIO syllabus and one of the LO reflected by one 
of the experiments, we proposed a LO. 

• If we found a match between CDIO syllabus and reflected LO by both of the experiments 
we proposed a LO. We chose to consider a LO only if it was reflected by both of the 
experiments, as the same pattern of LO could be observed. The LO that were reflected 
only in one of the experiments were discarded.  
 
Finally, the considered Demola and project based courses LO are shown in the last 
column, in green.  

Table 3. Overview of CDIO Syllabus, RDLO, CLO, SHEO-LO, RNDLO and proposed LO 
CDIO 

Syllabus 
Reflected 
LO from 
Demola 
project 
(RDLO) 

Course 
LO 

(CLO) 

Swedish 
Higher 

Education 
Ordinance 
LO (SHEO-

LO) 

Reflected LO of a 
non-Demola 

project (RNDLO) 

Considered  
Demola and 

project 
based 

courses LO 

CDIO 1.1   SHEO-LO 1  1) 
CDIO 1.2   SHEO-LO 1, 

6 
 2) 

CDIO 1.3   SHEO-LO 1, 
6 

 2) 

CDIO 2.1 RDLO 
2.1.1, 
2.1.2 

CLO 10 SHEO-LO 1, 
2, 5 

RNDLO 2.1 3) 

CDIO 2.2  CLO 10 SHEO-LO 2, 
3 

Excluded 
RNDLO 2.2, 

2.2.2.6 

4) 

CDIO 2.3 RDLO 
2.3.1 

    

CDIO 2.4 RDLO 2.4 CLO 8, 9 SHEO-LO 3, 
5, 6, 7, 8 

RNDLO 2.4.7, 
2.4.1, 2.4.2.2, 2.4, 

2.4.5 

5) 

CDIO 2.5   SHEO-LO 5, 
6, 7 

RNDLO 2.5.1, 
2.5.6.1 

5) 

CDIO 3.1 RDLO 
3.1.1, 
3.1.2, 

CLO 7 SHEO-LO 4 RNDLO 3.1, 
3.1.4.3, 3.1.1, 

3.1.4, 3.1.2 

6) 
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3.1.3, 
3.1.5 

CDIO 3.2  CLO 8, 9 SHEO-LO 4 RNDLO 3, 3.2, 
3.2.2, 3.2.7, 3.2.8 

6) 

CDIO 3.3    Excluded 
RNDLO 3.3 

 

CDIO 4.1   SHEO-LO 6, 
7 

RNDLO 4.1.2, 
4.1.5, 4.1.6, 

7) 

CDIO 4.2    Excluded 
RNDLO 4.2.6.1, 

4.2.5, 4.2.4 

 

CDIO 4.3 RDLO 
4.3, 

4.3.1, 
4.3.2 

  RNDLO 4.3.1, 
4.3.3 

8) 

CDIO 4.4 RDLO 4.4   RNDLO 4.4, 4.4.3 8) 
CDIO 4.5 RDLO 4.5   RNDLO 4.5.6 8) 
CDIO 4.6    RNDLO 4.6.6  
CDIO 4.7    RNDLO 4.7.2, 

4.7.5, 
 

CDIO 4.8    Excluded 
RNDLO 4.8.3, 
4.8.1, 4.8.6.2 

 

 
Proposed Demola LO or project courses LO based on CDIO 

1) demonstrate knowledge and understanding in the main field of study (based on CDIO 
1.1 and SHEO-LO 1) 

2) understand methodologies applicable in the main field of study and demonstrate 
insights on current research issues, with regard to relevant disciplinary, social and 
ethical aspects (based on CDIO 1.2, CDIO 1.3, and SHEO-LO 1 and 6) 

3) demonstrate analytical skills, critical thinking in problem solving, and the ability to work 
independent (based on CDIO 2.1, and SHEO-LO 1, 2, 5) 

4) demonstrate the ability to critically investigate, identify, and formulate a problem, as well 
as finding solutions to it after gathering information and evaluating it (based on CDIO 
2.2., and SHEO-LO 2, 3) 

5) demonstrate the ability to work autonomously in the main field of study within a given 
time frame, and considering disciplinary, societal, and ethical aspects (based on CDIO 
2.4, CDIO 2.5 and SHEO-LO 3, 5, 6, 7, 8) 

6) demonstrate the ability to take responsibility and communicate well within- and outside 
of a team, as well as contributing to the teamwork (based on CDIO 3.1, CDIO 3.2, and 
SHEO-LO 4)  

7) demonstrate the ability to conceive, design, implement and operate a concept or 
prototype, considering the external, societal and environmental context and the main 
field of study (based on CDIO 4.1, SHEO-LO 6, 7) 
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8) demonstrate project management skills, knowledge about processes, and the ability to 
identify needs, to formulate and model concepts, and utilize multi-disciplinary 
knowledge in design, considering sustainability factors (based on CDIO 4.3, CDIO 4.4 
and CDIO 4.5 and reflected LO from both experiments) 

SUMMARY 
The main purpose of this contribution has been to propose a set of learning outcomes 
for the Demola approach to work integrated learning, and map those towards a course 
evaluation tool. Here, ZEFsurvey has been chosen as an evaluation tool, based on its 
potential of performing multi-valued analysis. The CDIO Syllabus has here been chosen 
as a starting point to the set of learning outcomes because of its worldwide meta-level 
approach, and thus keeping Demola independent of national obligations. Still, to be 
adaptable into national contexts, a correspondence with the Swedish Higher Education 
Ordinance has been pointed out. Incentives for choices have been provided, as well as 
case studies, and results from those. Future work will include further studies of the 
choice of the set of learning outcomes. Moreover, students’ attitudes and insights as 
further results of evaluations will be investigated. 
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Teacher Education: Developing language proficiency, self-
confidence and motivation through the Storyline Approach, 
Sharon Ahlqvist 

Introduction 
Many prospective primary teachers enter teacher education with trepidation as well as 
excitement and expectation. The trepidation might be caused by the prospect of the 
demands of the academic workload in terms of both cognitive understanding and time-
management. It might be due to the thought of meeting new people and having to 
produce work in groups as well as individually. For some, there is also the spectre of 
learning how to teach a subject of which they have negative experiences from their own 
school days. It could be that the student  had reading and writing difficulties, or found 
mathematics hard to understand. For others, the subject which has negative 
associations is English. A core subject in the national curriculum, Lgr11 (National 
Education Agency, 2011), English has been compulsory in teacher education since the 
reform of 2011, with students of lower primary (school grades 1-3) and upper primary 
(grades 4-6) required to study 15 and 30 academic points respectively. The problem 
that teacher educators face is this: since primary teachers are required to be qualified to 
teach English, how can this best be achieved where prior negative experiences may be 
obstacles to learning? 
Reasons vary why student teachers sometimes experience nervousness, occasionally 
even dread, at the prospect of studying English, but they manifest themselves in a 
similar way, namely a lack of self-confidence. It might be that the student was never a 
high achiever in the subject, perhaps because of low language aptitude, or that dyslexia 
affected performance in not just the written language, but even the spoken (since 
impairment in phonological processing can cause problems in both understanding and 
in producing sounds correctly). It might be that the student failed to fulfil their potential 
in English because they thought the subject was boring and motivation to learn was low. 
In other cases, students have had negative experiences of being laughed at by their 
peers for making a grammatical or pronunciation error, or being publicly corrected by 
the teacher. These are phenomena which are known to have a negative effect on the 
self-image of the developing learner, their motivation and ultimately their learning (for 
instance, Dörnyei, 2001; Mihaljevic Djigunovic, 2009). 
The situation of a student teacher who approaches the subject English lacking self-
confidence and with negative feelings (such as anxiety or lack of motivation), is 
problematic for a number of reasons. Firstly, anxiety is known to have a negative impact 
on learning (see, for example, Horwitz, 2001). Secondly, motivation, or lack of it, is also 
considered to impact on an individual’s learning (see, for example, the extensive 
contribution to the field of motivation in second language learning by Zóltan Dörnyei, 
the most recent work of which is Dörnyei, Henry & Muir, 2016). Thirdly, the future 
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teacher has the responsibility to teach every subject with enthusiasm in order to 
engender positive attitudes and, thus, enhanced learning in their pupils.  
My response, as a teacher educator in English didactics, is to take a two-pronged 
approach: to use limited seminar time to involve the students in practical classroom 
tasks at their level and to connect the practice to the theory – to the theoretical readings 
which have been assigned. Thus, the students experience for themselves the learning 
benefits of a range of pedagogical approaches, which they analyse, adapt and justify in 
terms of theories of second language acquisition in the young learner classroom. The 
adaptation stage, which includes reviewing the didactic possibilities of what they did 
themselves in the seminars and applying this knowledge to create new age- and level-
appropriate tasks is often carried out in the students’ base groups during timetabled 
group study periods. Not least, by using the language both in doing, discussing and 
writing about tasks, the students develop their proficiency in the spoken and written 
language. The awareness, not only of gaining practical, research-based knowledge about 
the teaching of English, but also of their own increasing competence in the language , 
leads to enhanced self-confidence and motivation, as student self-evaluations show. 
Some examples are included later in this paper and I will discuss them then. 
To put this in context, I will now briefly outline the content of the two courses which 
students take in their second and fifth terms of study. Students who are training to teach 
children up to grade three take two 7.5 point courses. The first comprises grammar and 
phonetics as well as the didactics component, Storyline. The second comprises subject 
didactics for lower primary, including the use of stories and children’s literature, and 
assessment. Those who are training for upper primary take two 15 point courses. The 
first consists of grammar, phonetics, oral proficiency and subject didactics, including 
children’s literature. The second consists of  Storyline, creative writing, adapting 
textbooks and assessment. The Storyline project is the same for both groups of students, 
is carried out over a period of three weeks and involves collaboration with colleagues 
who teach art, music and drama. At the start of all the didactics course, I ask students to 
set themselves a personal goal for the course and to evaluate it at the end. 
I will now go on to describe the Storyline project, beginning with an overview of the 
origins and characteristic features of the Storyline approach. (For additional 
information see www.storyline-scotland.com/storyline international). This will be 
followed by a consideration of aspects of relational pedagogy, cooperative learning and 
second language learning which illuminate the results both of this project and of other 
Storyline work, both academic studies and teachers’ own reported experiences. 

The Storyline Approach 
Storyline originated in Scotland in the 1960s as a response to the need for 
interdisciplinary teaching in the primary curriculum. A social constructivist approach to 
teaching and learning (Falkenberg & Håkonsson, 2004), Storyline integrates the 
practical and theoretical subjects of the curriculum. Learners work in small groups, as 
characters in a story, which typically develops over a period of four to six weeks. A 

http://www.storyline-scotland.com/storyline
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setting is established and the learners create characters for this setting, taking on the 
role of the characters over the period of the Storyline. Problems (known as incidents) 
arise in the story and are dealt with by the characters, taking the story on to the next 
stage. Working together on open, so called, key questions, the learners collaborate on a 
range of tasks, which drive the story forward and which are linked to the curriculum 
content. Characteristic features are that practical work is displayed on a frieze, showing 
the developing story, heralding changes, providing a record of what has gone, and not 
least, treating the learners’ practical and written work with respect. Apart from being 
on public display, the artefacts often form the basis for further tasks. For instance, 
written character descriptions might become the basis for a quiz about the people in the 
story. To complete the quiz, the learners have to read the descriptions and find the 
answers to the questions. In language teaching terms, the learners’ own writing 
becomes the basis for a reading comprehension task. Thus, the work produced is not 
only treated with respect, which is motivating for the learner, but also serves as an 
occasion for learning in the zone of proximal development or ZPD (Vygotsky, 1978). For 
instance, the answer to a particular question might be a vocabulary item which the 
teacher wishes the learners to learn. Noticing the word is considered to be a pre-
requisite to learning it. (Schmidt & Frota, 1986). 
From a language teaching point of view, Storyline is similar to task-based teaching, a 
definition of which is that learners work on real-world tasks, which use language but 
which have a concrete outcome or product (Nunan, 2004; Van den Branden, 2006; 
Willis & Willis, 2007). Grammar arises in context from the task and the core vocabulary 
of the topic is recycled naturally (Nunan, 2005). Where Storyline differs from task-
based teaching is the narrative framework within which all tasks are carried out. In 
short, when they work on a Storyline topic, learners work with all aspects of English – 
different genres of speaking, listening, reading and writing, as well as the competences 
of vocabulary and grammar – in a meaningful context, which is highly motivating. In 
speaking and writing tasks, they have an opportunity to automatise their declarative 
knowledge (what they know about the rules of grammar and syntax, for instance) 
through practice (see Lyster & Masatoshi, 2013, for a discussion of skills building 
theory), a process which has been linked to increased self-confidence (Dörnyei, 
2009).The contextualizing of English teaching is in line with the specifications of Lgr11, 
that learners should be given the means to develop all-round communicative and 
intercultural competence, in order to increase their future global opportunities in social, 
educational and professional spheres.  
Storyline has been used at all ages of the school system, in many parts of the world and 
in both first and second language teaching. (See www.storyline-scotland.com/storyline 
international for details of projects in various parts of the world). As an 
interdisciplinary pedagogical approach, one of its greatest strengths is in bringing 
together the subjects of the curriculum in a meaningful way. The creating of characters, 
and the identification of the learners with their characters, is an additional feature of the 
approach which can positively impact on learning. The learners care about their 
creations and when speaking in role, they are relieved of the anxieties that might 

http://www.storyline-scotland.com/storyline
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pertain to speaking as themselves. There are implications here for the language learner 
classroom at all ages, including the classroom in which future teachers are educated.  
With its ingredients of drama, imagination, thematic work and stories, all of which are 
considered important in the young language learner classroom, Storyline has particular 
advantages. For instance, young learners learn holistically (Kirsch, 2008) by being 
exposed to and by using the target language without analysis of its component parts. A 
grammar item can be introduced in context as it is needed in the task – needed being the 
key word here – and where it is consequently more likely to be understood and 
remembered. Topics such as a wild life park or shopping centre relate to the young 
learner’s world (see Ahlquist, 2014 for more on possible topics) and are appropriate for 
the language classroom. One of the most versatile and popular topics concerns families 
living on a street in an English town. This provides a framework for natural use of 
language learnt in these early stages: the family, personal description, hobbies, pets, 
colours, numbers, days of the week and so. The learners take on the roles of families 
who move into a newly built street in a fictive English town, and it is the creation of 
families which seems to have a particular appeal to young learners. This is important, 
because, as Philp and Duchesne (2008) point out, young learner collaboration is about 
more than language practice, it is instrumental in creating the social climate in the 
classroom.  
When all the families have moved in, one house remains unsold. This provides the 
opportunity to integrate other curriculum subjects, The family who eventually move 
into the last house might come from another country and have another religion from 
their neighbours. The teacher might also work with aspects of sustainable development 
within this framework – recycling, carbon footprint, anti-social neighbours, who move 
into the remaining house, and so on. Storyline, Our Sustainable Street, was the subject of 
a study which I conducted some years ago in a mixed-age class of grades five and six 
(Ahlquist, 2011) and it is the one which I currently use on the teacher education 
programmes. 

Storyline in teacher education at Kristianstad University 
Briefly, the students are randomly grouped and create the characters in families who 
have just moved into the new street. The key questions which structure the story are: 

1. Who are you? 
2. What is your house like? 
3. How can we live in a more sustainable way? 
4. What can we do about the problem of rubbish being dumped in our street? 
5. How can we deal with the problem of the anti-social neighbours? 
6. What makes our street ideal? 

In the different key questions, the students are involved in speaking and writing as if 
they were the character. They listen for information in specific contexts – such as 
directions to reach their street. They watch a video on climate change and on the basis 
of the information in it, discuss how each family can adapt their lifestyle. This is part of a 
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project in which the families modify their lifestyle in order to live in a more sustainable 
way. In key question 5, the families interview the mother of the new family about the 
family’s behaviour. During this seminar, the class work with and evaluate a number of 
drama techniques. In the last key question, the students take a known melody, write and 
perform their own lyrics, celebrating their street, as part of a competition. During the 
course of the three-week period, not everyone does the same thing all the time, nor do 
they always work in the same group. For example, working in different groupings, some 
write a letter of complaint to the council about the rubbish, others design a park, and 
out of role, one group creates a radio phone-in programme on the rubbish issue, while 
another writes a newspaper article about it.  
The learning outcomes of the course are that the student: 
 

• Should be able to demonstrate their knowledge of the English language with regard to 
phonology and grammar 

• Be able to explain the rules of English grammar 
• Be able to explain how the Storyline approach can support and contribute to pupils’ 

language development in English and how this can be assessed 
• Be able to explain in their own words the theories of second language learning relating 

to young learners 
• Be able to plan a Storyline topic linked to the syllabus for English and which includes 

drama and art and which will support the learning of pupils of different proficiency 
levels  
 
Assessment is partly by means of a group examination in which each group is given a 
curriculum subject (physical education, mathematics, etc) and asked to devise another 
key question for the story, integrating the subject. The second part of the assessment is 
individual and written: planning a Storyline suitable for school year 6 and which 
includes a description of how the pupils’ work would be assessed. 
At the same time as working through the Storyline, from time to time we pause the 
action to analyse what is going on pedagogically. Biggs and Tang (2011) highlight the 
importance of breaking up talk with practical tasks. Although this refers to lectures, the 
point is nevertheless valid where the reverse working style has been the case, that is to 
say, that the students have been working practically or communicatively with the 
language. Doing requires cognitive and socio-affective strategies, while reviewing is 
metacognitive. Opportunities to focus on the didactic questions of what was done, how 
and why, and with what results are important stepping stones in developing students’ 
understanding of how learning occurs, and why it may sometimes fail to. 
Some of the issues we take up follow now. For instance, when the families introduce 
themselves to their neighbours, they are asked to prepare a question for the audience 
based on the content of their introduction. Some groups are asked to state the question 
before the introduction, others to ask the question only when they have completed their 
introduction. The class then discusses the impact on the learner and on learning, 
depending on when a question is asked – before or after information on the content has 
been given. Another topic for discussion concerns the physical model of the character. 
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As mentioned earlier, we work in collaboration with the art department. Practical work 
includes making a model of the character. This can then be used when the students are 
speaking in role. We talk about the difference it makes using a model when speaking, or 
not, and the difference between speaking without notes or reading from notes.  
A common feature of the Storyline classroom at all levels is the sound of laughter as 
learners collaborate on their tasks. The most common word used by learners of all ages 
to describe Storyline work is `fun´. This is significant for several reasons. One can be 
related to Goldman’s (1991) work on instructional conversations, which found that 
students were motivated to participate where the classroom atmosphere was perceived 
to be non-threatening. Secondly, Hattie (2009) concluded that enjoyment leads to 
higher achievement. Thus, enjoyment in the classroom is not to be seen as an added 
extra, but as an emotive state which promotes the understanding and the learning of 
subject content. The link between learning and the motivating nature of working 
together, creating a fictive world, using art work to help make abstract concepts, such as 
in mathematics and language, concrete is documented in terms of the few academic 
studies (for instance, Mitchell-Barrett, 2010) which have been conducted, but also in the 
many anecdotal accounts of classroom teachers. 
Student teachers are no exception. At the same time as developing their English skills 
and competences, the students are also learning about teaching – not just the teaching 
of English and not just the pedagogical benefits of Storyline – but about aspects of 
teaching which go beyond these: the importance of classroom atmosphere and personal 
relationships and responsibility, the way in which Storyline creates an atmosphere of 
inclusion and why this is important; the reasons why some academic content is 
remembered while other parts are not; the impact of personal engagement on learning. 
The course takes place over three intensive weeks, with demands on time and attention 
made not only in seminars but at home in preparation for those seminars. As Marton 
and Säljö (1976a and 1976b) make clear, students’ learning strategies are influenced by 
the demands of the task and the atmosphere in the classroom. Where demands are high 
and classroom atmosphere supportive, there are good pre-conditions in which learning 
can occur. If we return to the trepidation which some students experience at the 
prospect of doing an English course as part of teacher training, we can say that lack of 
self-confidence, lack of enthusiasm and absence of motivation feature to varying 
degrees. At the end of their three week course, these issues have almost always been 
resolved and the students have another strand to their pedagogic bow. 
I would now like to link practice to the theoretical literature and to place this short 
course in the context of pedagogy at university level and the theories of relational 
pedagogy, cooperative learning and second language acquisition, all of which are 
concerned with what occurs in the classroom in terms of observable behavior and the 
emotions which influence that behaviour. 
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Theoretical insights to support the use of Storyline in teacher education. 
The Higher Education Ordinance stipulates that students should be able to demonstrate 
both subject knowledge and an understanding of the theoretical concepts which 
underpin the subject. It further stipulates that students should take a critical stance in 
their learning, and also be able to work independently as well as with others. As regards 
teacher education, the training plan for primary student school teachers at Kristianstad 
University requires that, among other things, student teachers should be able to show 
that they have the ability to create conditions for all pupils to learn and develop. This is 
a requirement of the curriculum (Lgr11), as is the stipulation for interdisciplinary 
teaching and group work.  
As mentioned previously, the Storyline approach has its roots in social constructivism. 
The starting point for all key questions is where the learner is, often ascertained by 
small group or whole-class brainstorming tasks and the use of mind maps. Essential to 
success in group tasks is the interaction between the group members. Where the group 
has been composed of different linguistic proficiency levels, the less proficient can be 
supported by those who are more proficient. The challenge for the teacher in creating 
the task is to ensure that all pupils are able to develop within the ZPD, which in the field 
of second language acquisition (SLA) is defined as `the difference between the learner’s 
developmental level as determined by independent language use and the higher level of 
potential development as determined by how language is used in collaboration with a 
more capable interlocutor´ (Ohta, 1995: 249). At the same time, if the teacher has 
considered carefully the range of talents in his/her class, the groups will consist of 
learners who are not just good at language, but who have talent in the practical or 
aesthetic subjects. These learners may well be those who do not excel at the academic 
subjects such as English, but whose talents both become visible to their peers and are a 
valuable asset to the group, with all that this implies for raised self-esteem in learners 
whose self-esteem is be low (Crandall, 1999). 
 

Interpersonal relationships in the classroom 

Before going on to consider the implications of group work for learning, I would like to 
place the discussion in the context of classroom relationships. In the field of relational 
pedagogy, as Aspelin (2006) points out, face-to-face communication through interaction 
is dependent on both the cognitive and the emotional. Referring to the work of Scheff 
(1997), he highlights how an individual’s feelings are affected by the sense of how he or 
she is valued by others. There are two dimensions to this, surface and micro. `At the 
former level the participants give impressions of accepting each other´ (2006:236). But 
beneath the surface, `this solidarity is not real but illusory.´ There is a clear message 
here for group constellations: the contribution that each member makes should be 
essential and its fulfilment is the responsibility of a particular individual, preferably the 
one whose talent is best suited to it. This is one way of promoting genuine rather than 
illusory acceptance. 
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While Aspelin is referring specifically to the relationships between teacher and learner, 
the same claim can be made about relationships between individual learners, as I do 
above. The extent to which good relationships are facilitated depends to a great extent 
on the way in which the teacher chooses to work in the classroom. As Hattie (2009) 
found and as research into classroom-based second language learning finds (for 
example, Enever, 2011; Heinzmann, 2013; Murphy, 2014), the teacher is one of the most 
important influences on an individual’s learning. A traditional, teacher-fronted, textbook 
approach will do little to promote communication and understanding between the 
learners. Good relationships are not achieved overnight, but are the result of a process, 
and they play a vital role in the classroom. As Aspelin (2012) referring to National 
Education Agency (2009) makes clear, an increased emphasis on individualization does 
not have a positive effect on learning, but personalization does. One way to create 
conditions in which personalization becomes a classroom reality is through mutually 
dependent group effort. 
The extent to which learners are permitted to work in this way and the nature of the 
tasks they are given are both in the gift of the teacher. To permit group work is to lose 
some control. To permit group work which is going to extend over a number of lessons 
or weeks is to cede even more control. It requires of the teacher a self-confidence to 
accept the role of facilitator (in itself a challenge, according to Dörnyei, 2001), self-
confidence in their ability to take back control should it be necessary and a belief that 
one’s learners can be trusted to complete a task on their own. This requires good 
planning both at macro and micro level, and it requires the careful creation of tasks that 
make demands on all individuals in the group, within a time limit and which motivate 
them to rise to the challenge. Further, it requires that teachers have sufficiently high 
expectations for all their learners, which is reflected in task design. The work of 
Christine Rubie-Davies (2015) highlights the often subconscious pre-conceptions and 
prejudices of teachers (based, for example, on the race, social class or gender of pupils), 
how these colour their expectations of learner achievement, and the positive and 
negative consequences for learning of these expectations. Rubie-Davies makes the point 
that learners are very much aware of a teacher’s differing expectations and are 
influenced by these, especially at a younger age, but also in situations where older 
learners change from a familiar to an unknown environment, such as moving from 
primary to secondary school, from secondary to upper secondary or on to university. 
The move from familiar to unfamiliar includes beginning a course in how to teach 
English in the young learner classroom. Student teachers should be in no doubt that 
their instructors have the highest expectations of them and faith in their ability to meet 
these expectations, individually, in groups and as a class. 
 

Small group collaboration 

The work of Brigid Barron (2003) considers the effects of socio-affective factors on 
group success, specifically why groups at similar levels produce different results. 
Maintaining that groups can achieve more than individuals working alone (a view 
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supported within the field of SLA by Donato, 1994; Wells, 1999; Ohta, 2000; Swain, 
2000; Donato, 2004; Van Lier, 2004), and also that an individual’s learning is positively 
affected by the group effort, Barron argues that little attention has been paid to the 
reasons why groups differ. If, as she maintains, the successful completion of a 
collaborative task requires `joint attention at solution-critical moments´ (2003: 310), 
then a potential difficulty will arise if learners are not at the same state of readiness, in 
terms of understanding the material and the actions or thoughts of other group 
members, to engage with the problem. Another obstacle to successful task completion 
can be that an individual’s contribution is not heard or is not heeded. In other words, 
Barron maintains that there are two aspects to solving problems in group collaboration: 
one concerns the content and the other, the relationships in the group. These two 
aspects `are negotiated simultaneously and can compete for limited attention´ (p310). 
Barron’s work, with upper primary-age children, shows that in the more successful 
groups, the members are all focused on the task (including being physically clustered 
around the material), attention is paid to the ideas of all, and attempts made to integrate 
these into the discourse. In less successful groups, some may not be focused on the task, 
some members’ ideas are rejected without reason or some individuals do not 
contribute. Less successful groups also demonstrate behaviours such as competitive 
interaction, self-focused problem solving and turn-taking issues. Citing research in the 
field of friendship impact on group collaboration, Barron notes that friends are more 
likely to participate in trans-active exchanges: they share experiences and have an 
investment in the friendship. She points out that successful interaction is a skill 
acquired over time (a point made about children by Fisher, 2005) and that ways to do 
this are assigning competence tasks to low-status pupils and designing tasks which use 
the skills and expertise of the group members. This is precisely what can be achieved by 
careful planning of the groups within a Storyline topic. For example, Håkonsson and 
Madsbjerg (2004) report on the increased self-confidence in low-proficiency learners 
when speaking in role as an expert. 
Collaboration, according to Barron, is not just a tool for learning, but a basic human skill 
and therefore relevant at all stages of the education system and beyond. No one aspect 
of education has been more researched over the last century than collaborative or 
cooperative learning, which is considered to be a highly effective pedagogical approach 
(Hattie, 2009). Though the terms are sometimes used interchangeably, Johnson and 
Johnson, prominent researchers in the field, prefer the term cooperative learning and 
identify five basic elements: positive interdependence, individual accountability, 
promotive interaction, social skills and group processing (when the group examine if 
they are working effectively towards their goal). They find social interdependence 
theory, which `focuses on relationship variables that reside among parties´ (Johnson 
and Johnson, 2015:33) to be the most influential in the field of cooperative learning, 
characteristic features of this theory being: 

1. The giving and receiving of help (both task-related and personal) 
2. The giving and receiving of feedback, both on task and behavior 
3. Exchanging resources and information 
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4. Encouraging each other’s achievement 
5. Mutually influencing each other 
6. Processing and maximizing the group’s effectivity 

Barron’s work, discussed previously, has found the above to hold true in upper primary 
learners who were working on maths problems and under experimental conditions. She 
raises the question as to whether the approach would be equally successful under 
normal classroom conditions and on topics other than maths problems. The work of 
Johnson and Johnson, as well as other researchers in the field of cooperative learning, 
has found this to be the case. There is agreement that engagement in the task is a factor 
in successful learning, that one indication of engagement is time spent on task and that 
cooperators are more likely to spend time on task. Social interdependence theory also 
`assumes that the causes of an individual’s behavior are in the intersection among 
individuals, changing constantly according to the way one’s actions affect the actions of 
others ´ (p33). This emphasises the dynamic nature of group interaction and how this 
may have varying consequences for learning depending on the kind of cooperative 
learning implemented: informal and temporary during a particular class, longer term in 
the base groups for work outside the class, or for a shorter or longer period of time in 
the form of project work – such as a Storyline topic.  
One assumption of social interdependence theory is that social skills are a given, but 
while Barron and Fisher, cited earlier, would argue with this where children are 
concerned, it is also the case that many older learners, including adults, lack the skills 
required for successful group cooperation. Tendencies to dominate, ignore others’ 
contributions or to sit back and let others do the work are regular features of university 
students’ complaints about group tasks and can have detrimental effects on the results 
of those tasks. This can happen during Storyline courses – absence, leaving early from 
group study, or failing to pull one’s weight may be less likely to occur in self-selected 
groups. On the other hand, as teachers, students will be required to work closely with 
others as an integral part of their working life and they will not be able to choose who to 
work with. It can also be added that friendship groups may not necessarily lead to 
enhanced learning either. Christine Howe (2015) challenges the view that higher levels 
of learning necessarily result from collaboration since these occur when there are 
different perspectives, facilitating conceptual understanding and generic reasoning. 
Where learners share the same opinions, where they are unwilling to challenge their 
friends or to display lack of understanding before them, different perspectives may not 
emerge and discussion remain limited. An additional problem, highlighted by Williams 
and Burden (1996), is that if a group fails where an individual learner working alone 
could have succeeded, then demotivation may set in, with negative attitudes towards 
the subject, teacher and classmates, resulting potentially in a negative impact on future 
learning. 
To summarise so far, relationships between learners and teacher, and between learners 
themselves can be considered to have a potentially positive or negative effect on 
learning in the classroom. Vygotsky’s theory of mind (1978) highlights the importance 
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of collaboration and social interaction for learning within the ZPD. Group work thus has 
a valuable role to play in fostering the relationships which support and promote 
collegiate learning through cooperative tasks that require the input and effort of all 
group members. Mixed ability groups, including all talents, are considered preferential, 
though personality factors are known to affect how well a group works (Storch, 2001). 
One purpose of the Storyline course for student teachers is for students to experience 
the approach for themselves (how Storyline works, what and how learners learn), 
including the benefits and challenges of cooperative group work. They work with 
practice in the context of the educational theories and the insights from these theories 
which illuminate their own experiences both as a learner and as a student teacher who, 
by this stage in their education, has had some periods of teaching practice. Student 
evaluations often highlight that what they have learnt is not just in English or in 
teaching it, but that they have obtained insights into how children learn in general and 
therefore how they as teachers should, or should not, teach. 

Linguistic proficiency 

One important aspect which has not yet been discussed is a third reason for working 
with Storyline, and that is to develop the students’ own proficiency in English, which 
happens as they work intensively with the story over a period of three weeks. I would 
now like to consider the particular benefits for language learning of working with the 
Storyline approach. A starting point for this is the words of one of the most influential 
applied linguists of the twentieth century, Earl Stevick, who contends that, in second 
language learning, `success depends less on material, techniques and linguistic analyses 
and more on what goes on inside and between the people in the classroom´(Stevick, 
1980:4). Although Stevick’s view is in line with research discussed relating to relational 
pedagogy and cooperative learning, it is the case that until the 1990s, most research in 
the field of second language acquisition focused on cognitive aspects rather than the 
socio-affective and that classroom-based research was limited. 
In some ways this is very strange since the importance of affective factors has been 
recognized since the formulation of Hymes’ (1972) notion of communicative 
competence, and a theoretical acceptance that anxiety can interfere with language 
learning has existed since the 1960s. Further, one of the most prominent applied 
linguists of the late twentieth century, Stephen Krashen, has long argued that a learner’s 
emotional state can promote or impede learning, using the metaphor of an affective 
filter (Krashen 1982), the filter being raised when the learner is anxious, afraid or 
bored. Anxiety has been defined respectively as trait anxiety (a facet of personality and 
thus stable), state anxiety (transient) and situation-specific. Horwitz (1986) argues that, 
along with public speaking, language learning falls into the latter category. 
With regard to adults, Horwitz maintains that `any performance in the L2 is likely to 
challenge an individual’s self-concept as a competent communicator and lead to 
reticence, self-consciousness, fear or even panic´ (1986:128). In fact, research into 
young language learners shows that anxiety can set in during the upper primary years 
and become intensified during the teenage years. The period of puberty is a time when 
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learners are very aware of themselves and others, are in the process of creating a self-
image which is influenced by what their peers think about them. As mentioned at the 
beginning of this article, the fear of being publicly corrected by the teacher or laughed at 
by peers is a further cause of anxiety, which in the worst cases, accompanies the learner 
as they enter teacher education. High anxiety correlates with low self-esteem. In many 
cases, students have not been used to group work, but have been taught traditionally, 
based on textbooks or other texts. Oral communication, which according to Horwitz 
provokes anxiety more than any other classroom activity, has often been in whole-class 
since group work has been minimal. Whether poor proficiency is a cause of anxiety or 
whether it is the result of anxiety is, as Horwitz points out, difficult to ascertain, and 
perhaps not the most important factor. What matters more is surely to make the 
learning situation less stressful. Cao, in her study of factors which contribute to 
willingness to communicate (WTC) in the classroom, identifies three strands: individual 
characteristics, the classroom environment and linguistic proficiency. She points out 
that though these are separate strands, they interact in a way that is dynamic and 
situated. A learner might become more willing to communicate in a small group 
situation and where they feel their input is valued. In a situation where they lack 
confidence to speak out or feel that their contribution iss not valued, there will be a 
reverse effect on their WTC.  
While different people prefer different kinds of tasks, what the teacher must try to 
ensure is a varied repertorire of task-type and materials. Following Gardner’s (1993) 
work on multiple intelligences, if teachers work with movement, with the aesthetic 
subjects, with the visual and auditory, with individual and group work, then everyone 
has a chance of being satisfied some of the time. In addition, variety in itself is 
motivating and may influence a learner’s WTC, as discussed above. Whatever the task 
and type of material, the task should be well-structured with clearly defined learning 
outcomes and the learners should know on what they will be assessed. 

Conclusion 
In the view of applied linguistics researchers working within a Vygotskian sociocultural 
theoretical framework, cognition and emotion are inextricably linked (Swain, 2013). 
This theoretical standpoint has significant implications for the classroom, not least the 
second language classroom, where both knowledge and proficiency are simultaneously 
put to the test, and where a learner’s ability to perform is so closely tied up with their 
self-image; anxiety may both affect a performance and be affected by it. Working with 
the Storyline approach in teacher education serves two functions: students learn to 
work with task-based education in a story framework at the same time as they develop 
their own language proficiency across the skills and within the competences of 
grammar and vocabulary. While doing so, they experience the energized and supportive 
classroom atmosphere which evolves as the students work together on creating the 
fictive world. They experience the benefits and also the challenges of cooperative group 
work. Below there are some student reflections of their learning development, as both 
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learner of English and student teacher, as a result of the Storyline project work. They 
highlight recurring themes in student reflections, which, interestingly, echo the 
comments of pre-teenage learners, based on my 2011 study, my students’ reports on 
working with Storyline during teaching practice and the results of my recent study with 
16 year-olds (spring, 2016), as yet unpublished.  

Student 1 

I think Storyline is fun and when it’s fun it’s a chance to learn. Since we started, I feel I have 
more confidence to speak in front of others. Previously I have not dared to talk to others 
because I have been afraid of saying wrong, but it became much easier when I had the 
character in front of me. 

Student 2 

At first it was a bit terrifying to have to speak and write only in English, but as the days 
went by it felt easier and easier. By doing all the different tasks in the Storyline I feel like I 
have practised so many different ways to use the language. Really enjoyable to feel the 
progress in my language skills and the increasing confidence. 

Student 3 

I felt a part of something, which I never have before. I felt I could make a difference. 
Language proficiency, self-confidence and motivation are inextricably linked. Self-
confidence in one’s ability to use English and the motivation to do so pre-suppose not 
just a level of proficiency in the language, but a proficiency of which the learner is 
aware. Recurring themes in student self-evaluations are exemplified here, namely the 
development of language proficiency over the course of the Storyline, and the self-
confidence which results from this. Statement number 3 is particularly poignant: I felt a 
part of something which I never have before. I felt I could make a difference. If through 
experience, students reach this awareness of how Storyline helps to promote classroom 
conditions in which learners feel secure enough to use the language, then equipped with 
the practical knowledge of how to design their own, the experience of doing it (which is 
the course assignment), followed by a teaching practice in which they put planning into 
action, they will have learnt not just about the teaching of English, but about how and 
why children learn what they learn in the classroom. The course in Storyline conforms 
to the requirements of the Higher Education Ordinance: students demonstrate both 
subject knowledge and an understanding of the theoretical concepts which underpin 
the subject; they take a critical stance to their learning, and work both independently 
and with others. In accordance with the university’s training plan for primary 
education, they show that they have the ability to create conditions for all pupils to 
learn and develop.  
As a closing point, it can of course be said that what is relevant for teacher education, 
can for the same reasons, also have relevance and benefits for other higher education 
programmes which combine theoretical knowledge with practical application. One of 
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these would be business management; another, nurse education. These contexts 
currently remain to be explored. 
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Tydlig struktur och riktlinjer underlättar studenter att genomföra 
examensarbete, Kamilla Klonowska & Anders Ask 
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Abstract – Akademisk skrivande för studenter på datasystemutvecklingsprogrammet 
(ett kandidatprogram i datalogi) har alltid varit en komplex uppgift. Studenter skriver 
många rader av programkod i nästan varje kurs. Kodningen dokumenteras i 
projektrapporter där tyngdpunkten ligger på tekniska detaljerna. En viktig fråga är hur 
studenter kan lära sig att skriva akademiska uppsatser?  

Examensarbete i datasystemutvecklingsprogrammet körs på halvfart. Som ett 
självständigt arbete krävs det mycket disciplin av studenter. Ett av lärandemålen säger 
att studenter ”ska kunna självständigt identifiera, formulera och lösa problem samt att 
genomföra uppgifter inom givna tidsramar”. Vad behövs för att studenter ska bli färdiga 
i tid?   

Med inspiration från Sjuksköterske- och Ekonomprogrammet vid Högskolan 
Kristianstad har vi byggt en modell som gör att studenter inom 
datasystemutvecklingsprogrammet klarar av att skriva akademiska uppsatser. Lärare 
från Sjuksköterskeprogrammet inspirerade oss med sin modell av examensarbete, där 
mittseminarium inte är ett obligatoriskt moment. Lärare från Ekonomprogrammet 
inspirerade oss med akademisk slinga, som har för syfte att integrera generella 
kompetenser och färdigheter i ämneskurser i grundutbildningar. I sin grundform ska 
akademisk slinga även utveckla studenternas kommunikativa förmågor (skriva, tala) 
och förmågan att lösa problem och arbeta i grupp.  

Även CDIO modellen som datasystemutvecklingsprogrammet är byggd på, har spelat en 
stor roll då studenter har lärt sig jobba både självständigt och i grupp. Seminarium som 
undervisningsform används genomgående i utbildningen. Det vetenskapliga 
förhållningssättet medvetandegörs och konkretiseras i olika projekt och laborationer. 
Där bland annat tränar studenter att hitta en vetenskaplig vinkling på de tekniska 
lösningarna.  

Kursen Examensarbete Datalogi består av flera moment: idé  grupphandledning  
projektplan  handledning  mittseminarium  handledning  slutpresentation. Alla 
moment har sina deadlines och riktlinjer.  

Resultatet visar att ”vältränade” studenter klarade av denna uppgift. VT2016 fick 15 av 
16 kandidatstudenter godkänd projektplan och 13 av de 15 studenter presenterade sitt 
examensarbete i tid.  
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Inledning 
Datasystemutvecklingsprogrammet vid Högskolan Kristianstad är ett treårigt 
kandidatprogram som är huvudsakligen inriktat mot att utveckla framtida datasystem. 
Förutom att behärska programmering behöver studenter förstå hur datasystem är 
uppbyggda samt kunna hantera och utveckla komplexa system och förstå krav från 
användare. Eftersom moderna datasystem utvecklas inom samarbeten behöver 
studenter vänja sig vid att arbeta i team och projektgrupper. 
Datasystemutvecklingsprogrammet är organiserat enligt CDIO1-initiativets principer, 
som är utvecklade utifrån förslag och synpunkter från både industri och akademi. För 
att förbereda för arbetslivet sker stora delar av utbildningen i projektform där det 
eftersträvas anknytning till näringslivet. En av de största utmaningar inom 
datavetenskapliga utbildningar är att anpassa förutsättningar som krävs av industri 
jämfört med förutsägningar som krävs av akademi.  

Studenter som börjar utbildningen saknar skrivvana och behöver väldigt mycket stöd 
för att nå en tillräckligt hög akademisk nivå inför examensarbetet. 
Datasystemutvecklingsprogrammets studenter lär sig i början ett nytt språk – 
programmeringsspråk. De skriver många rader av programkod i nästan varje kurs. De 
utvecklar små och stora datasystem. De vinner programmeringstävlingar. Men det 
återstår en fråga om vad händer med det akademiska skrivandet.  

Förstaårsstudenter saknar även studentvana. First Year Experience (FYE)-
projektrapport [1] visar att sociala och akademiska aktiviteter som genomförs under 
första året förbereder, integrerar och behåller studenter. Vidare forskning visar att en 
väl genomförd satsning på FYE-aktiviteter medför att färre studenter avbryter sina 
utbildningar. Sedan 2009 initierades vid Högskolan Kristianstad en så kallad akademisk 
slinga som syftar till att integrera akademiska kompetenser och färdigheter i 
ämneskurser och på så vis stödja studenternas utveckling genom hela utbildningen. 
Ekonomprogrammet var det första programmet där akademisk slinga var initierad [2].   

Under 2014 genomgick Datasystemutvecklingsprogrammet en rad förändringar. 
Sammantaget har tre övergripande satsningar gjorts för att skapa förutsättningar för en 
systematisk introduktion i ett vetenskapligt förhållningssätt och på detta vis hjälpa 
studenterna att utveckla kunskap om ämnets vetenskapliga grund och förmåga att 
orientera sig om aktuella forskningsfrågor:  

- Akademisk slinga som utvecklar studenternas vetenskapliga förhållningssätt.  
- Progression mellan utbildningens kurser som successivt utvecklar studenternas 

vetenskapliga kunskap och kompetens (kursspår).  
- Processer kring hantering av examensarbete.  
-  
- 1. Conceive Design Implement Operate (se www.cdio.org)   
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1. Akademisk slinga  
Akademisk slinga i sin grundform syftar till att fokusera på generella kompetenser. 
Studenterna introduceras systematiskt i vetenskapligt förhållningssätt samt får stöd i 
att utveckla kunskap om disciplinens vetenskapliga grund och förmåga att orientera sig 
om aktuella forskningsfrågor. Vidare utvecklas studenternas kommunikativa förmågor, 
förmågan att lösa problem och arbeta i grupp i en tydlig progression genom 
utbildningen. 

Den akademiska slingan ska ge studenterna alla de nödvändiga förutsättningar för att 
uppnå de examensmål som högskoleförordningen föreskriver för kandidatexamen 
gällande Färdigheter och Förmågor samt Värderingsförmåga och Förhållningssätt. Den 
bidrar till att studenterna efter respektive studieår ska kunna: 

Studieår 1  
- uttrycka sig på ett korrekt skriftspråk, använda enklare begrepp inom ämnet 

datalogi och kunna följa vedertagna krav på form, struktur och källhänvisningar.  
- tydligt och strukturerat presentera eget arbete, till exempel projektarbete  
- använda källkritiskt förhållningssätt i samband med enklare informationssökning  
- konstruktivt diskutera eget och andra studenters arbete  
- förstå innebörden i det vetenskapliga förhållningssättet och använda detta i 

enklare problemställningar  
- göra enklare bedömningar med hänsyn till relevanta vetenskapliga, samhälleliga 

och etiska aspekter  
 
Studieår 2  

- använda ett effektivt fackspråk samt kunna skriva dokument så som mindre 
projektrapporter och laborationsrapporter, i enlighet med akademiska krav på 
språk och form  

- använda källkritiskt förhållningssätt i givna problemställningar  
- genomföra en presentation i enlighet med akademiska krav på språk och form och 

i det sammanhanget kunna argumentera utifrån ämnet datalogis teoretiska 
begrepp  

- analysera och ge konstruktiv kritik på egna och andras arbete  
- göra bedömningar med hänsyn till relevanta vetenskapliga, samhälleliga och 

etiska aspekter  
 
Studieår 3  

- utforma dokument, såsom större projektrapporter, i enlighet med vedertagna 
akademiska krav på språk och form samt kunna tydligt argumentera utifrån 
datalogis teoretiska begrepp  

- använda källkritiskt förhållningssätt i samband med informationssökning  
- relatera dokumenterade forskningsresultat till sina egna och andra studenters 

problemställningar  
- göra djupare bedömningar med hänsyn till, för ämnet datalogi relevanta, 

vetenskapliga, samhälleliga och etiska aspekter  
- använda kritiskt förhållningssätt och vetenskapliga metoder för att genomföra ett 

akademiskt arbete  
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- genomföra en akademisk presentation och tydligt argumentera utifrån ämnet 
datalogis teoretiska begrepp  

- genomföra en formell opponering  
 
Upplägget av den akademiska slingan innehåller en tydlig progression där kraven 
inledningsvis är tämligen låga (använda enklare begrepp) för att sedan successivt och 
kvalitativt öka. Tabell 1 preciserar vilka kurser i Datasystemutvecklingsprogrammet är 
kopplade till akademisk slinga. Detaljerad information om vilka moment som ingår i de 
utvalda kurserna, hur studenterna arbetar med sina uppgifter samt hur momenten 
examineras presenteras i [4].  
 
Tabell 1. Datasystemutvecklingsprogrammet med utvalda kurser med akademisk 
slinga  
ÅK \ Termin 1 2 3 4 

Läsår 1 
  

Introduktion till  
datavetenskap 

Databasteknik 
Objektorienterad 
programmering 

Projektkurs 2 

Grundläggande 
programmering 

Projektkurs 1 Inledande matematik, inriktning data 

 

Läsår 2 
  

Diskret matematik 
Algoritmer och 
datastrukturer 

Datakommunikation Software Engineering 

Operativsystem Digitalteknik 
Utveckling mot 
mobila plattformar 

Datasäkerhet 

 

Läsår 3 
  

Software Engineering 2 
Programvaru-
utveckling för molnet 

Programvaru-
utveckling för webben 

Entreprenörskap och 
innovation 

Nätverksapplikationer Examensarbete Datalogi 

2. Progression 
Förutom successiv progression i akademiska färdigheter innehåller 
Datasystemutvecklings-programmet en progression mellan kurser. Där utvecklas 
successivt studenternas vetenskapliga kunskap och kompetens. Programstrukturen 
täcker ett antal delar av området datalogi för att belysa huvudområdet. Utbildningen 
innehåller fyra tydliga ”kursspår”: Programmeringsspåret, Matematiskt/algoritmiska 
spåret, Programvaruutvecklingsspåret samt Tillämpad datalogi spåret. Varje kursspår 
innehåller progression inom det specifika delområdet. Kursspåren interagerar med 
varandra och skapar en helhet som stödjer utbildningen, se Figur 1. Färgningen i figuren 
relaterar till kursspåren, dvs. programmeringsspåret är färgat med gult, 
matematiskt/algoritmiska spåret med blått, programvaruutvecklingsspåret med orange 
samt tillämpad datalogi spåret med lila.  
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Figur 1: Datasystemutvecklingsprogrammet 2015  
 
Redan i första terminen är studenterna informerade om progression samt om 
förkunskapskraven till kommande kurser.  
 

3. Examensarbete 
Det finns goda exempel på processerna i examensarbete som tyder att en tydlig struktur 
och riktlinjer underlättar studenter att genomföra examensarbete. 
Informationsteknologi vid Högskolan i Skövde har en uppstyrd process bestående av tre 
examinationsmoment, där både handledare och examinator är involverade. Deras 
modell kräver mer resurser men ger också bättre resultat/genomströmning [3]. 
Datavetenskap vid Malmö Universitet förutom uppsatsen bedömer även studenter vid 
muntlig presentation vid två seminarier, ett ca halvvägs in i arbetet och ett 
slutseminarium, samt opposition vid dessa två seminarier [5]. Det är viktigt att lägga till 
att studenter studerande data-programmen är anställningsbara redan vid deras andra 
år studier. Det behövs en bra motivation för studenter att de ska avsluta sina studier.  

Examensarbetet i Datasystemutvecklingsprogrammet vid Högskolan Kristianstad löper 
över en hel termin med ett mittseminarium, där studenterna presenterar syfte, 
vetenskaplig metod samt refererar till för relevant tidigare forskning. Vår 
rekommendation är att studenter jobbar i grupper av två studenter. Lärare från 
Sjuksköterskeprogrammet vid Högskolan Kristianstad inspirerade oss med sin modell 
av examensarbete, där mittseminarium inte är ett obligatoriskt moment [6]. 
Mittseminariet bidrar till att både handledare och examinatorn i ett tidigt skede i 
processen kan observera eventuella problem som studenterna måste ta ställning till och 
hantera för att komma vidare i arbetet. På så sätt kan vi också se vilka åtgärder som 
behöver sättas in för att stödja studenterna. En bedömningsmatris som bygger på 
examensmålen stödjer handledare och examinatorer och inte minst studenterna under 
arbetet med examensarbetena. Bedömningsmatrisen säkerställer att studenterna nått 
examensmålen när examensarbetet är slutfört.  
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En annan aspekt i Examensarbete processen är ett samarbete i lärarkollegiet. Samtliga 
handledare och examinatorer deltar i bedömning av idéer och projektplaner samt 
träffas innan och efter mittseminarium samt slutpresentation för diskussioner kring 
examensarbetena.  

4.2 Tydliga strukturer 

Processen för hantering av examensarbetet innehåller flera moment:  

1) Lärare träffar studenter i god tid innan kursens start och förklarar examensarbetets 
struktur  

2) Studenterna påbörjar sitt examensarbete med en idéskiss där de på en (1) sida text 
svarar på två frågor: Vad vill du göra (Problemformulering)? Varför är det relevant 
(Syfte)?  

3) Idéskisserna granskas och diskuteras i ett lärarforum. När idéskissen är förankrad – 
börjar grupphandledning med forskarutbildade lärare (grupphandledare). Studenter 
granskar varandras idéer och hjälper varandra att skriva projektplaner. De får 
nödvändigt stöd av sin grupphandledare. Samma lärare handleder 4 till 5 grupper vid 
tre tillfällen. En projektplan ska förutom att ge svar på frågorna Vad och Varför även 
ge svar på frågorna Hur (metod), När (tidsplan) och Vem (referenser till relaterat 
material). Speciellt frågorna Vad, Varför och Hur måste tydligt positioneras i relevant 
forskning.  

4) När projektplanen är godkänd börjar handledningen. Projektplanen måste vara 
godkänd av en examinator, dvs. en forskarutbildad lärare.  

5) I mitten av examensarbetet genomförs ett seminarium (mittseminarium) där 
studenterna presenterar sina resultat för grupper och för examinatorn. Några dagar 
före mittseminariet laddar studenterna upp sina uppsatser till examinatorn som 
läser dessa. Examinatorn lämnar sina synpunkter på arbetet. Så här långt ska 
uppsatsen ha förankrats i relevant forskning, såväl vad gäller problemställning som 
metod.  

6) Fortsatt handledning  
7) En slutversion av uppsatsen lämnas in till examinatorn två veckor innan 

slutpresentationen  
8) Slutseminarium - Presentation av eget arbete och opponering på ett annat arbete.  

 

Huvudansvar över examensarbete ligger på studenter. Studenterna själva identifierar 
och formulerar sin idé. Figur 2 visar ett detaljerat tidschema för examensarbete. Det är 
tydligt att teoretiska samt praktiska delen av examensarbete ska omfatta varsin 
maximum 8 veckors arbete på halvtid.   
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Figur 2: Examensarbete - Tidsplan  
 
Datasystemutvecklingsprogrammet studenter jobbar mycket i projektform där ett av de 
viktigaste kraven är leverans i tid. Redan i årskurs 1 i Projektkurs 1 tränar studenter på 
att leverera i tid. Ett av examensmålen är att studenten ”ska kunna självständigt 
identifiera, formulera och lösa problem samt att genomföra uppgifter inom givna 
tidsramar”. Genom den tydliga strukturen samt träning i tidigare kurser, klarar våra 
studenter examensarbete i tid.  

4. Resultat 
Datasystemutvecklingsprogrammet studenter som blev antagna 2013 genomgått en del 
löpande förändringar, såsom akademisk slinga och en ny modell av examensarbete. Av 
ca 30 antagna studenter i termin 1, 16 studenter hade kommit vidare till termin 3. Alla 
16 studenter gick vidare till termin 6 och blev behöriga till examensarbete. Vid idé 1 
blev många grupper underkända dock med hjälp av varandra hade alla klarat sig vidare 
till grupphandledningen. 15 studenter fick godkända projektplaner. 13 av de 15 hade 
presenterat sitt examensarbete vid första slutredovisningstillfället i juni och fick 
positiva resultat.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
Background - third cycle studies are different from first and second cycle studies with 
much broader education goals and a supervisor role who guides the student through the 
process. While education goals for each specific PhD student are adapted and assessed 
by the supervisor. Aim - in this paper we aim to understand how formal and informal 
evaluation criteria are used by PhD student supervisors to assess progress and provide 
feedback to students. Our focus is on the Computer Science and Software Engineering 
PhD programs. Method - we have conducted 7 interviews with PhD supervisors from 
various universities in Sweden. Results - we have identified three tiers of factors 
defined, law, community of practice and a supervisor. At each tier there are several 
factors and assessment methods influencing objectiveness of assessment. We observed 
a tendency that less experienced supervisors put significantly more emphasis on 
outcomes, e.g. publications, while more experienced supervisors also consider inputs, 
e.g. motivation, student's interest in the topic and general wellbeing of the student. We 
have presented our results in a framework. Conclusions - The framework presented in 
this paper can be used as a map to assure transparency on the expectations of the 
supervisor and the community, raise awareness of human traits in play and raise 
awareness in supervisors about communicating their criteria to the PhD students.  

Keywords 

Third-cycle education, supervision, progress evaluation 

1. INTRODUCTION 
PhD or third-cycle education is a major component of the research pro-grams in 
Sweden. Most universities consist of joint research and education facilities offering a 
third-cycle education programs. PhD programs typically last 4-5 years with a formal 
defense in front of an independent committee at the end. To monitor attainment of 
education goals students’ progress should be assessed continuously by the supervisor. 
Third-cycle education however, is different from first and second cycle education for 
several reasons. First, educational goals are set for much longer time span. Secondly, 
goals are much broader than for a specific course and dependent of a chosen topic. 
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Thirdly, during the program a student works in a small group often consisting only of 
the student and a principal supervisor. 
The principal supervisor is responsible for guiding a student towards goals of a PhD. 
However, said factors create a difficulty to objectively assess student’s progress at any 
given moment. 
Swedish Higher Education Ordinance Act sets forth assessment criteria aimed to 
support objective assessment of students' progress. For example, familiarity with 
research methods, capacity for scholarly analysis and synthesis, the ability to identify 
and formulate issues with scholarly precision autonomously. However, such criteria are 
often vague to suit the needs of many research fields. There are internationally 
recognized measures such as h-index [8] and impact factor [9], to compare the quality of 
scientific work. However, these measures are not useful to assess research education, 
especially in early phases when the student has not started publishing. As a result 
assessment criteria vary between research fields, universities and, even supervisors 
within the same facility. 
Our assumption at the onset of this paper is that the lack of well-defined assessment 
criteria hinders objective assessment of student's progress in PhD education. This 
further affects the ability to compare students and assess the quality of research 
education facility as a whole. Moreover, a subjective assessment by the supervisor alone 
is prone to personal biases which hinder students’ rights of fair treatment and 
qualitative education1.
 
In this study we aim to explore how assessment of students’ performance is carried out 
in several universities in Sweden in the subject areas of Software Engineering and 
Computer Science (SE/CS) research education. We conduct 7 interviews with PhD 
supervisors to investigate the ways in which the formal criteria are adapted to suit 
specific context of SE/CS field and what other criteria are used to assess students’ 
performance. 
The rest of paper is structured as follows. In Sec 2, we describe the state-of-the-art of 
the formal requirements for PhD completion in Sweden and outline the components of 
the study plan. In Sec 3, we state our objective and formulate the research questions. Sec 
4 presents the results and analysis of our study. Finally we conclude this paper with our 
conclusions in Sec 5. 

2. RELATED WORK 
Evaluations of all sorts, especially self -evaluations have shown to be useful in higher 
education [1], [2]. Universities and research institutes around the world use several 
criteria to assess the progress of their doctoral students and the researchers. There are 
both differences and similarities in these criteria, which vary from country to country 
and sometimes even within the universities in a specific country. 
 
1. The Discrimination Act www.do.se/other-languages/english-engelska 

http://www.do.se/other-languages/english-engelska
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Despite these differences, an undisputed yardstick to measure the progress of 
researchers is the research outcome. To this end, several metrics have been proposed 
that aim to measure an individual's academic footprint, like h-index [3]. Though these 
metrics often provide objective measures, one cannot identify the unifying or 
differentiating outcome patterns emerging based on them. 
Studies have been conducted to understand the organization of doctoral programs [4] 
and the self-assessment of the progress of the doctoral thesis [5]. The major drawback 
with these studies is that their scope is limited to a rather restricted geographical 
region, for example, a single country in the case above. Other studies aim at rating or 
assessing the research-doctorate programs within a country based on several factors 
[6]. However, to the best of our knowledge, a systematic study of doctoral assessment 
criteria is still missing in the existing flora of studies which we plan to provide in this 
article. 
In the following, we first describe the formal requirements for the Swedish doctoral 
program in Section 2.1 followed by the contents of Individual Study Plan (ISP) Section 
2.2 which is the formal document to assess doctoral progress. 

2.1. Formal requirements for attaining a PhD degree 

In this section we summarize the formal requirements for attaining a PhD degree in 
Sweden. 
The education in Sweden is governed by The Higher Education Ordinance2. The hard 
goals for attaining a PhD degree are: 
1. Admission to a facility providing research education. A PhD position implies a paid, at 
least 50% of full-time, position in the facility. 
2. Advanced level courses, 90 ECTS in total. 
3. Research work, 150 ECTS in total. Research work must be publishable. 
4. PhD defense in front of an independent committee. 
 
Soft goals of attaining a PhD degree are: 
1. To demonstrate broad knowledge and systematic understanding of the research field 
as well as advanced and up-to-date specialized knowledge in a limited area of this field 
2. To demonstrate familiarity with research methodology in general and the methods of 
the specific field of research in particular 
3. To demonstrate the capacity for scholarly analysis and synthesis as well as to review 
and assess new and complex phenomena, issues and situations autonomously and 
critically 
4. To demonstrate the ability to identify and formulate issues with scholarly precision 
critically, autonomously and creatively, and to plan and use appropriate methods to 
undertake research and other qualified tasks within predetermined time frames and to 
review and evaluate such work 
 
2.  https://www.uhr.se/en/start/laws-and-regulations/laws-and-regulations/the-higher-education-ordinance 
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5. To demonstrate through a dissertation the ability to make a significant contribution 
to the formation of knowledge through his/her own research 
6. To demonstrate the ability in both national and international contexts to present and 
discuss research and research findings authoritatively in speech and writing and in 
dialogue with the academic community and society in general 
7. To demonstrate the ability to identify the need for further knowledge 
8. To demonstrate the capacity to contribute to social development and support the 
learning of others both through research and education and in some other qualified 
professional capacity. 
9. To demonstrate intellectual autonomy and disciplinary rectitude as well as the ability 
to make assessments of research ethics 
10. To demonstrate specialized insight into the possibilities and limitations of research, 
its role in society and the responsibility of the individual for how it is used. 
The formal requirements are very clear but they rather assess the end result than the 
progress. However, the soft goals are very relevant with the aim to suit the needs of 
different research fields and need to be adapted for each research project. 

2.2. Individual Study Plan 

In most Swedish universities, the ISP is used as an important tool to analyze doctoral 
student progress and also to set forth the goals for the next year. ISP is a formal 
document that is mandatory for all the PhD students. It is filled by each student in 
agreement with his/her supervisor. The ISP consists of the following components: 

• Time schedule listing the time details like starting point, expected finishing of all 
previous or current events (courses, teaching, research etc.) 

• Aim of thesis to state the overall aim of the thesis and that of current work 
undertaken 

• Publications including the currently existing published or unpublished work, 
theses etc. 

• Courses listing all the completed, ongoing and planned courses the student will 
take 

• Undertakings of the institute to account for the people and their hours with 
respect to the thesis supervision 

• Signatures of the student, supervisor, examiner etc. 
• Plan of service giving the student's previous and ongoing teaching commitments 
• Plan of funding mentioning the funding support and its details for the student 
• Goal attainment is a self-assessed questionnaire where the student estimates the 

proximity to his goals 
 
The purpose of the ISP is to help the student and supervisor to document attainment the 
formal criteria with the progress made by him/her through the doctoral years. Further, 
it serves the purpose of delineating the goals more formally and the deadlines for the 
next year. The student's adherence to his goals could theoretically be evaluated by 
looking at the ISP in retrospect. 
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3. RESEARCH METHODOLODY 

3.1. Research questions 

The aim of this study is to explore how supervisors assess student's immediate progress 
in PhD studies. We set forth the following research questions: 
RQ1: How the formal PhD education goals are applied to assess the student's 
performance? 
We aim to explore how formal criteria from Education act of Ordinance are applied to 
assess student's progress. 
RQ2: What other informal criteria are considered to assess student’s performance? 
With this research question we aim to understand what other criteria are used by 
individual supervisors. 
RQ3: How are the formal and informal criteria combined to provide an intermediate 
assessment of student's progress? 
This research question explores how formal and informal criteria are applied to assess 
student’s progress. 

3.2. Overview of the methodology 

We aim to answer our research questions by conducting semi-structured interviews 
with PhD supervisors. Our research method consists of multiple steps: 

1. Exploration of background information. Here we explore the formal requirements 
for attaining a PhD degree set forth by the Swedish government, which are made 
available publicly on university websites. 

2. Development of interview plan. Based on the background information and our 
research questions, we develop a preliminary interview plan. 

3. Pilot interview. We apply the interview plan in one pilot interview. The pilot 
interview consists of two parts, in the first part we follow our interview plan, in 
second we ask the interviewee to comment on our plan and pinpoint any 
important aspects that are not covered by the plan. Post interview, the plan is 
revised. The final interview plan is provided in Appendix A. 

4. Interviews. We conducted interviews with PhD supervisors representing both SE 
and CS fields, different universities (Blekinge Institute of Technology and 
Chalmers University) having different level of supervision experiences.  

5. The final interview. The final interview consists of two parts. In the first part we 
apply our interview plan, in second part we present the interviewee our 
preliminary results and ask the interviewee to help us interpret our findings. 

 

4. RESEARCH METHODOLODY 

4.1. Overview of the interviewees 

In Tab 1, we summarize the interviewed supervisors’ affiliations and their experience in 
terms of the number of students (completed or ongoing) supervised. 
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Table 1: Summary of the institutes of interviewees and their experience in number of PhD students supervised. 
Acronym BTH stands for Blekinge Tekniska Högskola, SE for Software Engineering and CS for Computer Science. 

University/Department PhD students 
(completed + in 
progress) 

BTH, SE 1+3 
Chalmers, SE 1+1 

BTH, CS 2+1 
BTH, CS 11+3 
BTH, CS 10+0 
BTH, CS 23+1 

BTH, CS + SE 7+7 
 

4.2. RQ1: How the formal PhD education goals are applied to assess student’s 
performance? 

The formal PhD education goals represent two groups of goals. The first group are hard 
goals, such as number of course credits, are considered as the must-have and are not 
negotiable. The other group is soft goals derived from learning objectives, such as the 
ability to identify relevant research problems. Assessment of soft goals are prone to 
interpretation and attainment of such goals can be measured indirectly, e.g. through 
research work. 
The interviewees separated assessment of hard goals from the soft goals. The 
attainment of hard goals are assessed by third-parties, such as course teachers, and 
external reviewers. Thus, these goals are beyond the control of the supervisor. Some 
interviewees admitted that the soft goals are too vague and irrelevant to be used for 
assessment purposes, while others reported that the use of soft goals serves as a basis 
for discussion in supervision meetings. 
 
4.3. RQ2: What other criteria are considered to assess student’s performance? 
When inquiring about other criteria interviewees provided a wide range of answers. 
However, there were many similarities, summarized below in no particular order: 
1. Self-motivation and genuine interest in the topic. The interviewees emphasized the 
importance of a student being genuinely engaged in the topic and self-motivated. This is 
perceived as a prerequisite for a successful thesis project. 
The lack of motivation can be observed through lack of progress in research work in the 
long term. However, as some interviewees added, events in the doctoral student's 
personal life, such as increased workload and anxiety among other factors, can affect 
student's performance. It is the duty of a supervisor to stay in touch with the student 
and adjust any plans according to the specific circumstances at hand. 
Some interviewees have had students who have displayed a lack of interest, motivation 
or analytical skills, and who were unlikely to defend 
their PhD successfully. Such cases are handled by delicately suggesting a student to 
pursue only a licentiate degree. 
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2. Progression and independence. The interviewees all emphasized that a PhD degree as 
a "license to carry out research independently". Thus, the ability to execute a study from 
start to the end is considered as one of the key skills to be mastered. At the beginning of 
the student's PhD studies the supervisor should support the student with his research 
work. However it is expected that the student will progress and become more and more 
independent. Independence is tested by pushing a student to publish a solo paper or to 
collaborate with other researchers besides the supervisor. 
3. Responsiveness to feedback. Feedback from the supervisor, reviewers and other 
sources in an important part of the research education. The ability to digest and 
respond to feedback is an important skill. Some interviewees have had experience with 
students that are not capable of remaining open to critical feedback. Such students are 
considered as difficult to supervise. Nevertheless, one supervisor emphasized the 
positive educational effects of allowing a student to make mistakes and learn from them. 
4. Ability to plan and adhere to plans. PhD studies are time bound and involve many 
different activities, such as research work, publishing, attending conferences and 
teaching work. The ability to plan and adhere to the internal and external deadlines is 
an important skill to learn. Lack of planning abilities are expressed through slipping 
deadlines affecting performance of the student. 

4.4. RQ3: How are the formal and informal criteria combined to provide an intermediate 
assessment of student’s progress? 

When asked about how different factors are used to assess student's performance 
interviewees reported the use of frequent weekly or bi-weekly meetings where current 
progress is discussed, plans are adjusted and feedback provided. Additionally, all 
supervisors recognized the importance of the yearly progress meeting where the 
student's progress if formally evaluated. 
We observed a variation in the application of the criteria. Some supervisors have a more 
formal approach to supervision and emphasize the formal criteria to a much larger 
extent. In their supervision, student's ability to plan and work independently is assessed 
exclusively through outcomes of the research work. Such focus on outputs only rather 
than inputs was much more common among the less experienced supervisors. We 
observed that more senior supervisors place more emphasis on the inputs, i.e. 
motivation, student's interest in the topic, development of analytical skills and general 
wellbeing while pursuing a PhD degree. Overall, all supervisors seemed to be influenced 
by the practices in the community (also see [7]), in addition to the university 
requirements and the personal ambitions. 
We identified three different origins of the criteria with varying flexibility and 
objectiveness, as shown in Tab 2. The requirements set forth by  
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Table 2: Summary of assessment criteria 

Origin Flexibility Objective- 
ness 

Criteria Assessment 
methods 

Law None High Course points, publishable 
material 

Formal defense, courses, 
external reviews 

Community Some Medium Published papers, publishing 
venue, publication types 

Publishing, presentations 
in conferences, industrial 
collaborations 

Supervisor Low Low Adherence to internal 
deadlines, independence, 
engagement, creativity, 
progression 

Kanban board, solo paper, 
supervision meetings 

 
the law are examined more formally by the external reviewers and hence, more 
objective. However, the criteria set forth by the supervisor are decided by him and 
therefore, less objective. 

4.5. Supervision style analysis 

Even though each supervisor has his/her own supervision style, there are similarities in 
their styles as well. We found that informal criteria play important role for evaluation in 
doctoral studies. Furthermore, based on the interviews conducted it appears that the 
role of these informal factors often increase with the number of students supervised 
(Tab B3). The supervisors leaned more from formal towards informal evaluation 
criteria as a function of the number of students supervised. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
This study is an attempt to place the emphasis on the existence of the individual 
differences among supervisors with the aim to make it more objective and ensuring 
transparency and legal certainty PhD supervision. In this paper we have investigated 
how PhD student supervisors apply different criteria to assess student’s progress 
towards study goals. We have identified three sources of assessment criteria - law, 
research community, and a supervisor himself/herself. For each of the sources we have 
identified a list of assessment criteria and we have analyzed each source with regards to 
the transparency, flexibility and assessment practices. We have found that the formal 
criteria are broken down by a supervisor into many soft objectives.  
Assessment and attainment of these soft objective very much dependent on supervision 
style and the supervisor's experience. The results of this study can be applied as a 
framework to make it more transparent and to increase the level of legal certainty in 
PhD student supervision among different supervisors in an institution with an am to 
improve quality of third-cycle education. The shared understanding of what are the 
requirements by the community of practice and to what extent supervisors can impose 
own expectations upon student's removes individual biases in supervision. Moreover, 
knowledge about less objective criteria enables to conduct measures to assure objective 
assessment.  
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The framework presented in this paper can be used as a map to assure transparency on 
the expectations of the supervisor and the community, raise awareness of human traits 
in play and raise awareness in supervisors about communicating their criteria to the 
PhD students. 
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Appendix A. Interview instrument 
Here we present our interview instrument. 
1. Introductory questions 
1.1. How many of PhD students under you have completed their PhD? 
1.2. How long have you been supervising research or doctoral students? 
1.3. How many universities/countries have you been supervising these students in 
(remotely)? 
2. Main questions 
2.1. Can you list the formal (required by higher authority) assessment criteria of the 
research education? 
2.1.1. Discuss attitude towards the formal criteria 
2.1.2. Are the formal criteria useful for progress assessment? 
2.2. How do you apply these criteria in assessing student's progress? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H-index
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Impact_factor
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2.2.1. To what extent this assessment is objective? 
2.3. What other criteria do you take into account to access student’s research progress? 
2.4. To what extent a student’s character, behavior and attitude influences the 
assessment? 
2.5. To access the students intermediate progress, what criteria and in what order 
would you apply to give a feedback to the student? 
2.6. How do you quantify these criteria in the question above? 
2.7. In your supervision style, what criteria is more important to analyze a student’s 
progress: formal, informal, objective and subjective? 
2.8. How do you assure that the assessment is as objective as possible? 
2.9. In what form your students receives feedback and assessment from you? 
2.9.1. What is the format and frequency of this feedback? 
2.9.2. Do you use structured methods, i.e. regularly scheduled progress meetings, to 
provide feedback and assessment? 
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Appendix B. Summaries of the interviews 
In Tab B3 we summarize our notes from the interviews. 
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Abstract 

Context:  Collaboration depends on communication and upon having a similar  
understanding of the notions that  are being discussed, and a similar  appraisal of their  
value.  Existing  work seems to show that  the collaboration between industry and 
academia is hampered by a difference in values. In particular,  academic work focuses 
more on generalizing on the basis of existing evidence, while industry prefers to 
particularize conclusions to individual cases. This has lead to the conclusion that 
industry values scientific evidence  less than academia does. 
Objective:  This paper seeks to re-evaluate that conclusion, and investigate if industry  
and academia share a definition  of scientific evidence. If evidence can be found of 
competing views, we propose a more finely grained model of empirical evidence and its 
role in building software engineering knowledge. Moreover, we seek to determine if a 
more nuanced look the notion of scientific evidence has an influence on how academics 
and industry practitioners perceive that notion. 
Method: We have developed a model of key concepts related to under- standing 
empirical evidence in software engineering. An initial validation has been conducted, 
consisting of a survey of master students, to deter- mine if competing views of evidence 
exist at that level. The model will be validated by further literature  study and semi-
structured interviews with industry practitioners. 
Results: We propose a model of empirical evidence in software engineering, and an 
initial  validation of that model by means of a survey. The results of the survey indicate 
that conflicting opinions already exist in the student body regarding the notion of 
evidence, how trustworthy different sources of evidence and knowledge are, and which 
sources of evidence and types of evidence are more appropriate in various situations. 
Conclusion: Rather than a difference in how industry  and academia value scientific 
evidence,  we see evidence of misunderstanding, of different notions of what constitutes 
scientific evidence and what strength of evidence is required to achieve specific goals. 
We propose a model of empirical  evidence, to provide a better  understanding of what 
is required in various situations and a better platform  for communication between 
industry and academia. 
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1    Introduction 
Researchers in software engineering often have the opportunity to take their theories 
and findings to industry and validate them in a practical setting. Empirical software 
engineering research is specifically geared towards collecting information from industry, 
analyzing and interpreting it, developing new solutions, and providing credible evidence 
to practitioners on how to develop software effectively and efficiently. 
To achieve this goal, communication between industry and academia must rely on a 
common understanding of empirical evidence and its value. However, work by Rainer et 
al. suggests that researchers have a difficult time in demonstrating credibility  in industry 
and that researchers and industry practitioners do not share similar values regarding 
empirical evidence [10]. Such a difference has a twofold impact on the relationship 
between industry and academia. First, it has the direct effect of hindering the research 
process, how information is collected, analyzed, and then disseminated. Second, such a 
difference in opinion can lead into question the education and values future practitioners 
receive in universities. A complete difference of opinion, however, would result in a 
complete inability  to cooperate between industry and academia. Such cooperation does 
take place however. So a model of evidence is needed that  accounts for the continued 
industry-academia cooperation, and the findings of Rainer et al. regarding the credibility 
difference. 
The goal of this study is to investigate the suggested difference in values. First, by gaining 
a deeper understanding  of empirical evidence, and developing a model for a more 
detailed classification.  Once such a model is developed and validated, a quantitative tool 
for collecting the perception and attitude of students, academics, and practitioners can 
be developed. 
 

2    Related  Work 
The Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT)  scheme describes  a five  stage model for of 
innovation adoption [12].  The first stage is related to becoming aware of empirical 
evidence regarding the innovation; whereas the fifth stage address the attitude,  i.e.  made 
a decision regarding the adoption of such innovation supported by given information. 
The model present useful insights to persuade practitioners to consider empirical 
evidence on their daily process, i.e. managing software projects and activities.  IDT  
presents a broad spectrum of technology adoption defined by two key concepts: 
Awareness is a consciousness or understanding of a specific subject, also impacted by the 
personal beliefs, i.e.  ideologies, worldviews  and values that shape practice and orient 
knowledge. Software engineering (SE) research and practice differ on the language and 
communication features. Practitioners rely most on technical folklore and beliefs built 
over a set of relationships and communication channels (e.g. previous experience, 
interpersonal communications) [10]. 
On the opposite side of the spectrum, Attitude is a position with regard a the given fact or 
state, or even the intentions towards a problem.  When addressing such problem, 
practitioners stated will is affected by their awareness of the subject.  However, some 
contradiction between the beliefs an the attitude upon it has been observed in SE [10, 9]. 
Rainer et  al. conducted a number of empirical studies where they found that, in the 
project they studied, quantitative data was not collected and not valued [10]. Moreover, 
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developers stated that they wanted evidence, but preferred to rely on local opinion and 
local experts. They go on to speculate  as to the possible reasons behind this preference. 
Yitzhaki et al. collected survey data from 233 respondents, of whom 119(51%) were 
academics and 114(49%) were industry practitioners, all of whom performed R&D 
functions [16]. They found that discussions with colleagues were the common to both 
groups, but that  there was a significant  and consistent difference with respect to most 
information sources.  This seems to strengthen the speculation that  the two  groups have 
differing values regarding empirical evidence. 
Brown et al. proposed a method of analyzing and assessing scientific reasoning in 
students [3, 2]. While their method is targeted specifically at middle and high school 
students, the concept of teaching how evidence and theories can be used to reach a 
conclusion is an important component of the scientific process. 
Our work tries to build on existing definitions of empirical evidence to build a model of 
what empirical evidence is, and how industry and academia perceive knowledge and 
empirical evidence. This model provides a more finely grained understanding of 
empirical evidence and enables the development of a method to systematically assess the 
awareness and attitude towards evidence. 
 

3  Research Questions 
This study tries to answer the following questions 
 
• RQ1.  What model of scientific evidence in the context of software engineering can be 
proposed that accounts for the existing accounts of differing values between industry and 
academia? 
In particular, we would like to have a more finely grained model of evidence in software 
engineering, to gain a deeper understanding of the concept itself, how industry and 
academia perceive it, and what aspects are valued differently and how. 
 
• RQ2.  What are the awareness and attitude students in the software engineering master 
program have of the scientific  process, scientific evidence, and the their value to solving 
software engineering problems? 
 
Our study aims to determine if the model of scientific evidence proposed can identify 
differences of opinions between software engineering students. If clearly distinct 
opinions can be found in the student body, we can expect that there is some truth  to the 
model and proceed with a more in-depth validation. 
 
• RQ3.  Are the awareness and attitudes of students confirmed by participants with 
experience of both academia and industry? 
Since the goal of the study is to perfect the model we have of evidence such as to improve  
communication between industry  and academia, it is reasonable to plan to validate this 
model with  both researchers  and industry  practitioners.  Moreover, we believe  it 
important  to begin the validation from people that  already have a good understanding 
of both sides of the argument.  To this end, we would like to conduct an initial validation 
with industrial PhD students and other researchers that have experience working in 
industry. 
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4    Understanding evidence 
We  start  by discussing the role of knowledge in  general, as a medium for academia-
industry communication. To facilitate this discussion, we have defined an initial model of 
the relationship between academia, industry, and knowledge. The model is described in 
more detail in Section 5. 
The accepted view is that academia tries to add to the overall knowledge. Thus, academia 
focuses on collecting evidence, and generalizing from evidence to develop theories. Thus, 
academia is more concerned with ensuring that the knowledge being is novel, valid, and 
generalizable. This guides their focus to- wards systematic evidence collection and 
sources of evidence, and replicability of the evidence collection and analysis processes. 
On the other hand, industry is perceived as trying to apply knowledge in a practical 
setting. Their focus is more on operationalizing theory, thus the focus of industry is to 
find knowledge that is applicable in their context, relevant to their problems, and 
successful in providing solutions for those problems. 
Both academia and industry, thus, rely on evidence to achieve their goals. Academia 
generalizes  knowledge from available evidence, so it value certain types of evidence that 
are better suited to that goal. Industry seeks to apply knowledge,  so it uses different types 
of evidence to achieve that. 
Evidence and knowledge are often intertwined concepts,  as the understanding of a 
specific subject is usually  achieved through interpretation  of results supporting or 
modifying such subject. This relationship is rarely well-defined, as the same evidence 
could be interpreted differently [7]. 
Several factors can impact on the process of interpretation, as such the interpreter and 
the receiver beliefs, their previous knowledge regarding the subject, and the 
communication channels. Research indicates that an effective communication is 
important to the process of knowledge transfer (KT)  [10]. 
 

4.1    Human  Factors 

Interpersonal communication is an important feature in the KT process, and the experts 
in both theoretical and practical aspects are particularly  valued. These experts possesses 
valuable knowledge of the subject, and the methods used to address it [10].  Academic 
researchers tends towards the theory and abstraction aspects, as while practitioners are 
closely related to the application and contextualized feedback. 
Practitioners often disregard academic evidence, as they think many of them are poorly 
relate to the real projects problems, or biased towards the “ideal” projects.  Moreover, 
academic reports usually lack appealing needed to motivate practitioners [14]. Local 
experts, on the other hand, tend to be more consistent with the real-life issues, 
responding  much quicker to them with potentially more pertinent evidence [10, 17]. 
A need to bridge the gap between practitioners’ and researchers’ understand- ing on 
software engineering goals is identified in [15]. Researchers should provide useful 
models to support the practitioners needs on how to address the software process. 
Hertzum and Pejtersen [5] identified five obstacles that can impact on communicating 
evidence from the experts perspective:1) cost/time; 2) intellectual/social effort; 3) 
confidential information; 4) memory; and 5) inappropriate information. 
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4.2    Information  Sources 
The differences between researchers and practitioners extends to the sources or 
channels of information utilized. Academic researchers value formal information such as 
a conference or journal papers, while practitioners are more willing to search 
information by interpersonal communications with colleagues [17, 4]. Such informal 
information channels also exist in the academic environment, in which peer researchers 
and supervisors act as communication agents. 
Compared to academics, practitioners use less formal information services, however they 
rely heavily on textbooks, professional journals and technical re- ports as printed and 
electronic sources. Library resources and bibliographic databases are used only as a last 
resort. This behavior seems strongly related to the accessibility of the source and the 
information seeking techniques required in such channels [17]. 
Fidel and Green [4] suggest training practitioners in using databases of all sorts, 
improving familiarity  with and the usage of these sources. The top five barriers for 
seeking written  information identified by Hertzum and Pejtersen [5] are:1) cost/time;  
2) irrelevant  information;  3) availability  of information; 
4) unfriendly tools; and 5) intellectual effort. 
 
4.3    Information  Collection Process 
The academic approach to problem solving often starts from a review of relevant 
literature, often conducted in a systematic way [6]. For a deeper understanding, academic 
rely on a variety of different research methods, from case studies  [13] to controlled 
experiments [15]. In all of these, the approach is to formulate a model for a solution, 
collect data to evaluate that model, and refine the model according to the new data.  The 
academic perspective is that systematic data collection and interpretation is more likely 
to yield reliable results, with a great amount of emphasis being placed on a well 
described, documented, and repeat- able methodology. 
In industry, the software development process seldom allows for collecting and 
interpreting data. Subjective opinions from experts are deemed more credible [10] and 
are often preferred.  The method to address a given issue in industry usually involves 
reasoning about the activities and actions to undertake, as well how to manage problems 
or supporting information. To introduce an innovation to the process, there is a need to 
convince practitioners on the usefulness of such innovation, and a deep knowledge of the 
organization beliefs are often required [9]. 
Software organizations are willing  to adopt a new technology only if substantial 
improvements and low-risk introduction are guaranteed. However, few studies 
demonstrate considerable improvement on a innovative technique over a well-
established one. Moreover, pilot projects and prototypes seems to help disseminate the 
changes in the organization better [14]. 
 

4.4    Interpreting Evidence 

In academia, evidence is used to validate and refine theoretical models, with the end-goal 
of drawing general conclusions about the subject matter being studied.  The emphasis is 
on objectively collecting and analyzing data, often using randomization and statistics [15] 
to account  for differences in context. The scientific method has as a starting point the use 
of empirical evidence to validate theoretical models. 
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As mentioned above, practitioners still should be convinced to adopt empirical evidence  
as supporting tool for their decision making activities. A work by Rainer et al.  [10] 
suggests that results presented as quantitative data usually have unappealing impact on 
practitioners, while contextualized insights (e.g. as provided by a case study) are more 
persuasive. On the other hand, Storey impressions [14] on interviews with practitioners 
are that the most credible data is quantitative data, and anything else and should be 
dismissed. 
Both studies agree that the argumentation is stronger if the context of the evidence is 
alike or similar to the organization and/or its beliefs [10, 14]. Therefore, to improve the 
KT process is important that researchers and practitioners achieve a similar 
understanding regarding empirical evidence and its value for decision making. 

 

Figure 1. Key concepts related to the scientific evidence. The left side shows an academic 
perspective, focusing on generalizability, rigorous analysis and documentation, and 
systematic processes. The right side shows the industrial perspective, focusing on a 
context specific analysis, working prototypes, and ad-hoc solutions for observed 
problems. 
 

 

5.    A Model  of Evidence 
Based this work, we developed a set of key concepts related to understanding scientific 
evidence, seen in Figure 1. 
The perspective currently attributed  to the academic environment is on the left side. It 
reflects a focus on generalizability, systematic and repeatable data collection, rigorous 
analysis, and extensive documentation. Academics are perceived as being concerned with 
creating new knowledge, either from existing primary studies or by conducting their own 
primary studies. This new knowledge is reviewed by other academics, prior to 
publication, and the main concerns in this review are its novelty and the validity.  
Generalizing from evidence, how- ever, requires that the evidence is representative. 
Hence the focus on systematic and repeatable processes, on unbiased researchers,  
defined information collection processes, and detailed and reasonable analyses. 
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The industrial perspective is somewhat less clear, as industry lacks a unifying philosophy. 
Nevertheless, a consensus seems to be that the industrial perspective is to adopt 
knowledge and adapt it to the specific context of individual companies. Thus, the 
industrial perspective is less concerned with generalizability, and more concerned with 
applicability, the benefits that certain knowledge can bring to the company, the relevance 
of items of evidence for the specific context, goals, and problems encountered. Thus, the 
priority in the industrial perspective is in finding solutions to specific problems, even if 
those solutions may not be applicable in a more general setting. 
While the two  perspectives are different, both industry  and academia do share a desire 
to increase the level of knowledge, to apply existing knowledge  
 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2: Overview of knowledge as the medium for academia-industry collaboration.  
Academia tries to add to the overall knowledge. This priority  motivates the focus on 
novelty, validity,  and generalizability.  Industry  is focused on transferring knowledge 
from theory to practice.  Thus, industry prioritizes applicability,  relevance  to a particular  
context, and practical results in that context. 
 
 
in practical settings, and to learn from those applications. Academics want to validate 
their theories in industrial settings, and to help achieve this goal experience reports, case 
studies in industry, quasi-experiments in industrial settings, and a host of other methods 
are being applied. Similarly, industry practitioners understand the benefits of being early 
adopters of methods, techniques, and tools originating in academia. 
We  can see,  therefore, that  there is a difference in focus.  Academics are focused on 
generalizing from existing evidence to propose and validate theories, while industry 
practitioners are focused on operationalizing existing knowledge to specific context.  In 
spite of these seemingly divergent goals, both industry and academia share an 
understanding in the value of using and adding to the overall repository of software 
engineering knowledge. The evidence academics use often comes from industry, with 
empirical studies being conducted in industry,  or based on industrial experience reports, 
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or on industrial data.  Industry practitioners collaborate with academics to made such 
data available and to encourage the development of solutions to specific problems, 
especially problems for which a suitable solution has not been found in the repository of 
existing knowledge. 
 

6    Validation 
A first step towards validating this model of evidence in software engineering was to 
investigate the attitude and awareness of students in a software engineering master 
program. As future practitioners and academics, the students have some of the 
knowledge specific to the domain, although they lack the practical experience of either 
academia or industry. 
A pilot survey was conducted with students in the Research Methodology course, an 
advanced level course in the international Software Engineering master program. The 
participants in the course were international students, with 
88% being between 20 and 25 years of age at the time of the study. The survey instrument 
was designed to be applicable outside of that context as well, both in other courses and 
in an industrial setting.  Questionnaires on the attitudes of the general public towards 
science and scientific evidence [1, 11, 8] were the basis for the development of the survey 
instrument. 
The pilot survey focused on the awareness and attitude  of respondents on different 
situations in their work and study activities that sought to assess their main sources of 
information (e.g. documents, persons in authority,  own experimental activities, etc.) and 
the level of confidence they had in those sources. 
The survey was designed according to the model presented above, and seeks to evaluate 
the awareness and attitude towards evidence with respect to the key concepts presented 
in Figure 1. We hypothesized that student opinions would be split between the context 
specific focus seen in industry and the generalizability focus they have been shown in 
their academic activities. 
The results of the pilot survey have been analyzed from the perspective of the key 
concepts mentioned above. Figure 3 shows the responses to the survey questions, with  
the answers towards the left focused more on the academic, generalizable types of 
evidence, and those on the right focused on contextual, practical and applicable evidence. 
An initial  evaluation shows that  the both the generalized and the context-focused views 
exist in the student population. Figure 4 show the same information visualized  as a heat 
map. 
Moreover, it seems that  some dimensions elicit different  responses. This seems to show 
that  the preference for a more academic or a more industrial point of view depends on 
the situation, the type of decision that needs to be made, and the type of evidence being 
considered, rather than being a bias in the person responding. 
 

7    Discussion 
This model shows industry and academia as focusing on different types of evidence, and 
using them to achieve different goals. Thus, we expect each academic and industry 
practitioner to value more the types of evidence that enable them to achieve their goals. 
This has a significant impact both on academia-industry communication, and on teaching 
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students. Understanding what goals academia and industry have, and what types of 
evidence they need to achieve those goals, could inform how communication is 
conducted, and improve a mutually beneficial collaboration. 
Moreover, this understanding would enable universities to train students to perceive the 
different goals, to understand what kinds of evidence are needed to achieve them, and to 
provide them with the tools to obtain that evidence. This 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Survey results, represented on a Likert  scale. Answers 
towards the left reflect the  right  side of the Key Concepts diagram:  
a focus on rigorous documentation and generalizability.  Answers 
towards the right of the diagram reflect a focus on context-rich, 
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practically applicable results. Note that the order of questions has been 
adjusted to clarify the effect. 

 
 
Figure 4:  Survey results, represented as a heat map.  Answers towards 
the left reflect the  right  side of the Key Concepts diagram:  a focus 
on rigorous documentation and generalizability.  Answers towards the 
right of the diagram reflect a focus on context-rich, practically 
applicable results. Note that the order of questions has been adjusted to 
clarify the effect. 
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will result in them being better prepared to fit in the industrial context when they do 
become practitioners, and serve to improve the potential for communication between 
industry and academia even further. 
A focus on generalizability, rigorous analysis and documentation is often perceived as a 
more “academic” stance, with researchers often presenting evidence in terms of peer-
reviewed papers, well reputed researchers, and consisting of experimental results 
analyzed by statistical methods.   Conversely, a more “hands-on” approach, with  a focus 
on contextual information,  working prototype  software, and ad-hoc solutions  is often 
regarded as more “industrial”. Our results show that both these opinions exist in the 
student population, and that they depend more on the situation presented, the type of 
evidence being considered, and the type of decision that is to be made. 
While still initial,  the results seem to indicate that a more nuanced view of what 
constitutes evidence, how it should be obtained and analyzed, and how it is to be 
presented could be beneficial. By establishing a common, and commonly accepted, 
framework, we could minimize misunderstandings between researchers and industrial 
practitioners. 
Industry and academia  seem to focus on different parts of the model, so it is worth 
discussing if any commonality can be found. Since industry-academia collaborations 
continue to be important  in research, we can claim with  some certainty that the goal we 
have mentioned, of adding to the overall repository of software engineering knowledge, 
is a shared one.  Intermediate goals may be different, and academics and industry 
practitioners will  focus on different short term objectives.  Nevertheless, developing new 
knowledge, backed up by empirical evidence, industrial data, and validated in a real 
setting continues to be relevant to both industry and academia. 
In a more immediate sense, a finer grained understanding of the different views of 
industry and academia would enable us to better prepare our students to face the 
difficulties that will arise regardless of the path they will take. Students that go on to be 
software engineering practitioners often see a shift in values and expectations, in 
addition to the difficulties in adapting to a new context and completing new types of tasks. 
By better understanding the goals and values of industry, and communicating these 
values to our students, we would enable a smoother transition to practitioner as well as 
improved communication with future practitioners. 
So, do industry and academia share an understanding? It seems that  the industry and 
academia share an understanding of the importance of developing, validating, and 
implementing new knowledge. Divergence exists in terms of which parts of the process 
each focuses on.  In these terms, industry  and academia don’t  necessarily  disagree  on 
what constitutes empirical evidence. However, academics and industry  seem to prefer 
types  of evidence that  better suit their focus and their intermediate goals. 
Future work will  be  focused around validating  the model of evidence in software 
engineering. The first step is to conduct interviews with  industrial PhD students at BTH. 
The main reason for this choice is the experience they have in both the industrial and the 
academic settings. 
The long term goal, and long term plan for future work, is to develop the survey into a 
tool to evaluate the awareness and attitude  of practitioners and academics towards the 
different key concepts of evidence in software engineering. Such a tool would enable the 
model to be validated and refined. It would also allow a common understanding of 
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evidence, and how evidence can be use to support the goals of software engineers, both 
researchers and practitioners. 

8    Conclusion 
We have proposed a model of empirical evidence in software engineering that accounts 
for the seeming contradiction between the value of empirical evidence in industry and in 
academia. According to this model, the contradiction is more a reflection of different goals 
and a preference for different types of evidence that support those goals, rather than 
different values. 
Further work is still necessary to validate and improve the model, and to develop analysis 
and measurement methods to obtain further data. Nevertheless, we propose a common 
model for empirical evidence, that takes into account con- text, the goal of each of the 
participants, and the preferred means of achieving those goals. We claim that such a 
model is likely to improve academia-industry cooperation,  as well as improving the 
degree to which students are prepared to take the role of software engineers in industry. 
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Abstract 
 
Context: We have experienced the use of a domain specific language sometimes makes 
it difficult to present domain knowledge to a group or an individual that has limited or 
different knowledge about the specific domain, and where the presenter and the 
audience do not have sufficient insight into each other's contexts. In order to create an 
environment where knowledge transfer can exists it is vital to understand how the roles 
are shifting during the interaction between the participants. 
In an educational environment Teaching and Learning Activities (TLA) could, in ideal 
situations, be invented during the design of the curriculum. This might not be the case 
when interacting with practitioners or students from diverse fields. This situation 
requires a method to find TLAs for the specific situation. For the domain knowledge to 
be useful for learners it has to be connected to the context/domain where the learners 
are active. 
In this paper we combine a spiral learning process with constructive alignment, which 
resulted in a teaching and learning spiral process. The outcome of the teach- ing and 
learning spiral process is to provide the knowledge of using the introduced domain 
knowledge in a context/domain where the learners are active. 
 
Objective: The aim with this work is to present guidelines that will contribute to a more 
effective knowledge creation process in heterogeneous groups, both in an educational 
environment and in interaction with different groups of practitioners in society. 
 
Method: We conducted a case study using observations and surveys. 
 
Results:  The results from our case study support a positive effect on the learning 
outcomes when adopting this methodology. The learning outcome is to gain deeper 
understanding of the introduced domain knowledge and being able to dis- cuss how the 
new domain knowledge can be integrated to the learners own context.
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Conclusions: We have formulated guidelines for how to use the teaching and learning 
spiral process in an effective and efficient way. 
 
Keywords:  spiral learning, spiral teaching, knowledge creation, heterogeneous groups 

 

1    Introduction and Background 
 

How can one think to create top conditions for knowledge creation in cases when pre- 
conceptions vary? The use of a domain specific language makes it sometimes difficult 
to present domain knowledge to a group or an individual that has limited or different 
knowledge about the specific domain, and where the presenter and the audience do not 
have sufficient insight into each other's contexts. The existence of synonyms and 
hyponyms between different domains requires the participants to be motivated to 
exchange domain knowledge. The exchange of domain knowledge has to be based on 
an intent to create a common understanding. Independent of the field or domain we 
have experienced challenges with subjective knowledge and lack of a comprehensive 
view while working with practitioners and students. Based on these experiences we 
have identified the need for sufficient ways of handling these challenges. 
In order to create an environment where knowledge transfer can exist and lead to com- 
mon understanding it is vital to understand how the roles are shifting during the inter- 
action between the participants.  The expert, trainer and learner should be considered 
as roles played by individual actors.  To further understand the difficulties in a situation 
as described above, it is important to distinguish the employment roles (researcher, 
practitioner, teacher and student) from the knowledge creating roles (expert, trainer 
and learner). Figure 1 shows an example illustration of a learning circle between a 
researcher and a practitioner. In Figure 1 we can see how actor A (researcher) has the 
roles of expert (E) and trainer (T). A is trying to share his or her knowledge within a 
certain domain, gained as a researcher, through its role as a trainer with another actor 
(B) having the role as a learner (L). During an interaction between the two actors the 
roles might shift. B will try to share his or her expert knowledge gained as a 
practitioner/student by taking the role as a trainer. Actor A then takes the role as a 
learner. The learning circle is valid when doing research together with practitioners as 
well as presenting research results to practitioners. The same mechanisms of shifting 
between roles can be valid for a class- room discussion as well and for a discussion 
between peers. When the participants in the learning circle are willing to learn from 
each other in order to gain deeper understanding in their own as well as in other 
domains the Bildung concept is embraced (Hudson, 2002; Vásquez-Levy, 2002). 

 

``Bildung can be seen to be a state of being that can be characterized by 
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a cluster of attributes described by terms such as `educated', 
`knowledge- able', `learned', `literary', `philosophical', `scholarly', and 
`wise'.'' (Hudson, 
2002).  
``Bildung embodies a double process of inner-developing and outer-
enveloping, what the Germans call Allgemeinbildung and Ausbildung. On 
the one hand, 
the concept Bildung describes how the strengths and talents of the 
person emerge, a development of the individual; on the other, Bildung 
also characterizes how the individual's society uses his or her manifest 
strengths and talents, a social `enveloping' of the individual.'' (Vásquez-
Levy, 2002). 

 

When embracing the Bildung concept it is natural to view knowledge creation as 
an interaction between individuals. During the interaction the involved persons are 
open to share knowledge as well as obtain knowledge, i.e. knowledge creation. In a 
good climate two subjective views could be exposed through interactions and 
knowledge could be created (Nonaka et al., 2008) in a way that is intended in the 
Bildung tradition (Hudson, 
2002; Vásquez-Levy, 2002). This is achieved by creating a Ba, as defined by Nonaka 
et al (Nonaka et al., 2000). Ba is defined as the context for knowledge creation,  

``…an extensial place where participants share context and create new 
meanings through interactions.'' (Nonaka and Toyama, 2003). 

A method to achieve deeper knowledge of a subject by using adaptive learning 
styles and learning spaces is presented by Kolb (Kolb and Kolb, 2009). In the paper 
``The Learning Way: Meta-cognitive Aspects of Experiential Learning'' (Kolb and 
Kolb, 2009) Kolb presents a spiral learning process which helps the students to 
achieve deeper knowledge about a domain knowledge. Hamid (Hamid, 2002) 
concludes that one vital pedagogical dimension is to understand that learning is not 
linear since the learning brain naturally assimilates concepts in a spiraling, 
progressive manner. 
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Figure 1: The learning circle between researcher and practitioner. 

 

Constructive  alignment (Biggs, 1996) is an example of outcome-based teaching 
planning model. The philosophy of constructive alignment is that it motivates the 
students to gain deeper knowledge in a domain. In order for the constructive 
alignment to function it is very important that students are made aware of the 
outcome of their learn- ing, and the teaching and assessment is aligned with those 
outcomes. In an educational environment the Teaching and Learning Activities (TLA) 
could, in ideal situations, be invented during the design of the curriculum. Depending 
on the field it might be possible to predict the general learning style and learning 
spaces (Kolb and Kolb, 2009, 2015) suitable for a homogenous group of students. This 
might not be the case when interacting with practitioners or students from diverse 
fields and therefore requires a method to find TLAs for the specific situation. For the 
introduced domain knowledge to be meaningful and interesting for learners it has to 
be connected to the context/domain where the learners are active. This will be 
achieved by exploring the TLAs that are aligned to the context/domain where the 
learners are active.  

In this paper we are combining the spiral learning (Kolb and Kolb, 2009) with the 
ideas behind constructive alignment (Biggs, 1996). This resulted in a teaching and 
learning spiral process (Figure 2). The overall outcome of the teaching and learning 
spiral process is to provide the knowhow and motivation of using the introduced 
domain knowledge in a context/domain where the learners are active. The TLAs in the 
teaching and learning spiral process are to provide the deep learning of applying 
specific parts of the domain knowledge in a context/domain where the learners are 
active. The assessments in the teaching and learning spiral process are for the learners 
to show the ability of applying specific parts of the domain knowledge in a 
context/domain where the learners are active.  
We are introducing the Teaching and learning spiral, Figure 2, as a methodology to 
iteratively gain deeper knowledge of a domain with the help of an agile way of finding 
the TLAs. To our knowledge this methodology is not evident in the Literature.  
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Figure 2 shows the Teaching and learning spiral. In Figure 2 one could see how a 
homogeneous context of domain knowledge is presented as a start. The context 
could be constructed out of several parts, which may appear heterogeneous to the 
learners. The different TLAs are used to iteratively explore parts of the context in 
order for the learners to gain a deeper understanding and knowledge about the 
domain as well as finding individual ways to integrate the new domain knowledge 
into their own context. The arrows in Figure 2 represents the depth of learning 
which is achieved by a learner. The further out from the center an arrow goes the 
deeper knowledge the learners have obtained. In a good teaching and learning 
environment with good interactions, learners' gained knowledge will be greater 
than the learning outcome specified in the curriculum. This since the sharing of 
different context knowledges in the relation to the introduced domain knowledge 
expand understanding and perspectives. The iterations are following the time line, 
which is the spiral. Each iteration ends with assessments, which could be in the 
form of practical exercises. Examples of the time line could be the duration of one 
occasion or the duration of a course. In reality the spiral might not be as smooth as 
pictured in Figure 2 since it will depend on the learners' former knowledge or the 
threshold concepts and troublesome knowledge (Meyer and Land, 2003, 2005) the 
domain knowledge possible may invoke. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: The teaching and learning spiral 
process. 

 
At a more detailed level we use Pask's conversation theory (Pask, 1976) as a 
building block to describe how the interactions between actors in the teaching and 
learning spiral process take place. The minimal structure of the conversation 
theory is shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3 one could see how two different actors (A 
and B) interacting on the same domain (D) with the help of a common language (L). 
The language L is defined as:  

``L may be a natural, written or spoken, symbolic language, but it need 
not be. It must however have many of the qualities of a natural language, 
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with possibilities to express and interpret commands, questions, 
answers, obediences, explanations, or descriptions.'' (Lindstrom, 
1983).  

When we are acting as trainers we use pictures together with natural written and 
spoken languages. Pictures are used to clarify the meaning of the natural language 
and thereby overcome the problem with synonyms and hyponyms in the domains. 
A domain could be described 
as:  

``A domain is a collection of topic's ,and a topic is essentially a relation. 
This may be a very concrete relation (a relation between alphabetic 
characters and the keyboard positions in type writing) or it may be an 
abstract relation (a relation between smugglers and the countries they 
operate in): To learn or solve a problem is to 'bring about' such a topic 
relation.'' (Lindstrom, 1983). 

On top of the domain there are two layers of procedures with feedback loops (FB) 
from the bottom to the top and feed-forward loops (FF) from the top to the bottom. 
The P(0) layer procedures operate upon the domain in order to bring about or 
explain topic relations. The P(1) layer operate on P(0) procedures in order to 
construct or reconstruct the topic relations. Pask (Pask, 1976) stress the fact that 
the different actors have obtained their specific domain information through 
several other interactions, which makes the model recursive. What domain 
information each actor has is unknown outside the actor. The conversation theory 
is valid for interactions between groups or between individuals and groups. 

 

 
Figure 3: The minimal structure of the conversation theory. 

 
In order for actors to share understanding of a domain and a language within a 
short time frame we state a hypothesis:  
The hypothesis is that domain knowledge can be effectively introduced by 
presenting the full context of the relevant parts of the domain knowledge up front, 
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and learners gain deeper knowledge about the domain by using flexible TLAs. The 
flexible TLAs supports Kolb's ideas of supporting different learning styles and 
customized learning spaces (Kolb and Kolb, 2009, 2015). This is done by presenting 
the domain knowledge to learners as well as letting the learners reflect/act on the 
domain knowledge from their own domain's perspective in order for the learners 
to gain deeper knowledge about the presented domain.  
The domain in Figure 3 is the full context in Figure 2. The questions and responses 
during the presentation of the full context will help to find the common languages 
in Figure 
3. The interactive assessments in the teaching and learning spiral process is 
represented by L(0) in Figure 3. In order to understand how the teaching and 
learning spiral process can affect the knowledge creation we formulated the 
following research questions:  
RQ1:  How does the teaching and learning spiral process affect the learners' under- 
standing of the presented domain knowledge? 
RQ2: How does the teaching and learning spiral process affect the dialogue 
between the trainer and earner? 
RQ3: How does the teaching and learning spiral process affect the possibility to 
identify relevant TLAs from a learner's context perspective? 

 
 
This paper is organized as follows.  In Section 2, background information about the 
case context, the study design, the preparation, the execution and the validity 
threats are presented. The result and the analysis, including 
guidelines/experiences, are presented in Section 3, and a discussion is provided in 
Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 the conclusions and further work are provided. 

 

2.    Methodology 
To answer the research questions we conducted a case study. In the following 
sections we describe the case context, how the study was designed, prepared and 
executed, and finally a discussion of validity threats. 
 

2.1    Case context 

Since one of the authors is knowledgeable in the field of strategic sustainable 
development we used a teaching material in this field as a base for this study. The 
material is used to introduce a specific process, which could be applied by 
practitioners in municipalities and regions. During this study we had the 
opportunity to present the material to practitioners in two municipalities in South 
East Sweden, using the teaching and learning spiral process. 
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2.2    Study design 

This study investigates if the teaching and learning spiral process will contribute to 
a more effective knowledge creation process in heterogeneous groups, in interaction 
with different groups of practitioners in society with possible application in an 
educational environment.  The design of the case study is based on Cousin (Cousin, 
2009) using observations and surveys. We constructed two different surveys. One 
survey was sent to experienced instructors to get their opinion on how to present 
domain knowledge in an effective and efficient way. One survey was handed out to 
the practitioners attending our presentations. Observations and informal meetings 
took place during and after our presentations to the practitioners.  The study is a 
single holistic case study (Runeson et al., 2012) since we are investigating a single 
unit of analysis during one time period. The unit of analysis is the teaching and 
learning spiral process. 
 
2.2.1   Subjects 
The subject sampling regarding the practitioners was to hand out a survey to the in- 
dividuals attending the presentations.  In order to validate our theory from a 
teaching point of view a survey was sent to well-known experienced instructors. The 
surveys are presented in Appendix A. All participants attended the study voluntarily.  
Two experienced instructors answered the survey aimed for them. Fourteen 
practitioners answer the survey aimed for them. 
 
2.2.2   Data collection 
The data was collected in the form of surveys and to some extent via observations 
and discussions with the subjects. 
 
2.2.3   Analysis 
The data from the surveys was captured on paper or in emails. The data from the 
observations was captured on paper.  
In the survey used for the practitioners (Appendix A) three of the questions directly 
address the research questions. Since these questions were given a value from one 
to five the data was analyzed with the help of Excel. The other questions were used 
to get information on how the specific presentations could be improved.  
The answers from the experienced instructors were extensive but since the amount 
of data was small we concluded a rigorous use of grounded theory (Charmaz, 2006) 
was not needed. Instead we compared the experienced instructors' answers for each 
question. By doing this we could observe the commonalities and the lack of 
contradictions in their answers as well as in relation to our own observations and 
reflections. 
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2.3    Study preparation 

Before the study was started we investigated the existence of methodologies, similar 
to ours, in the literature. We prepared the existing teaching material to fit our 
methodology. 
 
2.3.1   Investigating the need for the study 
We constructed a search string in order to determine if similar work had already 
been done. The search was performed in Eric and SCOPUS, the result can be found 
in Appendix B. Only five papers were selected as relevant for this study. These 
papers sup- port our proposed methodology but cover only parts of the 
methodology we are proposing. 
 
2.3.2   Study pilot 
To prepare we interactively adjusted the teaching material of the process for 
strategic sustainable development to better present an overview of the domain 
upfront. This was done together with a researcher novel to the chosen domain in 
order to find the essentials of the material. To ensure quality of the presentation and 
make sure we would cover all necessary parts we brought in support from 
experienced instructors of this specific domain. During one of the iterations the 
material was piloted on a group of practitioners.  The final version of the material is 
based on the feedback from the experienced instructors, the researchers and the 
pilot group.  
We interactively prepared the surveys to the experienced instructors and the 
practitioners.  The result in each of the iterations was presented to researchers 
external to the project. During one of the iterations the survey aimed for 
practitioners was tested on a pilot group. The final versions of the surveys are based 
on the feedback from the pilot group and the researchers. 
 
2.4    Study Execution 
We prepared and executed two hours seminars with practitioners in municipalities 
in South East Sweden.  The seminars included practical parts where trainer and 
learners interacted in dialog and exercises. Practitioners were also asked to fill in a 
survey ad- dressing the research questions. The data analysis was done based on the 
information from these surveys together with the observations, informal meetings 
and reflections done during these seminars. 
 

2.5    Validity Threats 

In this section we discuss validity threats according to Robson (Robson, 
2011). 
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2.5.1   Author bias 

To avoid the risk of imposing pre-defined conclusions from the authors a researcher 
external to the project evaluated the methodology of our research process. 
 
2.5.2   Interpretation 
To mitigate the risk of imposing a meaning on what is happening during the 
presentations an objective interpretation is needed. Triangulation was used to 
prevent a single viewpoint of the information presented and gathered during the 
study.  Data triangulation was achieved by using surveys answered by the 
participating practitioners, observations during the presentations and informal 
meetings with practitioners after the presentations. 
 
2.5.3    Biased theories 
The surveys to experiences instructors as well as discussions with researcher 
external to the project were used to challenge the theories and countering 
researcher bias. 
 
2.5.4   The use of surveys 
The surveys were developed in an iterative way. A researcher external to the project 
and knowledgeable in constructing surveys inspected the different versions of the 
surveys. We piloted the surveys on a group of practitioners during one of the 
iterations. The final versions of the surveys were agreed upon together with the 
external researcher. 

3    Result and Analysis 
The chronology of the presentations is presented in Section 3.1.  

3.1    The chronology of presentations 

3.1.1   Ronneby kommun (20160426) 

We presented the domain knowledge to the practitioners. After the presentation the 
sur- vey was given to the practitioners and we announced a break to give the 
practitioners time to answer the survey. After the break we continued to present the 
different topics in a more detailed way. The meeting ended with workshops in small 
groups where the practitioners discussed their gained knowledge about the 
presented domain in order to solve problems and integrate the gained knowledge 
into their own domain.  Through this exercise TLAs were identified and connected 
to the context/domain where the practitioners are working. 

3.1.2   Oskarshamns kommun (20160517) 

We presented the domain knowledge to the practitioners.  After the presentation 
the survey was given to the practitioners and we announced a break to give the 
practitioners time to answer the survey. After the break we continued to present the 
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different topics in a more detailed way. The time constraints together with the large 
numbers of interactions during the meeting prevented a relevant workshop 
exercise. 

3.2    The meetings with the practitioners 

In the survey used for the practitioners (Appendix A) three of the questions directly 
address the research questions. 
SQ7 : The spiral learning method improve the understanding of the presented 
concept.  
SQ8 : The spiral learning method improve the dialogue between the 
researcher/teacher - student/participant. 
SQ9 : The spiral learning method improve the identification of good TLAs from an 
individual perspective. The answer to these questions could  be: 
Strongly agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly disagree 
The answer was given a value from five to one where 'Strongly agree' was given the 
value of five and 'Strongly disagree' was given the value of one. The result of the 
survey could be seen in Table 1. 
 

Presentation SQ7 SQ8 SQ9 
Ronneby 4.5 4.1 3.4 
Oskarshamn 4.1 3.8 2.9 
Total 4.3 4.0 3.1 

Table 1: The results of the practitioner survey 
 
 
The result in Table 1 gives an indication of how the teaching and learning spiral 
process affects the understanding of the presented domain knowledge and the 
dialog between the trainer and learner in a positive way, which answers RQ1 and 
RQ2. The low score for SQ8 in Oskarshamn is surprising since there was a constant 
interaction between the trainer and the learners during the whole presentation. This 
was interpreted as the participants had understood and contextualized the 
presented domain knowledge in a good way.  
The teaching and learning spiral process's affect on identifying good TLAs was not 
clear from the result in Table 1. In Ronneby the result from six of the seven 
respondents gave an average of 3.8 instead of 3.4. During the presentation in 
Oskarshamn the discussion of TLAs was integrated with the presentation as 
interactions between the trainer and the learners during the presentation. The lack 
of time for a workshop might have affected the result, which is supported by the 
answers from the experienced instructors in Section 3.3. 

3.3    The survey to the experienced instructors 

The answers from the experienced instructors indicate a strong support for the 
teaching and learning spiral process.  
The whole context should be presented to start with: 
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``The tricky part is to move from the obstacle of "understanding each 
part of the chess-game, i.e. rules plus definition of checkmate" to put it 
all together into the first game plaid.  This transition is also where we 
have screwed up before. I.e. Teaching the parts with some examples, 
witnessing all the engagement from people, at last, "getting it", only to 
return some time later to see that nothing has happened.  So, more or 
less within the given time constraints you get, be it even only 1 hour, 
make sure the first ABCD1 game is plaid.'' Experienced instructor 1.  
``…what leg of a table is the most important? Regarding which part is 
the easiest for people to understand, I don't think there is a general 
answer. Some people understand some parts more easily and other 
people other parts. In a first session when you don't know anything 
about the audience backgrounds, this cannot steer the explanations. It 
needs to be followed up in following sessions with different people 
depending on their difficulties.'' Experienced instructor 2. 

There has to be assessments in the same session as when the whole context is 
presented:  

``Essentials presented fast, followed by concrete practice in 
ABCD1format, is key. The goal is to have the audience having run the 
ABCD against the SPs2 within no longer than 2 hours - all including (i) 
understanding of the funnel with the self-benefit of S.D3  regardless 
what others are doing, (ii) presentation of FSSD4 and ABCD as response 
to how to harvest the self- benefit in line with (i), (iii) a few concrete 
examples of FSSD and ABCD helping audience to move from abstract 
 

1 A step-wise application procedure in organizations for creative co-creation of 
strategic transitions. Our note. 

2 Sustainability Principles, a single (unifying) science-based definition of 
sustainability. Our note. 
3 Sustainable Development. Our note. 
4 Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development. A systematic approach to 

planning and acting for the fulfillment of Sustainable Development. Our note. 
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understanding to embracing it a bit, (iiii) followed by their own practice 
in an ABCD format - with the introducer (you) as moderator. Smashing 
result, each time!'' Experienced instructor 1.  

The use of the spiral to gain deeper understanding in an iterative manner should 
be supported: 

``We don't admire excellent chess players because they have learnt and 
re- member the rules of chess and the principles for check-mate.  We 
admire them for their advanced understanding and skills of applying 
these rules and principles, which they have reached by repeated playing 
and reflecting. To reach a basic understanding of the FSSD takes a few 
hours. To become an advanced user, understanding more subtleties (for 
example regarding the SPs), takes much longer.'' Experienced 
instructor 2. 

3.4    Experiences of using the teaching and learning spiral process 

We have combined and built on well-known theories into a practical methodology 
de- scribed as a teaching and learning spiral process. Our study supports a positive 
effect on the learning outcomes when adopting this methodology and we have also 
concluded some guidelines while making use of the teaching and learning spiral 
process.  The guidelines are built upon the importance of didactics and embracing 
the Bildung tradition.  

- Preparation of material in good advance to your introduction of the domain 
knowledge. The presentation should aim to give a comprehensive view of the 
domain. This requires both good subject matter knowledge and pedagogical 
content knowledge. Dry runs with colleagues or test groups are valuable.  

- During the actual presentation/introduction of the domain knowledge we 
have found it valuable to work in pairs as trainers.  This give the possibility 
to focus on the training and capture the reactions from the learners as well as 
receive/give input.  

- In favor for situations where the level of curriculum or context knowledge is 
low (e.g.  in heterogeneous groups as described in this paper), methodology 
of the teaching and learning spiral advocates for basic knowledge in 
conversation theory (figure 3) as well as how knowledge creation can be 
facilitated by create conditions for a Ba. Also, knowledge about the learning 
circle presented in figure 1 is useful since it would promote a prestige less 
learning environment.  

- The introduction of the domain knowledge in itself should cover one circle in 
the spiral, i.e.  consist of TLA: s and assessment points guided towards the 
overall learning outcome being that the participant understand more and 
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more about the comprehensive domain. This is done both by allowing for 
discussion where participants will relate all or parts of the domain knowledge 
to their own context. The discussion of itself is a flexible TLA and trainers' 
feedback is the assessment. Time for proper workshops where participants 
are allowed to try out different concepts would be even more fruitful. It is 
important to move from theory to practice as quickly as possible to found 
knowledge creation in motivation and inspiration.  

- The next circle in the teaching and learning spiral will be initiated by 
encouraging participants to adopt or apply parts of the domain knowledge 
further into their own context.  

- A follow-up meeting where experiences can be shared should be booked in 
from start.  

- Depending on the width of the domain knowledge introduced and specific 
situations the length (in time) of each circle in the spiral will vary. 

The teaching and learning spiral process is by its nature iterative and can continue 
over time to gain deeper and deeper knowledge (content, pedagogical, context) of 
a specific domain. New learners can be introduced along the way by repeating the 
initial steps and make use of people's gained knowledge. 

 

4    Discussion 
The teaching and learning spiral process is based on the spiral learning (Kolb and 
Kolb, 2009) and constructive alignment (Biggs, 1996).  The combination of spiral 
learning and constructive alignment has been shown to be a good approach in other 
studies, for example in Yovcheva's work (Yovcheva, 2008).  
We combined the spiral learning and constructive alignment with a domain 
knowledge context approach, which is a combination of Gibbs (Gibbs, 2014) and 
Hemlin (Hemlin, 2012). Hemlin (Hemlin, 2012) advocates the presentation of the 
full domain knowledge context in the beginning.  Gibbs suggests to use the spiral 
curriculum in shorter time intervals since he found todays use of spiral curriculum 
ineffective (Gibbs, 2014).  
Kolb's work on Learning styles and Learning spaces (Kolb and Kolb, 2009, 2015) in- 
spired us to include flexible TLAs in the teaching and learning spiral process. We 
agree to the need of good pedagogic content knowledge, as described by Schulman 
(Shulman, 1986), when using flexible TLAs. Shulman's (Shulman, 1986) viewpoint 
seems to be that if a teacher is knowledgeable in his or her subject this knowledge 
can be transferred to a learner and the result of the transfer could be measured in a, 
more or less, exact way. We question this viewpoint and argue for the embrace of 
Didactics and the Bildung tradition where flexible TLAs would be a useful tool. The 
Didactic viewpoint builds on  teacher that is knowledgeable in his or her subject but 
there is no direct transfer of the knowledge. Instead the teacher will guide the 
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learner during the learner's journey to find the meanings in the matter. The result 
might not be possible to measure in absolute terms. Gudmundsdottir give a good 
overview of the differences between the two viewpoints in Hudson's paper (Hudson, 
2002). By focusing too much on the curriculum the teachers are left with the task to 
improve their didactic skills and incorporate Bildung in their teaching themselves. 
By focusing too much on the curriculum the teacher becomes an instructor instead 
of being a mentor guiding the students on their way of gaining knowledge (Vásquez-
Levy, 2002). 
 

5    Conclusion and future work 
We have combined and built on well-known theories into a practical methodology 
de- scribed as a teaching and learning spiral process. The results from our case study 
support a positive effect on the learning outcomes when adopting this methodology 
and we have also concluded some guidelines while making use of the teaching and 
learning spiral process. The guidelines are built upon the importance of didactics 
and embracing the Bildung tradition.  
In order to further improve the methodology and more specifically how to build and 
use the teaching and learning spiral process we will investigate possibilities to 
incorporate the work by Veladat (Veladat and Mohammadi, 2011) as he introduces 
a: Spiral learning teaching method: Stair stepped to promote learning, consisting of 
11 steps and 15 goals.  
Furthermore, more case studies and iterations should help refine the teaching and 
learning spiral process and will be conducted within the authors' respective fields 
of research. 
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6  Appendix A: Instruments 

6.1  Survey Instrument for Instructors 

When you present or introduce FSSD to a group that are new to the framework?  
1. What are the presentation's distinct parts by order in which they are presented? 
E.g. elements of the framework and/or something else?  
2. Which part(s) do you believe are easiest for the audience to understand?  
Why, do you believe, this is easy to understand?  
3. Which part(s) do you believe are hardest for the audience to understand?  
Why, do you believe, this is difficult to understand?  
Have you ever adjusted your presentation style to try to help the audience over- 
come this difficulty? Please describe. Did it work?  
4. The orders in which the parts are presented influence the understanding.  
Strongly agree, Agree, Neutral , Disagree, Strongly disagree, Don't know  
5. A positive engagement in sustainability prior to the event affects the 
understanding of the presentation. 
Strongly agree, Agree, Neutral , Disagree, Strongly disagree, Don't know  
6. There are differences in level and ways which various audiences understand the 
framework/presentation. 
Strongly agree, Agree, Neutral , Disagree, Strongly disagree, Don't know  
If ``Strongly agree'' or ``Agree'', name:  
- 3 sectors/business functions that found understanding easier.  
- 3 sectors/business functions that found understanding harder.  
Is there anything else you think is important in relation to this survey? 
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6.2  Survey instrument for practitioners 

1. Which are the presentation's distinct parts?  
2. Should the order in which the parts were presented be changed? If yes: 
Why should the order be changed? 
How should the order be changed?  
3. Which part(s) do you consider as easiest to understand?  
4. Which part(s) do you considered as hardest to understand?  
What was considered as hard to understand? 
Where in lays the difficulties? 
5. Which part(s) should be penetrated deeper in the presentation?  
6. Which part(s) would you like to get more knowledge about?  
7. The spiral learning method improve the understanding of the presented concept.  
Strongly agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly disagree  
8. The spiral learning method improve the dialogue between the 
researcher/teacher 
- student/participant.  
Strongly agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly disagree  
9. The spiral learning method improve the identification of good TLAs from an 
individual perspective.  
Strongly agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly disagree  
10. I have a positive engagement in a sustainable environment.  
Strongly agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly disagree  
11. Which sector and business function do you represent?  
12. Are you interested to participate in an interview? If yes: 
Please provide your email address 
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7    Appendix B -- Investigating the need for the study 

We constructed a search string in order to determine if similar work had already been 
performed. The words in the search string were obtained from the research questions. 
The search string is as follows: ``spiral learning'' OR ``spiral teaching''.  
We defined three inclusion criteria as defined in Table 7.1. 

 

ID Inclusion/exclusion parameter Inclusion/exclusion criterion 
IC1 
IC2 
IC3 

Discussion of the methodology 
Description of the methodology 
Coverage of the methodology 

The paper discuses aspects of the Teaching and learning spiral process. 
The paper describes aspects of the Teaching and learning spiral process. 
The paper describes all aspects of the Teaching and learning spiral pro- 
cess. 

 

Table 7.1: Inclusion/exclusion criteria 
 
We performed a search in the Eric library and in the Scopus library within title, keyword 
and abstract, using the defined search string.  The obtained papers were checked for 
duplicates. The abstract of the remaining papers were read and inclusion criterion one 
was applied. This resulted in a number of papers for which full text reading should be 
performed.  The papers selected for full-text reading were read and inclusion criteria 
two and tree were applied on the papers. The result of the work is presented in Table 
7.2. 

 

Activity (Last executed 20160523) SCOPUS ERIC 
Keyword search 24 7 

Excluded due to duplicates 0 0 
Paper for reading the abstract 24 7 

Excluded due to inclusion criterion 1 -17 -5 
Paper for full-text reading 7 2 

Excluded due to inclusion criterion 2 -4 0 
Paper supporting the methodology 3 2 

Excluded due to inclusion criterion 3 -3 -2 
Paper covering all aspects of the theory 0 0 

 

Table 7.2: Included and excluded papers 
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